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EDITORS' FOREWORD

editors' foreword
Das Leben kann nur ruckwarts verstanden, mUf3 aber vorwarts ge/ebt werden.
( Soren A. Kierkegaard )

THERE ARE PROBABLY NOT MANY INSTITUTES OF HIGHER LEARNING in Europe that have had as
strong an influence on the development of European integration as the College of
Europe. Founded in 1949 - and hence being the oldest institute for European
studies in Europe - it has in the first fifty years of its history trained more than 5500
students to become "competent, experienced and responsible Europeans", . a very
large number of whom have moved to important positions in the European
Community jUnion, in various international organisations, in national and regional
administrations and in the private sector dealing with the Union.
It is thus appropriate to celebrate these fifty years, and this book is intended as a contribution
to this celebration. It includes a look back at the origins, the founding of the College, and then
its development, its growth and continuous adaptation through these first fifty years of its history. The first part on the history of the College was written by Pere Karel Verleye (chapter 1)
who was in fact "present at the creation" of the College, and who shares his impressions of
these early moments with the reader. Former Rector Werner Ungerer then continues and leads
us through fifty years of College history (chapter 2), portraying not only the changes in the academic programme and the consistently difficult financial situation, but also the "human input",
the College's involvement and commitment of numerous persons, some of them mentioned, but
many un mentioned, who with great dedication worked for the College and its mission in
Europe.
This first part forms the sound foundation on which the present - an active and lively College
- has been built, and the second part of the book is devoted to presenting a "visiting-card"
of the College as it is today. Chapter 3, written by former student and assistant Gabriel Glockler,
paints a picture of the present structure of the College, the workings of the administration, but
more particularly the structure of the academic programme, the heart of the College. A separate chapter (4), contributed by Vice-Rector Ja~ek Saryusz-Wolski, is assigned to the description
of "Natolin", the Warsaw campus of the College of Europe, not only its latest addition, with
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already more than 70 students, but a sign of its adaptability to changing circumstances and,
above all, witness to the fact that the College's mission of contributing to a uniting and peaceful Europe indeed encompasses the whole of Europe.
Chapters 5 to 9 deal with the interrelationships between the College and various groups or
"actors": the College and its relationship with the City of Bruges (Leonce Bekemans, professor
at the College and a native of Bruges), the students (Nadia Grafin von Bassewitz and Joshua
Berle, both students of the Promotion Alexis de Toqueville), the assistants (Nicola Notaro, former student and assistant in the Law Department in Bruges, and Christophe Hillion, assistant
in Natolin), the visiting professors U.H.J. Bourgeois, professor in the Law Department and
Lawyer in Brussels), and finally the former students, the alumni or "anciens" (Marie-Ange Gaiffe,
former student and presently working for the Fondation Salvador de Madariaga).
But, as Soren Kierkegaard says, life has to be lived "forwards", and so the third part deals with
the future. Appropriately, this chapter was contributed by the present Rector, Otto von der
Gablentz.
The editors would like to thank all of the above contributors. They would also like to thank
Professor I,B.F. Kormoss, long-time professor at the College and of the same Promotion as
Werner Ungerer, who provided us with his memories and invaluable help in gathering statistical information, Eric de Souza, Lecturer in the Economics Department, who with great skill and
ingenuity designed the tables and graphs, Jorge Monteiro, former student and researcher, who
studied the opening speeches of some fifty years to provide us with suitable quotations, and
Monique Mestdagh, formerly deputy librarian and publications officer of the College together
with Caroline Vandenbussche, working in the communications' office, who helped in finding
and selecting suitable photos. Pierre-Olivier Bergeron , head of communications, supported us,
encouraged us, and, together with Nik Grymonprez of Magenta gave us the advice we needed
to turn a manuscript into a book. Finally, we thank Peter Flynn, language coordinator for the
linguistic editing and Marc Delbarge, French language teacher; Rina Balbaert, secretary in the
Department of Political and Administrative Studies, without whose skill and patience we would
hardly have had a manuscript in the first place and Pascale Vantorre, secretary in the
Department of Economic Studies, who was immediately prepared to help to finalise the last
version of the manuscript.
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All of them, not forgetting the encouragement received from Jacques Delors, Chairman of the
Administrative Council, the Mayor of Bruges and the Rector, who contributed words of introduction, have made it possible to frame a picture of the College as it stands today, after fifty
years of a successful history and on the threshold of a new century with new demands and
challenges. It is the firm intention of the College to continue making as valuable a contribution
as possible to meeting these challenges and to building a peaceful, a uniting, a prosperous
and a just Europe.
It is our hope that the readers who are interested in the College will find the information they
seek, the anciens will relive old memories, and, last but not least, that present and future
students will find "their College" in these pages.

the editors
( Leonce Bekemans, Dieter Mahncke, Robert Picht )
BRUGES, IN SPRING

1999
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PREFACE

preface de Jacques Delors
President

du

Conseil

d'administration

LES FONDATEURS DU COLLEGE D'EuROPE avaient la certitude de leur vision. Pour Salvador de
Madariaga, Hendrik Brugmans et le Pere Karel Verleye, l'Europe etait une realite
historique et spirituelle qu'it s'agissait de faire vivre dans le respect de nos valeurs
communes, comme de nos enrichissantes diversites. Pour realiser cette unite potentielle, it fallait former des hommes et des femmes capables de lui donner vie. lis
creerent donc

a Bruges

un college transnational, avant meme I'existence d'autres

institutions europeennes permettant des debouches

a ses

etudiants.

Dans la construction de l'Europe communautaire, cette vision a fait ses preuves. Les
Anciens du College se trouvent

a tous les endroits strategiques de l'Union

Europeenne.

Par leurs competences particulieres, its influencent sa politique et son fonctionnement
complexe. lis concretisent I'esprit de Bruges: la recherche amicale de I'unite dans le respect
des diversites.

a nouveau a un tournant de son histoire. Son integration
a une telle densite des interdependances reciproques
que des choix communs de societe s'imposent. Son elargissement met a I'epreuve la cohesion

Aujourd'hui, l'Europe se trouve

economique et institutionnelle a conduit

et I'efficacite de ses institutions. L'Europe doit devenir en tant que telle un acteur international. De nouveau la vision doit inspirer les realisations concretes difficites aux niveaux politique
et institutionnel.
En meditant son histoire, en analysant ses fonctions, en elargissant ses activites et en renouvelant continuellement ses competences intellectuelles et pedagogiques, le College d'Europe
restera fidele

a sa

mission.
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foreword by OUo von der Gablentz
Rector

THINKING

OF

THE COLLEGE'S 50TH ANNIVERSARY a rather inappropriate thought crosses my

mind. In spite of its ripe middle age and in spite of its manifold links with the emergence of the new Europe in the second half of this century the College does not have
much of a noticeable tradition. For our more than 5500 Anciens the collective memory creating a sense of identity and belonging resides more in their own Promotion
than in their College. Every year anew students and teachers shape their own specific version of what is loosely called "I'esprit de Bruges".
Consequently, "Traditionspflege" never was a particularly strong point of the College
of Europe. To mobilise the active and supportive loyalty of our alumni has always been
a problem. As one of the oldest institutions of the new Europe the College seems to share
one of the dilemmas of the European Union: it is needed and successful but it does not engage the spontaneous loyalty of its citizens which comes with collective memory and tradition.
I hope that the College will seize the opportunity of its fiftieth anniversary "to mend its walls"
in this respect.
But while tradition in the College always had a difficult time, innovation was the iron law of
our existence. As the only genuinely European institution in our field we have been condemned
to fulfil a pilot function - and we still are. Even as a quinquagenerian the "Bruges formula" for
helping graduates to become competent, experienced and responsible Europeans remains a
"white raven" in the aviary of postgraduate training in Europe. The College still is what our
founding fathers devised: a lively and original experiment, difficult to run, not easy to understand, sometimes criticised but miraculously successful in influencing life and thought of our
alumni.
In its fifty years of existence, the College has often aroused the curiosity of journalists. It has
frequently become the object of serious academic research. But neither there is a "definitive"
history nor a comprehensive analysis of what our specific concept of European training meant
and will mean for the slow process of building a political community of European dimension.
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The European potential of the old idea of an authentic "European university" and its specialised derivatives, the College of Europe in Bruges and the European University in Florence, still
has not been fully explored let alone exhausted.
Our fiftieth anniversary does not find the College entrenched in the world of education and
training, a field which still remains essentially a prerogative of national institutions and where
Europe still has to discover its role. On the threshold of the 21st century the College's tradition
of pioneering a new concept of European training will remain its mission for the future.
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voorwoord door Patrick Moenaert
Burgemeester
BRUGGE IS EEN STAD DIE

OP

van

de

stad

Brugge

DIVERSE TERREINEN ACTIEF IS. Het is een stad met een befaamd

cultureel verleden en een uitdagende culturele toekomst. Het is een stad met een specifieke economische positie waarbinnen het toerisme een belangrijke plaats inneemt.
Het is ook een stad met een bloeiende haven; een project waarvan de eerste bouwstenen in 1907 werden gelegd, maar dat pas in de loop van deze eeuw Europese en
zelfs wereldbetekenis kreeg. Het is een stad met een imago, een Europese stad,
gekleurd door sporen uit het verleden, gekenmerkt door hedendaagse Europese
ambities.
Een halve eeuw geleden werd aan de schakering van activiteiten die de stad gestalte
geven een belangrijk element toegevoegd. Vanaf dan werd Brugge, dat nooit een
universiteitsstad was geweest, de thuishaven van een gereputeerde onderwijsinstelling die
de tijdsgeest van een verscheurd, maar gelouterd Europa in zich droeg. Tijdens het Congres
van Den Haag in 1948 werd de nood onderkend aan een post-universitaire school die het
Europese denken zou bevorderen en versterken. Het glorieuze internationale verleden van de
stad en de overtuigingskracht en ijver van Pater Verleye lagen aan de basis van de keuze om
Brugge als vestigingsplaats te kiezen.
Voor onze stad was het vanzelfsprekend een grote eer weer de bakermat te zijn van vooruitstrevend internationaal gedachtegoed. Vergeten wij niet dat vooraanstaande humanistische
denkers als Vives en Erasmus hier graag vertoefden.
Omdat het stadsbestuur anno 1999 nog steeds een inspirerende omgeving wit aanbieden aan
wie in Brugge zijn kennis wit komen vervolmaken, heeft het in 1995 enkele initiatieven genomen opdat professoren, medewerkers en studenten van het Europacollege zich daadwerkelijk
met de stad verwant zouden voelen.

lo worden de studenten aan het begin van elk academiejaar ontvangen in de gotische zaal van
het stadhuis (een van de dertien stedelijke musea die Brugge rijk is). Het is een moment waarop de Rector en de Burgemeester wederzijdse wensen en verwachtingen uitspreken en de
studenten welkom heten in de stad waar zij zullen wonen en studeren. Het is telkens hartverwarmend te zien hoe een gemengd gezelschap van jongeren, internationaal getint, niet alleen
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door hun land van herkomst, maar vooral door hun cosmopolitische ingesteldheid, dit
welkomstgebaar op prijs stellen. Het is dan ook met plezier dat wij hen aan het eind van het
academiejaar nog eens uitnodigen om op het stadhuis een document in ontvangst te nemen
dat hen maakt tot "Bruggeling Honoris Causa". Dat betekent dat zij in onze stad dezelfde
privileges genieten als de inwoners. Maar meer nog symboliseert het hun band met de stad.
Want wie aan het Europacollege heeft gestudeerd en vervolgens uitzwermt, is voor altijd
ambassadeur van onze stad.
Zelden werd de band met de stad duidelijker dan tijdens de maanden, ja zelfs jaren, die vooraf gingen aan de toekenning van de titel "Culturele Hoofdstad van Europa in 2002" aan Brugge.
Want toen op 28 mei de Europese ministers van Cultuur Brugge, samen met Salamanca,
tot Europese Culturele Hoofdstad uitriepen, had de stad in het Europacollege al lang een gemotiveerde partner gevonden. Van bij het begin van de kandidaatstelling heeft het Europacollege,
met voorzitter Jacques Delors en Rector Otto von der Gablentz, de kandidatuur gesteund. Deze
steun gaf het project een bijzondere toegevoegde waarde, want in het Europacollege vinden
de Brugse, de Europese, de cosmopolitische en de culturele dimensie elkaar.
In 1949 werd de vzw Plaatselijk Comite voor het Europacollege opgericht om, onder meer,
de socio-culturele betekenis van het Europacollege in Brugge te belichten. Op 27 juni 1995 werd
het Comite nieuw leven ingeblazen. In het Comite zetelen vertegenwoordigers uit politieke,
socio-culturele en economische verenigingen. Ook een afvaardiging van de studenten is
welkom op de vergaderingen. Het Plaatselijk Comite bevordert zo de relatie tussen de regio en
de studenten van het Europacollege.
Ik spreek, bij deze vijftigste verjaardag, de wens uit dat alien die actief bij het Europacollege
betrokken zijn - de Rector, de leden van de Beheersraad, de professoren, de medewerkers,
de studenten - in Brugge een ideale voedingsbodem mogen vinden waarin de kiem van de
Europese eenmaking, die vijf decennia geleden werd gelegd, verder mag gedijen.
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"j'evoque Salvador de Madariaga parmi d'autres personnalites car je pense
que dans l'histoire de l'integration europeenne, les personnes ont un poids
tout aussi important que les institutions. L'integration europeenne
est egalement la resultante d'efforts, d'echanges de vue, de relations
et d'audaces fructueuses entre des personnes determinees.
Dans cette perspective, la necessite de placer maintenant la personne au centre
de la construction de la nouvelle Europe s'impose avec force. "
( Juan (arlos, Roi d'Espagne )
SEANCE D'OUVERTU RE
DE LA 4SEME ANNEE ACADEMIQUE
PROMOTION RAMON LLULL

CHAPTER

1

'd 4-~O'llege,
guise d'histcHreo rale

na-i.~~a nee

A L'OCCASION DU ClNQUANTIEME ANNIVERSAIRE DU COLLEGE D'EuROPE, it semble opportun d'interroger un temoin direct, quelqu'un de la premiere heure et qui est encore parmi
nous: le Capucin brugeois Karel Verleye. En tant que survivant des quelque 750
participants au Congres de l'Europe (La Haye, 7-10 mai 1948), temoin privitegie et
co-fondateur du College en 1949, it est en mesure de nous faire le recit authentique
de ses origines et de nous rappeler les motivations de ses fondateurs.
Les questions lui ont ete posees par son collegue Hugo Gerard, Ancien de la promotion
Adenauer et actuellement directeur du Centre de formation europeenne et internationale
Ryckevelde,

a Sijsele-Damme

pres de Bruges.

Comment se fait-il que les fondateurs du College d'Europe, centre postuniversitaire
de formation europeenne, aient choisi Bruges - ville de taille moyenne et sans tradition universitaire - comme lieu d'implantation ?
Rappelons d'abord la parole de Salvador de Madariaga dans le discours d'ouverture qu'it a fait
comme president de la Section culturelle internationale du Mouvement europeen, le 20 septembre 1949,

a l'inauguration de la Session Preparatoire du College: "Bruges s'est choisie ellea mon sens justifiee. D'abord, grace au fait qu'elle a si bien conserve son

meme". Remarque

passe historique, Bruges est consideree comme une ville typiquement europeenne. Sa langue
administrative, le neerlandais, n'appartient pas

a la

categorie des langues au rayonnement

mondial et, par consequent, ne risque pas de dominer trop exclusivement la vie du College.
En outre, Bruges n'avait pas d'universite, ce qui, aux yeux des fondateurs, constituait une
garantie supplementaire pour la liberte d'action indispensable

a une

entreprise innovatrice.

Dans les annees quarante l'idee europeenne etait encore loin de pouvoir compter sur l'assentiment general du monde universitaire.
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Robert Schuman visite
le College (1954).

Ajoutons que cette ville de province sembla etre propice a une vie en communaute, ou des
etudiants de nationalites, de langues, de conceptions religieuses, philosophiques, sociales et
politiques differentes pourraient trouver une ambiance qui favoriserait le developpement d'un
esprit de solidarite europeenne.
N'oublions pas non plus que Bruges avait deja en 1948 pris l'initiative de poser sa candidature
comme siege d'une section universitaire du Centre europeen de la Culture.

Est-il exact que l'initiative de fonder un institut postuniversitaire de formation
europeenne remonte au Congres de La Haye en 1948? Cette version est donnee assez souvent
dons les recits decrivont les origines du College.
Cette version ne correspond pas a la realite historique. Dans les actes du Congres, vous ne
trouverez aucun passage qui mentionne la mise sur pied d'un centre post-universitaire de
formation europeenne a Bruges. It est vrai que Denis de Rougemont, rapporteur de la commission culturelle, et plusieurs autres delegues y ont plaide pour une formation specifiquement
europeenne des jeunes cadres. Dans son discours lors de la seance pleniere finale du Congres,
Salvador de Madariaga a mentionne la ville de Bruges en insistant sur son passe vraiment
europeen.
Voila tout ce qui, apres-coup, pouvait suggerer que le College d'Europe y avait ete presente de
far;on explicite. Mais a La Haye, aucune allusion n'y a ete faite, meme pas au cours des debats
au sein de la commission culturelle que j'ai suivis d'un bout a l'autre.
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Le Congres du Mouvement
europeen

a La Haye

(mai 1948).

S'i1 fallait se garder de confondre svnchronisme et causalite (donc pas de "cum hoc, ergo prater
hoc", iI serait injuste de passer sous silence le role important du Congres pour la fondation
et le developpement du College. L'evenement de La Have a cree un climat favorable a la cause
et iI a permis de fructueuses rencontres entre ceux qui, plus tard, ont joue un role preponderant dans la fondation du College a Bruges, a savoir: Salvador de Madariaga, julius Hoste,
jean Drapier et moi-meme. Le futur premier recteur, Henri Brugmans, etait la, lui aussi, comme
I'un des vice-presidents du Congres.
Vous dites que l'etat d'ame des congressistes de La Haye a ete favorable
du College. Pouvez-vous nous decrire de plus pres cette atmosphere?

a l'eclosion

jacques Delors a caracterise I'evenement comme "le congres de I'enthousiasme". N'oublions
pas qu'it se deroula dans une periode d'apres-guerre immediate. Tous les delegues presents
avaient vecu de pres la tragedie dementielle de la deuxieme guerre mondiale. Tous voulurent
resolument arreter le declin de l'Europe, decrit par certains observateurs de la scene mondiale comme irreversible. Malgre son passe glorieux, l'Europe avait perdu son rang de grande puissance mondiale en faveur des deux nouvelles superpuissances. Le slogan "I' Europe, troisieme
force" etait a la mode. Son immense empire colonial commen~ait a s'effriter. La menace de
I'expansionnisme sovietique, ravivee par le coup de Prague en mars 1948, hantait les esprits.
It V avait la honte collective suite a la revelation des atrocites commises par des Europeens
dans les camps de concentration. Et personne ne pouvait rester indifferent devant le drame des
centaines de milliers de personnes que pUdiquement on design a par "personnes deplacees".
Plusieurs delegues appartenaient d'ailleurs a cette categorie ...
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LA NAISSANCE DU COLLEGE, EN GUISE D'HISTOIRE ORALE

Heureusement il y avait des lumieres d'espoir, grace a I'offre d'aide genereuse du secretaire
d'Etat americain, le general Georges C. Marshall, faite le 5 juin 1947 a Harvard. 1\ y avait aussi
les appels de dirigeants europeens influents, notamment de Winston Churchill dans son emouvant discours a ZOrich, le 19 septembre 1946. S'y trouvaient reunies a La Haye 750 personnes,
toutes invitees a titre individuel, en provenance de l'Europe entiere - y compris des pays sous
domination sovietique -, et dont bon nombre occupaient des positions importantes dans la vie
politique, economique, syndicale, culturelle ou religieuse de leurs pays respectifs.
Qu'est-ce qui se cachait dans ces tetes? Le moins qu'on puisse dire, c'est que la plupart
d'entre eux etaient convaincus que sur la nouvelle scene mondiale une Europe unie vaudrait
plus que la somme de ses parties, et que la conjoncture du moment montrait I'urgence d'une
telle union. Ces sentiments ont ete ciairement exprimes dans le "Message aux Europeens"
formule par Denis de Rougemont et adopte a I'unanimite.
Grace au Congres, I'opinion publique en Europe a pris conscience, pour la premiere fois dans
la periode de I'apres-guerre, du fait que desormais le dessein europeen, enfoui depuis des
siecies presque comme un reve utopique dans le subsconscient collectif, etait passe du stade
de I'utopie a celui de fiI conducteur d'une Rea Ip olitik. Grace a I'espoir suscite par la nouvelle
vision d'avenir, le paysage institutionnel que l'Europe presenta jusqu'alors s'est progressivement modifie. A peine un an apres le Congres on vit apparaTtre le Conseil de l'Europe, suivi de
la Convention europeenne des Droits de I'Homme et de la Cour europeenne des Droits de
I'Homme. Dans le domaine prive, il y eut la mise sur pied du Centre europeen de la Culture,
sans oublier le regain de dynamisme aupres des mouvements en faveur d'une Europe unie deja
existants.
Tel fut la situation au moment Oll le College d'Europe fit son apparition.
S'il n'y a eu au Congres de La Haye aucune allusion a la creation d'un college postuniversitaire de formation europeenne Bruges, comment se fait-it que, quelques mois apres,
les media font mention d'une initiative en ce sens, prise conjointement par la Section culturelle
internationale du Mouvement europeen et d'un comite local brugeois?

a

La fondation du College a deja ete decrite en detail dans deux publications de ma main
"Le College d'Europe a Bruges. Ses origines", et "De Stichting van het Europa-College te
Brugge. Nieuwe Europeanen in een oude Hanzestad". 1\ serait fastidieux de reprendre ici le recit
en detail. Qu'il suffise de rappeler que le College doit sa naissance a la convergence de deux
initiatives, germees independamment I'une de I'autre.
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Le Recteur H. Brugmans, le Pere K. Verleye,
le Professeur E. Engelbert et trois membres
du staff permanent: M. J. Lory,

G. Fragniere et I.B.F. Kormoss (1964).

Quelques jours apres mon retour de La Haye, ou j'avais ete frappe par la proposition faite
par Denis de Rougemont concernant la creation d'un Centre europeen de la Culture et dont
le siege n'avait pas ete designe, je me suis adresse, avec l'assentiment de quelques membres
influents de l'administration communale de Bruges, le 26 mai 1948, et par l'intermediaire de
M. Alexandre Marc que j'avais rencontre
La Haye,
Denis de Rougemont pour lui proposer
Bruges comme lieu d'implantation du futur Centre. Celui-ci, apres quelques tergiversations,
a signale au comite directeur de la Section Culturelle Internationale du Mouvement europeen
l'offre brugeoise. De Rougemont l'a meme fait
plusieurs reprises. De son cote Julius Hoste
intervint lui aussi aupres de son ami de Madariaga pour lui recommander mon projet, qui entreBruges un Centre
temps avait re~u l'appui d'un comite local constitue dans le but de creer
europeen de la Culture, en collaboration avec de Rougemont. De Madariaga etait donc au
courant des propositions brugeoises.

a

a

a

a

a

Bruges on ignora, c'est qu'entretemps de Madariaga etait en train de donner
Mais ce que
forme un reve qu'il avait nourri depuis les annees trente, notamment de creer des centres de
formation pour les jeunes Europeens. Grace un regime de vie en commun, dans une ville qu'il
designa comme "typiquement europeenne", l'Europe unie construire disposerait de cadres
la fois qualifies et animes de la foi europeenne.

a

a

a

a

Une fois devenu president de la Section culturelle internationale du Mouvement europeen, constitue formellement Bruxelles le 25 octobre 1948, de Madariaga mit la main la charrue pour
realiser son vieux reve. Dans la reunion du 4-5 janvier 1949, tenue Londres, il fit adopter par
la Section culturelle une note,- redigee par son secretaire J.P. de Dadelsen, sur la creation d'une
universite europeenne. Bruges y est mention ne parmi d'autres villes comme siege eventuel.

a

a

a

Soutenu par sa section, de Madariaga profita d'une visite en Belgique pour faire un detour
de Julius Hoste, il y rencontra le gouverneur de la province de Flandre

a Bruges. Accompagne
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Le President Salvador de Madariaga
lors de I'ouverture de la premiere
annee academique (12 octobre 1950).

occidentale, le chevalier P. van Outryve d'Ydewalle, le bourgmestre de Bruges V. van
Hoestenberghe et des representants du comite local. Une reunion, convoquee en toute hate,
eut lieu le 16 janvier 1949 dans la residence du gouverneur. De Madariaga y commenta l'idee
de la mise sur pied d'une universite europeenne et proposa de l'implanter a Bruges.
Pour le · bourgmestre, la surprise fut totale (le gouverneur quant a lui avait deja ete mis au
courant par Hoste). Les representants du comite local se sentirent a la fois pris au depourvu et
flattes. Quelques jours apres, its en firent rapport aux autres membres de leur comite. Se rendant compte de l'enormite de la tache qui leur incomberait en cas d'une reponse positive et du
caractere a leurs yeux un peu trop grandiose de la vision de Don Salvador, its se declarerent en
principe d'accord pour abandonner leur propre plan en faveur de la proposition de Madariaga.
Au cours des mois suivants, celle-ci fut du reste reduite a des proportions plus realistes. Au lieu
d'une universite europeenne, on optait pour la creation d'un "(ollege d'Europe". Ainsi, le plan
brugeois rejoignit celui de la Section culturelle. Pour Bruges, les des etaient jetes.
Desormais, it s'agit de preparer sans perte de temps la Session Preparatoire de trois semaines,
prevue pour septembre-octobre 1949. Une sorte de session d'essai, qui allait decider du sort
du futur (ollege d'Europe. L'epreuve a ete concluante. Dans le rapport elabore par les participants a cette session, on trouve deja les principes de base du futur college. En octobre 1950
la premiere annee academique put etre inauguree.

Vous sembliez animes d'un sentiment d'urgence?
Bien sur! Nous etions conscients que d'autres villes avaient elles aussi pose leur candidature
comme siege d'un institut postuniversitaire d'etudes europeennes. It fallait donc prendre une
longueur d'avance. Je me suis souvenu a ce moment de l'ancien adage du droit colonial:
26
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a

"Res nullius, res primi occupantis" (Le premier occupant d'un territoire n'appartenant personne obtient le droit d'y planter son drapeau). ('est parce que Bruges s'est choisie elle-meme
qu'elle est sortie vainqeur de la competition. Et le fait que de Madariaga, grand admirateur de
Bruges et de son "genius loci" europeen, ait flaire sa chance d'y realiser enfin son vieux reve
- l'expression est de Brugmans - y a serieusement contribue.
Mais dites-nous maintenant franchement: qui doit etre considere comme LE fondateur du College?
Je sais qu'aussi bien le premier recteur du College, feu Henri Brugmans, que l'actuel recteur du
College, M. Qtto von der Gablentz m'ont designe dans leurs textes et leurs discours publics,
plusieurs reprises, comme "le vrai fondateur du College".
Mais d'une part, j'ai ete trop influence par le verset de la Bible "havel havelim, akol havel"
(vanite des vanites, tout est vanite) pour n'attacher a ce genre de titres qu'une importance plus
que relative. Je leur sais gre toutefois d'avoir pris une position aussi nette. Car dans cette
question il s'est passe ce qui arrive souvent en ce genre de choses: la victore a cent peres; la
defaite est orpheline. A mes yeux, indeniablement, au moins trois autres contributions ont ete
capitales pour la creation du College:
- l'idee d'un college postuniversitaire de formation europeenne vient de Salvador de
Madariaga;
- l'implantation de ce college
Bruges ne se serait jamais realisee sans l'aide de
l'administration communale de la Ville et, surtout, sans l'engagement a fond du
comite local dont j'assumais le secretariat. Le role qui me convenait le mieux etait
celui d'eminence grise (le Pere Joseph de. Tremblay fut lui aussi capucin!);
- Henri Brugmans a He l'architecte du programme academique, et l'animateur de la
vie en commun. En grande partie, c'est lui que le College doit sa notoriete.
J'ajoute qu'il serait injuste de ne pas mentionner le nom de Jean Drapier, qui a assure les
premiers fondements financiers.

a

a

a

a

Enfin il faut rendre hommage des dizaines de personnes qui au cours de la periode de son
"status nascendi" ont contribue, pour la plupart dans l'obscurite et chacun selon ses possibilites, la reussite de l'entreprise. Ce sont les soldats inconnus de la bataille qui a ete livree
dans les annees 1948-1949 lors de la naissance du College.

a

L'interet grandissant pour la retrospection historique est, dans le cas du College, significatif:
s'il n'avait pas acquis le prestige dont il jouit actuellement, en son cinquantieme anniversaire,
la curiosite propos de son origine aurait ete bien moindre.

a
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Salvador de Madariaga et Hendrik
Brugmans lors de I'ouverture de
I'annee academique 1964-1965.

Pour le College, l'important n'est pas tellement de savoir qui a ete son vrai fondateur.
L'important est qu'it soit devenu une cellule bien assimilee par le grand organisme europeen.
Et surtout, qu'it soit mis en mesure, dans la ligne de sa vocation, d'influencer la construction
d'une Europe unie.

Au debut, par la force des choses, vous n'aviez pas d'autre choix que de travail/er en
equipe avec des partenaires de convictions philosophiques et re/igieuses differentes des votres.
Cela n'a-t-i/ pas nui cl I'entente entre les pionniers ?
A vrai dire, mes relations avec " Mada", comme nous l'appelions familierement, ont souffert
dans un premier temps d'un certain climat de mefiance reciproque. It n'en pouvait guere etre
autrement: lui, libre-penseur notoire avec un fond d' anticlericalisme assez commun parmi les
antifranquistes espagnols; moi, portant la bure de capucin. La difference d'age elle aussi a joue
son role: en 1948 j'avais moi tout juste vingt-huit ans. Don Salvador en comptait soixante-deux.
Lui, homme de lettres et historien repute; moi, celebre inconnu. Chemin faisant, nos liens se
sont resserres au point que J. Lukaszewski, le deuxieme recteur du College d'Europe, a pu
ecrire en 1987 dans une contribution au Liber memorialis en hommage
"Don Salvador, ...
l'homme qui en collaboration fraternelle avec le Pere Verleye, fonda le College d'Europe ... ".
Je soup~onne que la diplomatie feminine de "Mimi" (plus solennellement: dofia Emilia), l'epouse de Don Salvador, a ete pour quelque chose dans l'entente cordiale qui a marque finalement
nos relations.

a

Quant aux autres co-fondateurs comme Hendrik Brugmans, calviniste avant de devenir catholique, Julius Hoste, libre -penseur modere, Jean Drapier, agnostique, je crois pouvoir dire que nos
differences d'ordre philosophique n' ont jamais empeche une collaboration fructueuse et une
estime reciproque.
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Ma derniere question

avous: quels sont vos voeux pour le College au seuil du troisieme

millenaire?

Qu'il puisse, sinon avec l'enthousiasme qui a caracterise ses debuts, du moins en conformite
avec les objectifs de ses fondateurs, utiliser davantage ses enormes possibilites pour aider
realiser le voeu de l'actuel president de son Conseil d'administration, Jacques Delors: "Puisque
les institutions europeennes n'expriment plus par elles-memes un dynamisme tangible pour les
citoyens, puisque les mediations politiques de nos differents pays ne sont plus en mesure de
justifier un projet de longue haleine, n'est-ce pas aux philosophes, aux historiens, aux politologues et aussi aux hommes de science de donner un sens a l'Europe d'aujourd'hui ?" ( 1 )

a

a

a

Je suis convaincu qu'ainsi le College lui aussi pourra contribuer
donner
la construction
europeenne plus de coeur, plus d'ame, et combler cette lacune navrante qui a ete diagnostiquee par Philippe de Schoutheete: "cette sorte de reseau que constitue l'ensemble heteroelite ne, surtout, des traites de Maastricht et d'Amsterdam est difficile decrire et a faire comprendre. Sa valeur affective est nulle". ( 2 )

a

a

( 1)
( 2)

En quete d'Europe. Les carrefours de la Science et de la Culture, introduction, Editions Apogee, Rennes 1994, p.ll.
Une Europe pour taus, Preface de jacques Delors, Editions Odile jacob 1997, p./v.
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"Depuis 30 ans, le College d'Europe, fide le aux voeux de I'homme
de reflexion et d'action qui en a inspire la creation, poursuit avec succes
son objectif: approfondir I'identite europeenne, la rendre vivante
en I'inscrivant dans la rea lite, en renouant avec la tradition
des universites medievales, c'est-a-dire en faisant non seulement travail/er
ensemble mais vivre ensemble, des professeurs et des eleves venus d'Europe ou,
d'autres horizons pour echanger entre eux et enrichir encore davantage
une solide formation deja acquise. "

( Simone Veil, President du Parlement europeen )
OUVERTURE DE LA 31EME ANNEE ACADEMIQUE
PROMOTION JEAN MONNET

THE COLLEGE:

CHAPTER

50

YEARS

2

..q-.

"
( 1)

introduction

WRITING A HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE OF EUROPE implies providing an answer to two preliminary questions:
1. When was the College actually created?
Since 1989 when Rector Lukaszewski organised the celebration of the 40th anniversary of
the College, the answer seems to be clear: in September 1949. The starting point was the
beginning of a preparatory session which lasted from 20 September to 9 October and assembled
22 students from 12 European countries and the USA. It was directed by Henri van Effenterre,
professor of ancient history at the University of Caen, who exclaimed at the end of the session:
"Dorenavant le College d'Europe existe". And the founding father, Karel Verleye, wrote in 1957:
"Desormais, pour I'opinion publique, I'existence du College etait un fait acquis". ( 3 )

Having said this, one could have chosen other dates too. A philosopher for whom ideas are
primordial and reality, in whatever form, only an incarnation of ideas, would have chosen
February 1949, when the Cultural Section of the European Movement presented to the Executive
Committee a report in which the term "College d'Europe" was mentioned for the first time,
albeit with the addition "comme cellule initiale d'une future universite europeenne".
A lawyer would have preferred June 1950, when the College was founded in Brussels in the presence of a solicitor and recognised as an "etablissement d'utilite publique" by an "Arrete du
Regent" that was promulgated in the "Moniteur BeIge" on 23 June 1950.
A realist, on the other hand, would have opted for 11 October 1950, when the first academic
year started, a programme of studies was established, a Rector had already taken up his duties,

(3)

In: Le College d'Europe

aBruges - ses origines, Langemark 1957, P.54.
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professors and lecturers were nominated, students were selected, a hotel was rented to serve
as a residence for the Rector, visiting professors and - last but not least - for the 35 selected
students forming "la Promotion Saint-Exupery". It was the time too when a building - in the
form of the Brangwyn Museum - was provisionally put at the disposal of the College so that
lectures and seminars could be held, a library could be built and the small staff of the College
could begin its work. This was indeed the beginning of the College "in concreto".
So the official birthday of the College lies somewhere between the idea and its realisation. In
this respect one might conclude that the College, in its intuitive wisdom, has anticipated the
process of European unification where the solutions found also lie somewhere between the
initial ideas and the achievements in reality.

What kind of history should be told?
Should it just be a chronicle, i.e. the account of events arranged in chronological order without
analysis or interpretation? Should it rather be like a report to be presented to the Administrative
Council, the supreme administrative body of the College, listing the number of students, their
nationalities, their academic disciplines and the growing percentage of female students over
the years, the fluctuations in the "corps professoral", the changes in the study programmes,
the development of "De Huisvesting van het Europacol/ege in Brugge" ( 4 ) the long-time stagnation and subsequent steady increase of the budgetary volume of the College, not to mention the transformation of its organisational structure? Or should it focus on the persons who
framed the development of the College, the professors whose teachings left their mark on the
students or the students who turned their Bruges experiences into a successful career? Would
it not be exciting to recount a sort of "chronique scandaleuse" of all those characters who
populated the College in the past 50 years?
2.

Since the art of compromise is a distinctive mark of the European Community, it is suggested
to answer the two questions as follows:

(4)

1.

To accept that the 50th anniversary of the College will be celebrated in September
1999, but start the account of the College's history with the first academic year.

2.

Not fall into the trap of writing a "chronique scandaleuse" or a bureaucratic report,
nor a pure chronicle. This short history should rather be regarded as an attempt to
paint a picture of the College in a somewhat impressionistic manner as the author
has come to know it and as others have described it.

College of Europe buildings.
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The limits of this work are also drawn by the other contributions to this book, be it the founding of the College, its present structure and status, Natolin, the "anciens", the assistants and
the relationship between the College and Bruges. This does not exclude crossing the borderline from time to time to complete a brush-stroke.
The College of Europe distinguishes itself from the universities of continental Europe by four
factors:

1.

The human factor, i.e. the multinational composition of the student body and the

"corps pro fesso ra I", the fact that students live together in halls of residence, and
the continual link between former students and the College through their alumni
association.
2.

The "programmatic" factor, i.e. a programme of postgraduate studies not geared
exclusively to one academic discipline as university institutes usually are, but that
started with pluridisciplinary courses and later concentrated on the legal, economic,
political and administrative aspects of European integration complemented by a
number of pluridisciplinary courses. The fact that the courses and seminars are
taught in French and English and that the students have to be fluent in both languages also distinguishes the College from national universities.

3. The organisational factor, i.e. the College's · independence as an institution. It is not
a part of a national university and therefore not submitted to the regulations and
rules which form the framework that gives universities their stability but also a certain inflexibility.

4. The societal factor, i.e. the creation of the College by the European Movement and
its implantation in Bruges with the intention of contributing an element in the construction of a united Europe. The development of the College and the professional
opportunities of its students depended indeed to a large extent on the progress of
European integration. Its location in Bruges had many advantages.
There were and are, of course, interdependencies between these four actors which
for many years made the College appear rather as an innovative process than a firmly established institution. The first Rector, Hendrik Brugmans expressed it succinctly
in 1971: "Le College se trouve en etat de reforme constante". Nowadays one speaks
of "la formule de Bruges".
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THIS FACTOR DESERVES PRIDE OF PLACE because students and teachers are the most important ingredients of any school, university or institute of advanced studies. Study programmes,
libraries and lecture halls are only the means for teaching. An institution without human beings
would have no soul and no mind. Imagine a university where only highly intelligent robots
would teach factual knowledge and where students could come and go as they like. What
would be the formative impact of such a university on them?
When one talks to former students of the College of Europe, one finds that most of them consider the human experience they gained by living and working together with other students
from all over Europe, by following courses and seminars of professors coming from other countries than their own and by having the opportunity to talk to them at lunch or dinner and in
small circles, as the most important reward of the year that they spent in Bruges after the conclusion of their studies at university. The confrontation with other modes of feeling and thinking, the expansion of learning beyond the limits of one's own academic discipline, combined
with the concentration on the European aspects of one's own field, and the development of
friendships - in some cases even of marriages - with other students from other countries opens
to most of them a whole range of new perspectives which has and continues to have a strong
impact on their professional careers and private lives.
This broadening of the mind and opening of the heart is still a pertinent part of the "formule
de Bruges", although the number of students has increased steadily since the seventies. In the
fifties and sixties the numbers were very small: between 35 in 1950 and 57 in 1970. All
students, except married couples, had to live in the only hall of residence existing, at first the
Hotel Saint-George at the "Place du Bourg" (nowadays the modern four-star hotel "Holiday Inn
Crowne Plaza"), and then - from 1953 on - the "Grand Hotel du Commerce" in Sint-Jakobsstraat
(which is now the Hotel Navarra). As Rector Brugmans also lived there, the students had ample
opportunity to exchange views with him.
When in 1974 the College crossed the threshold of 100 students the unity of a single hall of
residence for all students was already a souvenir of the past and students were housed in
several halls of residence. The number of halls of residence further increased in step with the
growing number of students. In 1988, 204 students were enrolled and in 1998, 275. Each of
the six halls of residence is relatively small, however, and the students continued to have the
chance to widen their horizon by living together with students from other countries, the more
so as the students body contained more nationalities than in the beginning (in 1950-51: 16,
in 1972-73: 17 and in 1998-99: 31). At the same time, the development of the programme of
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Rector Hendrik Brugmans (1949 -1972).

studies, providing for a growing number of optional courses and
seminars, allowed the students to remain in contact with professors.
The bigger number of students, which also implied more and
larger national groups, led to a new phenomenon in College life
providing communality and promoting understanding of different
national cultures and behaviours: "Ies fetes nationales". The
national or - in the case of smaller nations - regional groups
usually make great efforts to serve their guests national dishes,
drinks and music and to decorate the College restaurant or other halls with pictures showing
their country in the most positive light. The Saturday evenings in January and February thus
hosted a string of national parties, a welcome distraction from the hard work with which the
students were faced if they "Yanted to pass the examinations at the end of the academic year.
Many of the "anciens", when asked what they remembered best of the time passed in Bruges,
say that the discussions with other students are the most memorable, often even more than
the courses. This does - of course - not mean that the professors did not leave their mark on
the students. In many ways the first Rector, Hendrik Brugmans, left an indelible mark on the
College and on generations of students. Brugmans, a Dutchman with a liberal family background and socialist inclinations who was professor of French literature at the University of
Utrecht, President of the Union of European Federalists and co-founder of the College, impressed people not only by the eloquence with which he could speak French, English, German
and even Italian, but also by his vast knowledge, encompassing notably literature, history, and
politics, and above all his enthusiasm for the European cause which had contagious effects on
students. Not that they were not critical! But his belief in uniting Europe as a means to overcome the rivalries and wars of European history and "to recover our grandeur" sank deep into
the consciousness of students.
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Then there was Emmanuel Berl, "philosophe et publiciste parisien, qui s'est penche depuis toujours sur la crise que traverse notre civilisation". He gave a course on European history in which
he amazed students with all kinds of paradoxes. "Byzance", so he said, "c'etait a la fois Paris
pour la culture, New York pour les affaires et Rome comme siege religieux". Byzantium, what
a distant place, geographically and historically, for a student raised in such European countries
that were deeply influenced by Rome, Christianity and the period of enlightenment. Many students thought that Berl was neither scientific nor academic, but all were thrilled by his colourful personality. His paradoxes remained in their minds while other more academic lectures faded
into oblivion. Van Effenterre, the Director of Studies, was quite a different person. Rational,
systematic and down-to-earth (he was a renowned archaeologist!) he would have been an ideal
complement to Brugmans, the visionary and unwavering federalist. Unfortunately, rivalry
between the two men developed about who should actually run the College. It ended with the
resignation of Van Effenterre in 1952, after an indication on the part of the Executive Bureau of
the College that it would not propose to the Administrative Council a renewal of his contract
for the academic year 1952-53.
There were two other very interesting professors from France. Maurice Le Lannou, professor of
geography at the University of Lyon and author of an important book on human geography,
combined thorough academic knowledge with pragmatism and a dry sense of humour. He
remained at the College until 1963. Fran~ois Perroux, one of the few outstanding economists
in France, professor at the University of Paris, gave a course on the "Theory and application of
economic space" and on "L'Europe sans rivages". For the non-economists these courses were
difficult, for the economists they were an intellectual pleasure.
During the academic year 1951-52, a prominent British economist served as a guest lecturer
at the College: Roy Harrod from Oxford University. He and Perroux participated in a colloquium
in which Perroux spoke in very elevated French, Harrod in Oxford English . Harrod's knowledge
of French seemed not to be too good, and Perroux had difficulties in hearing. The discussion
turned out to be a "dialogue des sourds".
John Bowle, also an Oxford professor in modern history who gave a course on Western political thought, was again very different from all the others. He liked to smoke a pipe and spoke
rather slowly so that the "foreigners" could understand him. When he talked about Hegel and
his philosophical interpretation of the State it became apparent that a political philosophy derived from a "phenomenology of the spirit" - Hegel's main work - was not John Bowle's cup of
tea. When he saw student faces reflect the difficulty of understanding what he tried to explain,
he concluded: "This Hegel is a curious fellow. I bet that if you try to read one of his books you

won't understand anything".
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Finally, there was' Paul Guggenheim, a Swiss professor who taught International Law and an
international authority in this discipline. The systematic approach and clarity of his lectures,
presented in French with a Swiss-German accent, did not fail to leave a distinct mark. He had
the habit of taking walks in the evening along the canals of Bruges, which in winter were
bathed in the misty light of the few lanterns lighting the lonely streets. An invitation to accompany him guaranteed a highly interesting conversation.
In addition to the "professeurs titu/aires" there were "visiting professors" coming for a week
to give short courses. Among these were Lord Boyd Orr, the Director of the UN Food and
Agriculture Organisation, the Nobel Peace Prize Winner of 1949, and Bertrand de ]ouvenel, the
famous French sociologist and philosopher,. In addition, numerous personalities came to
Bruges to give lectures. The students called them "passants par/ants". Those who left a lasting
impression were Andre Philip, professor of political economy at the University of Lyon and former minister, and Paul Henri Spaak, who later became one of the founding fathers of the
European Economic Community.
In writing about the human factor in the College, four other persons have to be mentioned.
The first is "/e Reverend Pere", Antoine Karel Verleye, the young Capuchin monk with a long
beard who, being moved by the European idea and an ardent wish to bring some international
and intellectual life to Bruges where he lived, is the only founding father of the College fortunately still alive.
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The second is Don Salvador de Madariaga, the man who had the idea of a College of Europe,
who was its prominent co-founder and the first Chairman of its Administrative Council.
A Spanish diplomat and minister, he left his country after Franco came to power, and lived
in Oxford as a writer and professor of history. His international and literary knowledge was
breath-taking, his wit and ability to tell amusing anecdotes unique.
The third is jean Drapier, "Administrateur Delegue" of the College, who was influential in
Brussels due to his position as Head of Office for Paul Henri Spaak when Spaak was Prime
Minister and later Foreign Minister. He regularly came to Bruges and the College to deal with
the more important administrative and financial issues. The students enjoyed his coming because
the "Chef de cuisine" of the Saint-George Hotel took care to serve a particularly good lunch
whenever Drapier came. Drapier was the prototype of the Belgian politician: full of energy, pragmatic, skilful in finding compromises and not averse to a good meal. He has been succeeded,
in the late sixties, by Robert van Schendel, secretary-general of the European Movement.
The fourth person in the College who impressed many students during the early days was
Colonel Albert Lacroix, head of ·administrative affairs and the embodiment of rectitude.
Last, but not least one should mention "Tante jeanne" as students called her, or more correctly,
Mademoiselle jeanne Fonteyne. She was the College hostess, spoke four languages, took care
of students who had problems in their new environment in Bruges, organised excursions,
arranged invitations from citizens in Bruges for students, distributed books to be read and was
always ready to help. She was an important part of the heart of the College. When the first
academic year came to its end, each student gave her a written "Thank you", many in the form
of a poem.
It is justified to have dwelt at some length on these early years, for students, professors and
the members of the staff had the feeling then of being the pioneers of an innovative venture
created to be a building block for a much greater and more important political venture, namely, the transformation of the often confrontational co-existence of European nations into peaceful cooperation and integration. Without that emotional background, the friendships and organised contacts between the former students would not have been lasting; nor could the continuous interest that the alumni took in the further development of the College be explained.
Of course, students also had criticism, just as in any university. In the College such criticism
often found positive expression in the form of proposals by the alumni presented to the College
authorities. Such proposals formed a sort of accompaniment to the development process of the
College. The first memorandum submitted to jean Drapier, the "Administrateur Delegue", was
written in February 1952 by the two assistants jean Bachelot and Werner Ungerer, prompted by
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Nobel Prize jan Tinbergen, Professor and
President of the Academic Council

of the College of Europe (1963-1969).

the conflict between Brugmans and Van Effenterre. It mainly concerned
the programme of studies and the selection of lecturers, but also
addressed the quality of the students. They found that many students
had insufficient knowledge of the two official languages and an uneven academic level. The memorandum, which also contained suggestions concerning the programme of studies, was not submitted to the
Administrative Council as requested, nor was it discussed by the
Executive Bureau, which at that time was the main decision-making
body of the College, but its ideas permeated slowly into the reforms
contemplated by the Bureau and the Rector.
From this early initiative followed the growing participation of a representative of the alumni in
the decision-making bodies of the College. In February 1958, the President of the Association
of the former students of the College, Jan Petre, was admitted "avec voix consultative" to the
Academic Council. According to the Council's decision, he was allowed to make a statement at
the end of the meeting. Jan Petre voiced the major preoccupations of the "anciens"; the orientation of the College in the process of European integration, the small number of students, the
contacts between the College and the European institutions and the informing of the alumni
about the development of the College.

"La voix consultative" which was granted to the "anciens" after considerable hesitation, did not
satisfy the Association for long. Upon its insistence the Administrative Council decided in June
1961 to modify the statute so that a representative of the Association "propose par celle-ci et
agree par le Conseil" could become a full member of the Council. "La duree du mandat, renouquatre ans". Today the Association's President is automatically a member
velable, est fixee
of the Council and the "anciens" are also represented in the Academic Council.

a
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The representation of the Alumni Association
thus consolidated, the Presidency of the
Association also gained in permanence.
While the Presidents of the first thirty years
remained in office for one or two years, the
two first Presidents after 1980, Alan Forrest,
an EC official with the Council of Ministers,
and Jaap De Zwaan, a Dutch diplomat, remained
in office for four years. Their successor,
Michel Bourges-Maunoury, an EC official with
the Commission, remained President for
eight years. He contributed largely to the
growing attention which the Commission
paid to the College and exerted strong influence in the Administrative Council.
After the first years of the College, which can be qualified as a period of "rodage", a number
of new professors were appointed thus giving the College new impetus. Thanks to the financing of a "Robert Schuman" Chair by the High Authority of the ECSC, a German economist could
be nominated: Professor Walther Hoffmann from the University of MUnster. This Chair was later
entrusted to Professor Jan Tinbergen, the Dutch econometrist who in 1959 resigned from the
Chair but continued to give lectures at the College and sit in the "Conseil d'Enseignement" until
he received the Nobel Prize in 1969. He was succeeded by Professor Rolf Wagenfuehr, the Head
of the Statistical Office of the European Communities, who resigned in 1962. His successor
became the former Director General at the High Authority of the ECSC, Professor Rudolf Regul,
who gave courses on economic integration and energy policy until 1971. Whereas Tinbergen
was a renowned academic, Regul was predominantly a practitioner, reflecting the changing
accentuation of the College's programme after the entry into force of the Treaties of Rome.
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Consolidation of the "corps professoral" also took place in the other disciplines. Besides
Alphonse de Vreese and Paul Guggenheim, who taught comparative and international law,
Professor Gerhard Leibholz, who later became a member of the Consitutional Court of the
Federal Republic of Germany, taught constitutional law. Two Belgian professors, Henri Janne,
who later became Rector of the "Universite Libre de Bruxelles", and Andre Molitor, gave courses
on sociology and administrative sciences.
Although these professors taught at the College for several years and spent weeks in Bruges,
thereby guaranteeing a certain permanence, Brugmans rightly stated - in a declaration to the
Administrative Council in June 1959 that: "Notre probleme nOl reste celui de la participation professorale, etant donne que I'implantation d'un corps enseignant cl Bruges s'avere impossible".
The ensurance of more presence on the part of the professors has been a perennial problem
of the College, different solutions having been tried by former Rectors Brugmans, Ungerer and
Fragniere. Brugmans attempted to find a solution by nominating younger academics as
"Professeurs adjoints". This is how Marie-Joseph Lory came to the College, where he taught
contemporary history, edited the "Cahiers de Bruges" and gradually became one of the "human
pillars" of the College, his vivid Latin intelligence being balanced by his gentle soul. Others
were recruited from former students. Most of them started as assistants and later became
"Professeurs adjoints", gave courses and seminars and transmitted "the spirit of Bruges" to the
students. Milorad Drachkovitch of the second "promotion" was one of them. Brugmans - in
his memoirs "A travers le siecle" - called him "une grande figure". Others were Lada Cerych,
Emilio Greppi, Hans Christensen, Gabriel Fragniere, Guy Spitaels and LB.F. Kormoss. Except for
LB.F Kormoss, all left the College after a while because it could not offer them a career. I.B.F
Kormoss showed his creativity by founding a cartographic section within the College, and he
became the organiser of an extracurricular activity which has become a tradition in itself: the
annual seminar for European railway officials. He still teaches at the College: in recent years
about demographic problems and migration. In short, he is "the permanent ancien" in Bruges.
When reporting about the human factor at the College, one should also mention two events
related to the fundamental needs of human beings: glory and religion. Both have to do with
Brugmans. The first took place in Aachen in May 1951: Brugmans received the "Karlspreis" for
his European merits which put him in a league with Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi and Winston
Churchill, as well as many other famous personalities who received the prize after him: Edward
Heath, Salvador de Madariaga, Richard Kissinger, Franc;ois Mitterrand, Helmut Kohl, Juan Carlos
and Borislav Geremek, Professor at the College in Natolin and Polish Foreign Minister, to name
just a few. The second event took place in Bruges in 1957. Brugmans converted to catholicism.
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It came as a surprise to all who did not know him closely. In fact, many had the impression
that he was a convinced protestant, but those who knew him well, were aware that he was
rather agnostic. For an educational institution like the College, which is not only multinational
but also ecumenical, a conversion ought to be considered a private matter. In the case of
Brugmans, it seemed to have political implications, at least for some members of the
Administrative Council. They feared that the Belgian public might get the impression that the
College could take a different, less ecumenical direction. At the suggestion of Brugmans, they
found a "Solomonic" solution: the "Conseil d'Enseignement" of which he was the Chairman,
should henceforth be chaired by a titular professor. Henri Janne, Rector of the "Universite Libre
de Bruxelles", apparently a socialist, who taught a course on sociology at the College, was
chosen. This decision raised another human problem, however. Professor Maurice Le Lannou,
who was at the College and in its "Conseil d'Enseignement" from the very beginning, had
difficulties accepting this solution, apart from the fact that the decision had been taken by
the Administrative Council without even consulting the "Conseil d'Enseignement". This led to
several exchanges between Jean Drapier and him, but ended with his departure from the
College, which was regretted by many "anciens" and colleagues.
It is justified to ask whether the solution found was really Solomonic. The Rector already had a
counterpart in the "Administrateur Delegue" as far as administrative matters were concerned.
Giving the Chairmanship of the Academic Council (as the "Conseil" was later named) to one of
the titular professors meant that Brugmans' domain of influence was limited to his teaching, the
contacts with the students resulting from the fact that he lived in the hall of residence, and the
representation of the College. Fortunately, the three Chairmen of the "Conseil" were loyal to
Brugmans. After Henri Janne who chaired it until 1963, came Jan Tinbergen (1963-69) and
Alphonse de Vreese (1969-73), who was then Judge at the Supreme Court of Belgium and at the
Benelux Court of Justice. All three were strongly committed to the College and its development.
There were other personnel changes too. In 1955 one of the former students, Leons Paklons,
replaced Karel Verleye as Head of the Library, because Verleye had become "Administrateur
Delegue". In 1958 Lacroix, who was the Head of the Administration of the College from the very
beginning, succeeded Pere Verleye as Administrateur Delegue. Verleye wanted to be free in order
to dedicate his time and energy to another European venture which he had set up in 1956: The
Ryckevelde Centre, outside Bruges. It had the objective of offering European and international
training and information to people who were not university graduates. Paklons then became
Head of Administration. In 1964 Salvador de Madariaga retired as President of the Administrative
Council and was followed by Jean Rey, Vice-President and later President of the Commission of
the European Communities. A Liegeois with a protestant working ethic and a convinced liberal
and European federalist, he presided over the Administrative Council for ten years.
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His successor was Fran~ois-Xavier
Ortoli, a native of Corsica, noted as a
graduate from the "Ecole nationale
d'Administration" and for his successful career as civil servant in France
and in the EC Commission. He was
President of the EC Commission from
1973 to 1977 and then Vice-President
until 1984. Whereas de Madariaga
was the flamboyant intellectual and Rey a hard-working and agile politician, Ortoli had the
appeal of a "grand Mandarin". He chaired the Administrative Council until 1986 and contributed
much to the consolidation of the College.
Altogether, the College was well-served by all three Presidents, all the more because they
remained in office for a relatively long period.
As to the students, their small number during the first twenty years of the College, ranging from
35 in 1950 to 57 in 1970 facilitated not only their living together in one hall of residence but
also the easy personal contact between the Rector and the students, thereby creating a sort of
family atmosphere. This symbiosis received its first blow in 1968 during the General Assembly
of the Association when students and alumni protested against the Rector and the orientation
of the College, perhaps a "morphogenetic effect" of student unrest in California and in other
universities of the Western world. The result of this protest was the creation of a Commission
composed of professors, students, "anciens" and the Rector, to work out reform proposals. As
Brugmans put it in his memoirs: "La commission fonctionna mal. De mon cote, je suggerai des
innovations. Elles furent les seules precises. Mais je m'opposai a I'idee que le pouvoir supreme residerait dans une 'assemblee generale', emanant du 'peuple souverain'... Les reformateurs se virent renforces dans I'idee qu'i! ne servait rien de discuter avec 'I'etablissement'...
Homme de synthese par temperament, je sentais que certaines ruptures, penibles, etaient
definitives". ( 5 )

a

( 5 ) Hendrik Brugmans, A travers le siecle - Memoires d'Europe, Bruxelles 1993, P.344.
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These events were the first sign that the Brugmans
era was approaching its end. Brugmans stayed until
1972, when he turned 65. A long and successful era
had come to an end. Brugmans continued to live in
Bruges where he died at the age of 90 in 1997 and
was honoured by the College which named the first
student promotion after his death the "Brugmans
Promotion" and created an annual "Brugmans lecture".
His successor was Jerzy Lukaszewski who was
initially not a candidate. Out of 13 candidates, the
"Conseil d'Enseignement" had selected three whom it proposed to the Administrative Council.
One of the professors of the economic section, Geoffrey Denton, who was Reader at the
University of Reading in the United Kingdom, was placed at the top of the list. When he withdrew his candidature for family reasons, Lukaszewski presented his candidature and was chosen by the Administrative Council. He had been working at the College since 1961, first as an
"attache de recherches" and then as titular professor and Director of the political science section. A native of Poland with a doctor's degree in political science and experience as an international civil servant, he was quite different from his predecessor. While Brugmans was charismatic and emotional, Lukaszewski was more rational and systematic.
Thus a new era started at the College, marked by expansion in terms of the number of students,
but consolidation of what turned into a very sound and reputable academic programme. In the
light of the criticism launched by former students, the impetus given to European integration
by the Paris Summit of the Community in 1969 and the reforms initiated by Brugmans after
1968, Lukaszewski opted for a strategy of expansion based on a recognition of the growing
need for specialists in European matters, especially regarding the European Communities. He
wanted to give the students coming to Bruges a solid academically based but practical addition
to their previous university education, thus offering them realistic chances on a job market characterised by increasing competition. A programme designed to meet these objectives required a
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critical mass of students. Consequently, the number of students was steadily increased, in step
with financial possibilities. At the same time, Lukaszewski took advantage of the existing "corps
professoral" which comprised such highly qualified teachers as Alphonse de Vreese, Ignaz
Seidl-Hohenveldern and jacques Van Damme in the legal section, John Pinder, jean-Paul Abraham
and Geoffrey Denton in the economic section, and Henri janne, Leo Moulin, Guy Spitaels and
Marie-joseph Lory in the field of social sciences.
Given the specific structure of the College and the difficulties of establishing a set of permanent professors living in Bruges, it was natural that the "corps professoral" remained a rather
fluctuating body. This applied in the first place to the visiting professors, but - to a lesser
degree - also to the titular professors. De Vreese, who headed the legal section, went into
retirement in 1974 and was succeeded by Van Damme, who unfortunately died at the age of
52 in 1979. The legal section was then headed by Robert Kovar, who became President of the
University of Strasbourg in 1981, but continued to teach at the College until 1992-93. Since 1981,
the legal section (called "dominante" at the time and Department today) has been directed by
Paul Demaret, professor at the University of Liege and Director of the Institute of European
Legal Studies in Liege.
In the economic section John Pinder, who headed the dominante after the departure of Regul
in 1971, was replaced by Geoffrey Denton in 1973; Pinder is still a professor at the College
today. Denton, who left the College after ten years, was succeeded by an "ancien" of the
"Promotion Dante" (1971-72), Loukas TSQukalis, Fellow of st. Antony's College in Oxford and
Editor of the Journal of Common Market Studies. In 1998, Tsoukalis was replaced as Director of
the Department by Pier Carlo Padoan, professor in Rome and now holder of the newly created
"Norsk Hydro - jan Tinbergen Chair for European Economics" at the College.
The former political science section which was headed by Lukaszewski was transformed into a
"Dominante administrative" and entrusted to Wolfgang Wessels, Director of the Institute for
European Policy in Bonn and since the early nineties, professor at the University of Cologne.
Over the years this "dominante" was transformed into the Department of European Political and
Administrative Studies. Since 1996, the Director of this Department is Dieter Mahncke, a
professor of political science and formerly Deputy Director of the Policy Planning Staff in the
German Defence Ministry. Mahncke holds the first of the newly created chairs at the College: the
Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach Chair for European Foreign Policy and Security Studies.
The directors give the College a certain sense of continuity, because of their regular and extend ed stays in Bruges. A further element of continuity are obviously those professors and lecturers
who have taught at the College for many years, some of them until today, such as John Pinder,
Dieter Mahncke, Rudolf Hrbek, Dusan Sidjanski and Helen Wallace in political and administrative
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sciences, Norbert Van hove in economics, Cesare Maestripieri, Valentine Korah, A. Mattera
Ricigliano, jacques Bourgeois, Aurelio Pappalardo and jarn Pipkorn in law and Raymond Rifflet,
one of the founders of the College, in the social field.
Reference should also be made to members of the staff such as the Director of the Library,
Marc Vuijlsteke, and the Director of Administration, johan Vandendriessche, who served in these
capacities from the early eighties until the middle of the nineties, to long-serving staff
members as Monique Mestdagh, Berthe Van der Voort, Nicole C1aeys, Elsie Catry, Christiane
Vermoortel, Marleen Devos, Marie-jeanne Vandenberghe, jenny Cortvriendt, Rosemie Arnout,
and Christian Honnay, not to forget the many men and women who, for shorter or longer
periods, have served and continue to serve as active members of the technical, administrative
and academic staff of the College of Europe.
Continuity is also guaranteed in no small measure by the assistants. They are recruited mainly from the students of previous academic years and normally stay in Bruges for another year
or two, after which they move on to promising careers. Some of them, however, have stayed
longer, such as jacques Chabert who also became Director of Studies, or Thierry Monforti, who
is now the Secretary of the Academic Council, or have returned to the College after a few years
of absence, like jimmy jamar and Pierre-Olivier Bergeron. The assistants have always been
bridges between the students and the professors, including the Rector. Once the number of students had increased to more than one and later to more than two hundred it became difficult
for the Rector to get to know each student, as Brugmans did when the College was of "family
proportions".
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These elements of continuity were important for an institution which - to quote Brugmans again
- was "in a constant state of reform", but also in a constant state of uncertainty due not only to
the floating character of its "corps professoral" but in particular to its insecure financial status.
During Lukaszewski's rectorship, the College underwent several transformations:
1. a growing specialisation in the subjects taught;
2. an increase in the number of professors and lecturers;
3. a concomitant increase in the number of assistants; ( 6 )
4. a substantial increase in the number of students.
The consequences of these transformations were:
- a diversification of the intellectual approaches to European integration in line with
the specialisation and the concomitant decrease of a common outlook on Europe;
- a stricter organisation of the College and the housing of the students in several halls
of residence resulting in a more business-like and less intimate atmosphere.
On the other hand, it led to a significant increase in the reputation of the College because its
study programme was adapted to the development of the European Communities. In addition,
Lukaszewski succeeded in transforming the annual opening sessions into much publicised political events by inviting leading European statesmen to address the several hundred students,
alumni and professors. Many of these politicians found it interesting to use this platform to
make known their views on European integration to a European public. The beginning of the
nineties not only brought with it fundamental changes in the political constellation of Europe,
viz. the end of the Cold War, the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, German reunification and the
implosion of the Soviet Union, it also brought waves of change to the College of Europe.
As a forerunner of these changes, the Presidency of the Administrative Council changed in 1986.
Ortoli retired and the Belgian Minister for Education, Daniel Coens, became Chairman. A citizen
of Damme, a prominent member of the Flemish wing of the Christian Democratic Party, and
Belgian Minister since 1980, he was a convinced European as well as a fervent partisan of
Flemish identity. When the Belgian state was decentralised into regions and ethnic communities
in the eighties, he became Minister for Education of the Flemish Community. Coens attached
importance to the "Vlaamse verankering" ( 7 ) of the College about which Lukaszewski had
reservations, since such an "anchoring" would have made the College different from the
European University Institute in Florence and the European Institute for Public Administration

In 1951-52 the College had 2 assistants, in subsequent years 3, at the beginning of the Lukaszewski era 5,
at its end 10 and in 199815.
( 7 ) "Flemish anchoring".

(6)
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in Maastricht where no such attempts at national or local "anchoring" had been made. It would
also have jeopardised Lukaszewski's efforts to bring the College to the same level of financial
contributions from the European Community as the two other institutes.
In the beginning of Coens's Presidency the College seemed to benefit from it because the
Belgian contribution to the College's budget was increased in 1986 and in 1987. But in 1988,
probably as a result of the above-mentioned decentralisation in Belgium, it was reduced from
67 to 47 BF million. This led to a concerted effort by the Rector and a number of "anciens" to
obtain an increase in the contribution by the European Community. Parallel to this, tension
developed between Coens and Lukaszewski.
When at the end of 1988 the renewal of the mandate of the Rector was impending, Lukaszewski
hesitated as to whether to apply for a new mandate. The names of other candidates for
the Rectorship became known. Among other things all had one quality which Lukaszewski did
not have: they could express themselves fluently in Dutch. Two of them were Belgians. Their
nomination would have run counter to one of the principles of international organisations,
i.e. that the executive head of the organisation should not be a national of the country where
the organisation has its seat. Some of the non-Belgian members of the Administrative Council
and some "anciens" finally persuaded Lukaszewski to present his candidacy once more.
The Administrative Council confirmed him as Rector on the 30th of January 1989.
As history took its course in 1990 in the world of European politics, so did the development
of the personnel issue in the small world of the College. In June 1990 Lukaszewski presented
his resignation to the President of the Administrative Council. Coens did not accept it, but urged
Lukaszewski to continue until the end of his mandate, i.e. until July 1992. Lukaszewski insisted,
and the College had to look - in haste - for a new Rector. The Administrative Council opted for
an interim solution until the end of the regular mandate of Lukaszewski.
This is how a former student and assistant of the College (1950-52), former President of the
Alumni Association (1960-62), former civil servant of the European Commission (1958-64) and
former German diplomat who served in his last post as Permanent Representative to the EC in
Brussels, became the third Rector of the College.
While Werner Ungerer had finished his diplomatic career in 1989, Jerzy Lukaszewski was starting one. The Polish Foreign Minister, Skubiszewski, offered him the post of Ambassador in Paris,
which Lukaszewski gladly accepted. He thus exchanged his modest but quite attractive Rector's
residence in Hoornstraat 4 for a sumptuous palais in Paris where Talleyrand had once lived.
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Rector Werner Ungerer (1990-1993),
Antoine de Saint-Exupery Promotion.

One of the first acts of the new Rector was to contribute to a
solution of an issue raised by the Vice-President of the EC
Commission, Manuel Marfn Gonzalez, in a letter to the President
of the Administrative Council. Referring to the possibility of the
Commission of becoming the biggest contributor to the budget
of the College and to a suggestion made by Coens at the beginning of his Chairmanship in 1986 that the Presidency of the
Council should be limited to 5 years, he announced his candidacy for the Presidency on behalf
of the Commission and the "Anciens, dont je suis". Coens replied that he had no intention to
be relieved of his function as Chairman, that the Statute of the College did not provide for any
limitation and added that "Le College d'Europe a evidemment une vocation europeenne, mais
if est aussi solidement ancre dans Bruges et dans fa Communaute flamande".
The Administrative Council succeeded after a long debate during a special session in December
1996 to resolve the conflict which had already leaked to the press. Marfn was elected Chairman,
Coens became Vice-Chairman, and it was agreed that the position would be reappointed after
5 years.
The Lukaszewski era had come to its end. Did a new era begin then? In one respect it did
without a doubt: for the first time in the history of the College two "anciens" were "in command". One remembered the time of Brugmans, the other the time of Lukaszewski. Marfn, who
had studied law in Madrid, was a student at the College in 1973-74 and thereafter joined the
Spanish Socialist Party, became a deputy in the "Cortes" and as State Secretary conducted the
negotiations with the EC on the accession of Spain to the EC. After the accession, he became
a member of the EC Commission.
On the other hand, the new Rector made it clear in his first speeches to the Administrative
Council, the students and the staff of the College that he intended to maintain continuity, that
he had no preconceived ideas about the future development of the College and that he would
move ahead pragmatically. If he found that this or that merited to be improved or even
changed, he would take appropriate measures. He also said that he found the College in good
condition and thanked Lukaszewski for what he had done for the College. "" a envisage, avec
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clarte d'esprit, volonte d'action, perseverance et beaucoup de diplomatie, le but de donner au
College une base humaine et materielle plus large et solide et une structure d'enseignement
qui satisferait les besoins des institutions europeennes et d'autres ... Cest son merite d'avoir
transforme le College en un Institut de hautes etudes europeennes qui jouit d'un grand respect
aupres des instances politiques en Europe, tant europeennes que nationales".
The new Rector acted in accordance with his intentions. When he found that the assistants did
not have suitable offices, he had some new ones built in the attic of Dijver 11. When he found
that students should have better possibilities to use computers, he raised sufficient money to
have a new building erected between the main building and the library, containing a computer
room. When students complained that the diploma which was accorded at the end of the
academic year to those students who had successfully passed the examinations was not of
great help to them in the highly competitive labour market, he acted on an earlier initiative of
the Academic Council to introduce a Master's Degree requiring a thesis from the students. When
in 1991 the Polish government proposed setting up a branch of the College in Warsaw, he explored the situation, did the necessary persuading at the College and the EC, and started negotiations with the Polish government in 1992. Natolin was the ultimate outcome, although only
in 1994 and not exactly in the form he had initially imagined . He also made sure that more students from Central and Eastern Europe could come to the College in Bruges. When he found
that the system of non-permanent titular professor had a number of shortcomings, he suggested to the Administrative Council that three posts of "Professeurs adjoints" be created in
order to ensure increased presence, following important and often repeated demands by the
students. (In subsequent years, this idea has faded again, only one and a half of the original
three positions remaining.) When he discovered that not all students had the required knowledge of both French and English, he arranged the establishment of a language laboratory.
All these moves were approved by the administrative bodies of the College, but they required
a considerable effort in fund-raising. This was in line with another maxim of the Rector: new
ideas are fine, but their value is limited if they are not accompanied by appropriate means of
realisation, especially financial means. The result of this attitude was an increase in the receipts
of the College from 4,1 million ECU in 1990 to 6,7 million ECU in 1993 when he left the College.
In this respect he was in line with the efforts of Lukaszewski to consolidate the financial situation of the College.
The work of the Rector was thus not only orientated towards pragmatism and realism but also
based on his conviction that the system of nation states had marked one period of European
history which came to an end in 1945, and that at the end of this century Europeans should
complete the integration process by establishing a European entity that could face the manifold new challenges. The unification of Europe is much more than a technocratic process.
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It needs people who are able to grasp the meaning and the possibilities of such a process.
People who are well-educated in the more technical and legal details of the European Union
are needed for technical and administrative functions, but policy-makers, whether in parliament
or in the administration, should have a wider view. Based on this conviction, the Rector opposed any attempts to reduce the obligation to follow at least two pluridisciplinary courses.
Instead, he introduced a course on the major currents of European history and taught a course on European international organisations (other than the European Communities).
Initially he had a mandate for only two years. In 1992, the Administrative Council offered him
a full term of five years, but for health reasons he agreed to a third year only.
Gabriel Fragniere, a native of Switzerland, became his successor on the 1st of September 1993.
Fragniere had studied philosophy and literature, was a student at the College in 1959-60 and
had worked there as an assistant professor from 1961 to 66. He did research for several years
at different European institutes and was Director of the European Centre for Work and Society
in Maastricht from 1980 to 1991. In 1992-93 he directed the European Studies programme at
the Central European University in Prague. Given his academic and practical experience, his
publications and the fact that he spoke not only French and English but also German and Dutch,
he seemed to be the ideal man for the post.
Fragniere took a very dynamic start. New members of the staff were hired, a new Department,
Human Resources Development, was created, the target for the number of students to be accepted
for the courses in the following years was set at 400, a number of permanent professors were to
be appointed, additional buildings in Garenmarkt, where the main hall of residence of the College
is situated, were rented and an impressive 17th century building at Verwersdijk was bought.
The "seances d'ouverture" held in the famous "Ha lies " on "De Grate Markt" gained in splendour
when in 1994 the King of Spain, Juan Carlos, was the keynote speaker. Moreover, the number of
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plurisdisciplinary courses was significantly increased from 12 to 22 per year, and Professor Robert
Picht, Director of the German-French Institute in Ludwigsburg, was appointed Director of this new
"Programme of European General and Interdisciplinary Studies" on a half-time basis.
The dignitaries of Bruges appeared to be content: at last there was a Rector who envisaged
creating a much bigger College, bringing more students, more jobs and apparently more
prestige to Bruges and - in addition - who spoke Dutch fluently and hence perhaps was more
open to increasing contact between the College and the town in which it was situated.
Fragniere concluded the negotiations with Poland, not without making concessions which his
predecessor had refused, because they meant that Natolin would not just be a branch of the
College, but a more autonomous institute, albeit organisationally and financially dependent on
the College (a development later reversed under the slogan "one College - two campuses").
Natolin, a former "chateau" in a splendid park near Warsaw, tastefully renovated and enlarged
by the Polish government, was opened in 1994 as "The College of Europe in Natolin".
Unfortunately, the ambitious projects did not fit into the financial straitjacket of the College
which led, in conjunction with the way administrative affairs were handled, to mounting criticism in the Administrative Council. As a consequence Fragniere resigned in 1995, two and a half
years before his mandate ended.
This ushered in a period of crisis for the College: not so much in the pursuit of the regular and
ultimately the most important activities of the College - the professors came and taught, the
students listened and studied, the library put books at their disposal and the halls of residence, the restaurant included, continued to function - but rather in terms of management. It was
thanks to two men that this crisis could be overcome: Raymond Georis, an "ancien" of the
"Promotion Dautry" (1956-57), former Secretary General of the European Cultural Foundation in
Amsterdam and Director of the Association for Innovative Cooperation in Europe in Brussels, in
his capacity as long-time member of the Administrative Council and President of its Executive
Committee, and Olivier Vanneste, former Governor of West Flanders and Vice-President of the
Administrative Council, in his capacity as treasurer of the College.
They made a laudable effort to put the house in order. A new Rector was nominated, and again
an "ancien" was chosen: Otto von der Gablentz, a member of the "Promotion Masaryk" (195253) an assistant and Warden of residence in 1955-56. Born in Berlin where he studied law he
continued with politics and sociology in Bruges and Oxford, he is a former German diplomat
who, after having been foreign policy adviser to Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, served as
Ambassador to the Netherlands, Israel and Russia. Von der Gablentz took over the Rectorship
of the College in May 1996 and continued the "house renovation" started by Georis and
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Rector Otto von der Gablentz (1996- ...),
T. G. Masaryk Promotion.

Vanneste. He was supported by the new
President of the Administrative Council,
Jacques Delors, former President of the
EU Commission, who had replaced Marfn
in June 1996. Both Delors and von der
Gablentz are convinced Europeans and
experienced administrators.
In view of the need for more presence
among teaching staff the idea of sponsored part-time chairs (an idea introduced by Fragniere
and adopted by the Academic Council in 1995) was pursued. The first of these was set up in
1996 in the Department of Political and Administrative Studies: the Alfried Krupp von Bohlen
und Halbach Chair for European Foreign Policy and Security Studies, and Professor Dieter
Mahncke was appointed as the first chairholder, at the same time becoming Director of the
Department. In 1997, Professor Pier Carlo Padoan became Director of the Department of
Economic Studies and was appointed to the Norsk Hydro - Jan Tinbergen Chair for European
Economics. In 1998 Professor Robert Picht, the Director of the Programme of European General
and Interdisciplinary Studies, was appointed to the BBL - Leo Moulin Chair for European
Studies.
Finally, one should not complete a historical overview of the "human factor" in the College without mentioning "Les Patrons" of each promotion. It is good to have examples which may help
students to orient their life in a positive sense. It was therefore a very good idea, proposed by
Brugmans, to give each "promotion" a name of a "patron". The patron, presented to the students at the beginning of the academic year in the solemnity of the "seance d'ouverture ", gives
them an identity which unites students long after they have left Bruges. "De quelle promotion
es-tu?" was and is one of the first questions an alumnus puts to another "ancien" when they
discover that they have both studied at the College.
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Portuguese Prime Minister Mario Soares
visiting the Memling Museum
on the occasion of the opening
of the Academic Year 1911-1918.

The list of the patrons is impressive. All have made some substantial contribution to Europe:
philosophically, culturally and politically. The respective Rectors put quite some effort into
presenting a portrait of each of them during the opening session. Those of Brugmans are
assembled in a book ( 8 ) , the others have also been published but in very variegated forms.
They wait to be collected in volume.
Looking back on the fifty years of the College one might try to systematise the different
phases characterised by the Rectors Brugmans, Lukaszewski, Ungerer, Fragniere and von der
Gablentz by comparing them to two constitutional models. The first 38 years resembled more
a monarchy than a republic. Both Brugmans and Lukaszewski were relatively young when they
took reign: Brugmans 44 and Lukaszewski 48. When they left the College, they had reached
retirement age: Brugmans 65, Lukaszewski 66. Although bound by the constitutional system
and rules of the College, they felt like monarchs: Brugmans saw this period as "L'oeuvre de
ma vie" and Lukaszewski, less emphatic than Brugmans, had quietly concentrated power in his
hands. The other three Rectors, in contrast, were relatively old when they started their
Rectorship: Ungerer 63, Fragniere 59 and von der Gablentz 65. They knew that they would
remain in that position for not more than a few years, and thus their personal impact on the
College and its atmosphere was bound to be more limited.

( 8 ) M.j. Lory (ed.), Prophetes et fondateurs de I'Europe, Bruges 1974.
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Academic Year with
Spanish Prime Minister
Felipe Gonzalez.

(3)
THE

the

programmatic factor

OBIECTIVE

To MAKE SENSE A PROGRAMME NEEDS an objective. The first question to put is therefore:
What was and is the objective of the College of Europe? There has not always been a consensus on it.
It is interesting and even amusing to leaf through the first brochures of the College in a search
of a formulation of the objective. In the very first one of spring 1950 the following can be found:

"Europe needs teams of lucid workers. It is incumbent upon the new generation to put responsible men, who instinctively act and think in function of European unity, in command of associations, institutions and organs of public opinion ...
Of first necessity is geographical and historical knowledge. What are the natural resources of our
part of the world? What are the limits of our Continent? What experiences have all European
nations gone through in common? How were the various nationalities formed, and what were the
resulting institutions? ...
Then a 'future-conception' ! ... In the universal distribution of labour, what particular role is
reserved to Europe? What part do we play in the battle of social doctrines? In short, what specific
perspectives do we think of, when we affirm that Europe's decline would deprive mankind of an
indispensable economic potential, and an element of order, progress and renovating wisdom?
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Finally, we must work out a technique of action. Can Europe be united simply and solely by
creating specialized institutions? In that case, what will be their sphere of competence? By whom
will they be controlled? ... To what extent will a federal constitution be necessary? ... By what
means will a United Europe be more capable than national States, of coping with the current
problems, such as a common defence and the dollar gap?"
In the Statutes of the College, published in the "Moniteur BeIge" on 22 July 1950, Article 2
stipulates: "Le College d'Europe a pour but la creation et la gestion d'un etablissement de haut
enseignement scientifique, destine a completer la formation des etudiants dans le domaine des
sciences humaines, envisagees sous I'aspect de la substitution d'une entite politique, economique, intellectuelle et sociale, au cloisonnement actuel des Etats Europeens".
In 1952, the definition of the aims in the brochure of the College was even more precise:
a. "the study, by impartial methods, of the economic, political, juridical, social and
cultural problems of European union;
b. the training of young Europeans of ability in the field of diplomacy, international
institutions, public life, journalism, etc. who intend to make their career at an international and, more particularly, European level".
In 1958, Brugmans dwelled extensively upon the subject of the aims of the College. In an
article in the Revue internationale sur I'integration europeenne, published in Rome, he spelled
out that t he College was neither an international university, nor an academy for European militants nor an "Ecole Europeenne d'Administration": "Ce qui nous interesse, c'est que chaque
annee, quelques dizaines de jeunes gens et de jeunes filles etudient ensemble, s'interrogent
ensemble, discutent ensemble et partent ensuite, mieux equipes pour la comprehension de leur
temps, mieux equipes aussi pour une action quelle qu'elle soit". He also wrote: "Nous croyons
beaucoup
la vertu... des etudes 'interdisciplinaires' car aucun probleme vivant,
notre
epoque, n'est exclusivement economique ou juridique, social ou administratif. ... Le juriste qui,
a la fin de son annee au College, serait reste exclusivement juriste, aurait manque le but de
I'operation".

a

a

The "Conseil d'Enseignement" confirmed this view in May 1958, defining as aim of the College:
"to give a European outlook to its students, and consequently to be something other and
something more than a technical School of International Administration".
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In the period of Lukaszewski's Rectorship, however, the definition of the aims got a slightly different twist. At the end of the seventies, it sounded as follows: " .. .founded in 1949, to prepare young university graduates for dealing with the problems of society, economy and institutions, not at the level of a single country, but as that of Europe seen as a community of destiny and civilisation, ... the College offers today... one year of complementary studies devoted to
diverse problems of the unity and integration of Europe as they now present themselves".
Lukaszewski made no secret of his penchant towards the ideas of one of the founding fathers
of the College, Raoul Dautry, who in contrast with the other founding fathers strongly favoured
the College to become "I'Ecole Europeenne d'Administration". Recognising the fact that the
European Community fundamentally changed the economic, political and societal settings in
Europe and that it had increasing influence in international relations, he found that a deeper
knowledge of Community law, institutions and policies were of great importance for university
graduates on the threshold of their professional careers. He not only emphasised greater specialisation but also a more practice-oriented approach. At the same time, he stressed the importance of the pluridisciplinary courses, which were designed to complement the specialised ones.
Brugmans, who was always opposed to the idea that the College should become "une Ecole
d'Administration Europeenne", sensed the risk involved in this new approach. He wrote in his
I'integration des centaines d'a dm in is tra teurs. Mais
memoirs: "Sans doute 'Bruges' a fourni
pour servir cette cause de fa~on durable, il faut regarder plus loin et plus haut... L'Europe n'est
pas exclusivement un espace economique a administrer. Elle est surtout une civilisation originale a revivre ... " ( 9 )

a

The successors of Lukaszewski tried to take this into account. Ungerer regrouped the pluridisciplinary courses by putting the emphasis on courses on European history, philosophy and culture. He also submitted to the Administrative Council the draft of a new Statute in which the
aim of the College was defined as follows: "de dispenser un enseignement postuniversitaire et
d'organiser des recherches d'un interet europeen, dans le but de contribuer ainsi a I'integration de l'Europe". Fragniere increased the number of pluridisciplinary courses, renamed them
"European general and interdisciplinary studies", and appointed a Director of Studies for them.
The purpose of the College was formulated as follows: "to educate young professionals in
a way which enables them to deal with European integration in all its aspects. In both its
creation and the way it functions, the College reflects a concern to see Europe in the context
of the civilisation which unites it and the dynamism born out of its cultural diversity. The
hallmarks of the College are intellectual openness and a thorough understanding of each

(9)

Hendrik Brugmans, 0p. cit., note 2, P.349.
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specific discipline. This involves the constant geographical, cultural and philosophical evolution
of Europe in its entirety". ( 10 )
Von der Gablentz in turn, took the essence of the College philosophy of Brugmans as motto for
the College: "Unir I'Europe est une technique a maltriser et un ideal a ne jamais perdre de vue".
The "Bruges Formula", as he calls it, "combines highly specialized as well as interdisciplinary
European studies along with the practical experience of a cultural diversity acquired through
working and living in a truly European Community". ( 11 )
It is to be expected that future Rectors will also have to face the problem of finding the right
mix between specialised and more general knowledge and skills about Europe. ( 12 )

THE

pROGRAMMES

The first programme of the College covered the following subjects:
- History, Sociology, Human Geography, Political Theory;
- International Economics;
- Constitutional Law and Administrative Sciences, Comparative Law and International Law.
During the first two years all students had to follow courses in these fields. In a report submitted by the first two assistants of the College to the "Administrateur Delegue" in 1952, they
criticised the number of courses to be attended by all the students: "Une trop grande multiplicite entre les differentes math~res enseignees distrait d'un vrai travail et deroute les noncompetents". They proposed to limit the general courses to those apt to open the minds of
the students to European matters, such as courses on the history of European civilisation, the
geographical realities of Europe and current political conditions and tendencies. These should
be taught at a high academic level. The principal part of the "academic" work should, however,
be prepared and carried out in seminars in three major sections: History and Sociology, Political
Economy and Law. The result of the work in the seminars should be a thesis to be submitted
at the end of the academic year. The subject of the thesis ought to be chosen from a list

( 10 ) Brochure of the College for 1996-91.
( 11 ) Brochure of the College for 1998-99.
( 12 ) In this context it is interesting to note that industrial enterprises operating worldwide attach growing importance

to recruiting future executives that have not only solid credentials in a given academic discipline but also practical
experience including sojourns in foreign countries, additional qualifications in other disciplines and interdisciplinary
know-how. (Interview with the Oirector of Human Resources of Oaimler-Benz, in: Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung,
19.09. 1998.
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of subjects established by the director of the section, which would allow teamwork in the
seminars. The seminars could be accompanied by courses given by specialists with "un niveau
scientifique superieur a celui des universites nationales". The objective of the teaching should
always consist in giving the students a comprehensive view on European affairs.
At the beginning of the academic year 1953-54, the programme was modified to take account
of the development of European organisations and the aim to prepare the students for careers
in these organisations. "On renon~ait a la solution seduisante, mais souvent difficilement
praticable, qui ob/igeait les etudiants a suivre tous les cours donnes dans toutes les matieres.
Cela pouvait gener des professeurs de certaines branches ... en les ob/igeant a se mettre a la
portee d'un auditoire non forme, et cela au detriment d'etudiants deja specia/ises". ( 13 )
The subject matter was divided into two categories:
1. International Economy, Law and Comparative Government;
2. History, Political Science, Human Geography and Sociology.
Each student had to choose three subjects from both categories, i.e. Law, History and Sociology.
But all students were obliged to follow the courses on "European Studies", a sort of "propedeutique europeenne", which included a historical overview of the development of European
cooperation and integration since the Treaty of Versailles, a presentation of the principal
European organisations (Council of Europe, OEEC and European Communities) and an invento ry of current matters. In order to get a diploma, one had to sit written examinations in either
Political Economy or Law or Comparative Government and submit a written thesis.
This programme remained in force until the sixties, with slight modifications resulting from the
nominations of new professors. In 1960 Brugmans reported to the Administrative Council that
the College had been consolidated but had not been sufficiently developed over the previous
ten years. He said, the College was too small to have a stable "corps d'enseignants". It could
not offer to the members of its academic staff a true career or appropriate salaries. As long as
the College and its diplomas were not officially recognised, it could not keep pace with the
development of European integration. He suggested the introduction of a doctoral programme
for such students who wanted to spend a second year in Bruges to do research on European
subjects. His idea that the doctor's degree should be granted by a jury consisting of professors
of the College and of Belgian universities was, however, not accepted at the time by the
Conference of Rectors of the Belgian universities. (It is worth noting that the programme of the
European University Institute in Florence, which was established in 1972 after years of intergovernmental negotiations, subsequently developed this idea.)

( 13 ) See the interesting article by Pierre Desjacques, in: Revue internationale sur I'integration europeenne, December
1958, pp.26-36.
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Three years later, however, Brugmans could report to the Administrative Council that the structure of the programme was now established and that the College had reached a point of maturity. "/I s'agit maintenant de faire beneficier un cercle plus large de I'acquis du College". This
change of attitude was provoked by steps taken by the Italian Government to speed up the
creation of an "institute of university status" called for by Article 9 of the EURATOM-Treaty and
by a resolution of the "Association des Anciens" proposing an increase in the number of students to 100.
In February 1964 the "Conseil d'Enseignement" submitted a memorandum in which it stated
that the programme "se presente comme le mieux adapte et le plus specialise dans ses methodes et ses matieres pour donner une authentique formation europeenne". It proposed a certain number of modifications to be carried out immediately, such as the concentration of courses around problems which were directly related to European integration, the reduction of
optional courses to avoid a dispersion of efforts by students, a limitation of enrolment in a section to such students that had a corresponding educational background, and an increase in the
number of tutorials for students. The Council also supported the idea of an increase in the
number of students, and proposed that each section should have a "Professeur adjoint" of high
standing residing in Bruges, to ensure the permanence of teaching and the direction of research
in the fields of economy, law and political science.
Concerning the future of the College, the Council stressed that it was closely linked to the specialisation of its programme: "La plus grande technicite des problemes et la necessaire specialisation qui en resulte interdisent de plus en plus que le programme d'un etudiant au College
embrasse encore, dans la section qu'il aura choisie, I'ensemble des problemes de I'integration
juridique, economique ou politique". It proposed the establishment of sub-sections in each section and the creation of a fourth section dealing with history and European civilisation in order
to add a more general view to the specialisation in the three other sections.
Hence, the programme for 1964-65 had a distinctly sharper character than that of ten years earlier. It was centred on the three sections of political science, law and economics. All courses
had to be followed in the section chosen. In addition, there were three obligatory courses for
all students on contemporary history of Europe, the European idea and its realisation and
European organisations. Finally, there were four optional courses on European perspectives, the
defence problems of the West, social policy and "I'amenagement du territoire", from which each
student had to choose one. This seemed a well-balanced programme: some obligatory courses
for all students to learn about the essentials of Europe and its development in time and space,
and a set of more specialised courses which corresponded to the disciplines that students
wanted to specialise in.
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When Jerzy Lukaszewski became Rector, his main criticism was that the College had not
reacted appropriately to the extraordinary growth of the student body in the universities in
Europe; nor had it reacted in a normal way to the development of the European institutions
and the multiplication of the economic, political and social phenomena engendered by
European integration. He also thought that the modernized programme of 1964 which introduced more options to make it more flexible and more adapted to the diversity of the student
body, had run into difficulties.
The new programme for 1973-74 renamed the four sections "dominantes", each consisting of
a small number of basic and a larger number of optional courses, while reserving an important
role for pluridisciplinary courses. In particular, the section Political Science was renamed
"Dominante Administration pub/ique europeenne". The reason given for this innovation was the
experience of "anciens" who with their diploma in political science had found it difficult to find
suitable positions. Since most students were interested in working either in a European, an
international or a national administration, it seemed advantageous to include courses on administrative science, combined with the possibility of studying political subjects in the framework
of the pluridisciplinary programme. Hence, most of the subjects taught in the previous section
of Political Science were included in that programme and thereby were also made available
to the students enrolled in the economic or legal "dominantes". The change thus consisted in
the generalisation of the political element while introducing a new discipline representing a
branch of the social sciences that was of increasing importance.
The result was summarised by Lukaszewski in 1981 as follows:
a. the programme "est d'une grande technicite;
b. the vast majority of the subjects listed in the programme is geared to the problems
of the European Community: administrative, economic, legal, political, social, etc.
c. a good part of the teaching is done by high officials of the Community;
d. many of the courses represented a direct preparation for professional life; and
e. the material for study are not just books and articles in specialised reviews, but
increasingly documents of the Community.
The creation of a "dominante" for administrative studies in connection with an extracurricular
(summer) training programme for young officials of the EC-institutions to make them familiar
with basic issues of European integration, could give the impression that one of the motives
of the programme was the wish to make the College more attractive to the European
Community with a view to obtaining higher financial contributions from it: certainly a smart but
also honourable motive, given the financial constraints under which the College had to live from
the very beginning.
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In moving the College toward more specialisation and practice-orientation, Lukaszewski was
aware that the enlargement of the three specialised programmes, i.e. Law, Economics and
Administrative Sciences, engendered a tendency among departments to become more autonomous and self-sufficient. He tried to counterbalance this on the one hand by emphasising their
unity, as they had, in contrast to the different faculties of national universities, European integration as their common denominator, and on the other by stressing the importance of the
pluridisciplinary courses. Unfortunately, in the course of time the number of required pluridisciplinary courses decreased from four to two. In addition, the pluridisciplinary programme
lost its generality. Instead of teaching all students the essentials of Europe and giving them
an additional opportunity to look beyond their own specialisation, the programme became a
sort of "fruit basket" giving the students the choice to select the fruit which they liked most:
jurists for instance the course on human rights, for economists the course on energy policy and
a course on US-European political and security relations for the students in the political and
administrative studies department, who already had in their "dominante", a respectable number of courses closer to political science than to administration. The basket also included one
course on the social policies of the European Community, a remainder of the social section, created in 1971 and abolished in 1975 when its Director, Guy Spitaels, became Belgian Minister for
Social Affairs.
Indeed, interestingly enough the College occasionally enriched its programme by creating new
sections covering fields only distantly related to European integration. The first of these
endeavours had been the social section. It lasted four years. The second was a programme on
the conservation and the restoration of the architectural and urban patrimony of Europe which
started in October 1976. Lukaszewski, advanced the following reasons in favour of this project:
First, it corresponds to a need in European societies because the conservation of this patrimony is closely linked to quality of life. This heritage was not only damaged by the last war,
but also suffered from economic and technological changes and insufficient urban policies.
Second, the implementation of such a programme in Bruges is particularly valid because Bruges
had become a site of conservation and restoration. Third, it would constitute an enrichment of
European studies. He admitted that such a programme would not be symmetrical to the other
programmes. Its students would, however, live with the others and therefore, be exposed to
the atmosphere of the College. In addition, certain courses could be held in common for the
students of both branches. Already one year later, he was less enthusiastic and in 1981 this
excursion into a new field of the College's activities was ended.
When Ungerer succeeded Lukaszewski as Rector in 1990, the structure of the programme of studies was not changed. The "Dominante administrative" was, however, called "Political and
Administrative Studies" because by then the majority of the courses and seminars dealt with
political subjects. Beyond that, the pluridisciplinary courses were divided into two categories:
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obligatory and optional courses. The four obligatory courses (of which students had to choose
one) dealt with basic issues such as European history, major currents in modern European
philosophy, national cultures and European culture and the historical foundation of the
European Community, while the optional courses treated more mundane subjects such as
demographic problems, energy policy, environmental policy, European security, etc. Each student had to choose one course from each category.
During Ungerer's term of office there was another important innovation: by responding positively to the request of the Polish government to establish a branch of the College in Warsaw,
the scope of activities of the College was extended not only beyond Bruges, but also beyond
the borders of the European Union. "La formule de Bruges" seemed exportable, and the vision
of a College of Europe consisting of a network of Colleges covering the whole of Europe
appeared on the horizon.
The programme for Central and Eastern Europe, which was designed for the branch in Natolin,
was geared to 40-60 students, half of them coming from Central and Eastern Europe, the other
half from Western Europe. It contained three categories of courses:
1.

Four basic courses, obligatory for all students, on European history, the Law and the
Institutions of the European Community, the Policies of the Community and
European International Organisations (other than the Community) .

2. Three introductory courses, obligatory for the students from Central and Eastern

Europe, on the fundamental characteristics of market economies, the principles and
basic structures of the Western democratic system and the historical foundations of
the European Community.
3. Three introductory courses, obligatory for the students from Western Europe, on the
history and human geography of Central and Eastern Europe, the political problems
of Central and Eastern European countries and the economic and legal aspects of
reform in these countries.
4. Seven optional seminars, from which each student had to choose three in accordance with his or her special interests. They covered such subjects as the relations
of the EC with the Central and Eastern European countries, environmental protection
in Europe, changing structures of European security, judicial protection in the EC,
human rights and minorities, economic transformation in Eastern Europe and public
policy issues in economic integration.
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It was understood that if the number of students would be increased to more than 60, the number of seminars would be increased too and their subjects could be more diversified so that
gradually three groups of seminars would be formed : Political and Administrative Sciences,
Law and Political Economy.
This programme was started in 1992-93 in Bruges, and continued in 1993-94, students remaining
in Bruges during the first term , and spending the second in Natolin . The same programme was
implemented wholly in Natolin in 1994-95 after the agreement between the College and the
Polish government had been signed, and all the buildings in Natolin were ready for use. In the
years that followed , however, it was gradually amended and differentiated, without loosing its
initial characteristics.
In 1994, Fragniere changed the names of the <ldominantes" to "departments" in Bruges and
started a further department next to the traditional ones of Law, Economics and Political and
Administrative Studies: the "Human Resources Development Department" . The aim of the new
department was to offer <la European training and education in a field recognised to be of strategic importance by European and international organisations, in public administrations and
bodies at both national and regional levels, and in particular also in the business sector ... The
course will be directed at those who have had a prior education in social sciences, in education or training and who want to pursue their career in administration or business with specific responsibilities for training and/or the development of human resources". ( 14 ) It started out
with fifteen students and has grown slowly to just over twenty.

( 14 ) Brochure of the College for 1994-95, P.43.
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Fragniere also changed the programme of pluridisciplinary courses in Bruges by not only
calling them "European General and Interdisciplinary Studies", but also by making a distinction
between introductory courses of a general nature, seminars and more specialised themes and
interdisciplinary workshops. He also increased the number of courses. Each student had
to follow an introductory course as well as a seminar or a workshop. He stressed the dual
nature of the (ollege's educational goal: to ensure a high level of specialised education and at
the same time prepare the students to go beyond their own disciplines and national traditions
in order to acquire a clearer vision of Europe in all its complexity. The three "classical"
programmes in Law, Economics and Political and Administrative Studies, however, remained
largely unchanged.
Von der Gablentz maintained the structure of the entire programme as he inherited it. However,
the small interdisciplinary workshops were given up (without, however, a corresponding reduction of the number of pluridisciplinary courses).
When looking at the programmes of study as they evolved over the years in line with the
progress of European integration, changes in Eastern Europe, the increasing number of students
and the changes in the composition of the student body, and comparing them with the
programmes of other academic institutes specialised in European studies, as they came into
existence over the last 40 years, one might well conclude that the (ollege's programmes were
the best to be offered to young people who wished to get acquainted with the realities and
problems of European unity.
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ACTIVITIES

THE COLLEGE OF EUROPE HAS NOT LIMITED ITSELF to providing a European education to
young post-graduates. It has also used its staff and its network of professors and lecturers
to provide training in European affairs to professionals and students outside the category of
university graduates.
One of its early initiatives was the organisation of a seminar for European railway personnel in
Bruges in 1963, which then developed into a European training centre for national railways.
The initiator was a member of the College staff: I.B.F. Kormoss who later became the Director
of the centre. Seminars are held every summer. About 1000 railway officials have taken part
since 1963.
Another initiative was started in 1968 and consisted of a programme of European studies for
undergraduate students from American universities, organised every year from January to May.
Several hundred American undergraduate students were thus given t he opportunity of getting
acquainted with developments in Europe and with Bruges as an incarnation of European
culture. As these students were much younger than the students of the College of Europe, the
idea of integrating them in one way or another into the atmosphere of the College proved to
be more difficult than initially assumed. The programme was therefore, abandoned and later
replaced by another one for American university professors who were interested in gaining
knowledge about the European Community for later use in their lectures at American universities.
Since 1973, training programmes for young civil servants of the European Community, particularly those from the Commission, have been organised every year. They comprise several
seminars per year; thus up until 1998 more than 3000 participants have attended more than
100 seminars.
Other "satellite" programmes were organised and implemented for high officials from LatinAmerican and Arab countries, for young diplomats from member countries of the European
Community and from Africa, for civil servants from the national administrations of NATO-countries, for officials of countries that had applied for membership to the European Community/
Union, such as Greece, Spain and Portugal in the eighties, Finland, Sweden and Austria in the
early nineties and Central and East European countries in recent years. In the seventies and
eighties training programmes were also organised for high-ranking officials of Chambers of
Commerce in the European Community (Eurochambers).
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A very prestigious part of the College's extracurricular activities has been its yearly conferences
and colloquia on current problems in Europe and its relations with the outside world. They
became known as the "Semaine de Bruges". The participants are mostly university professors
and lecturers, but also officials of international organisations, diplomats, members of research
institutes and private firms, not to forget members of parliaments and EC Commissioners as
well as national ministers who were invited to present keynote speeches and make other
important contributions. Some of these conferences have included as many as 200 participants.
The subjects have ranged from the relations between Europe and Africa, the plans for a
European University, "['amenagement du territoire" and an Atlantic Community, in the sixties,
to a European policy on higher education, the international integration of transport, the regulation of the behaviour of monopolies and dominant enterprises, the Soviet hegemony in
Eastern Europe and the crisis of industrial relations in the early seventies, to more EC-specific
subjects in the eighties, such as the perspectives of agriculture in the EC, a common environmental policy, the European monetary system, the role of the EC administration in the European
integration process, the external relations of the EC and the common market, the EC policy on
development, the European Parliament and the perspectives of the German Presidency (in
1988). In the nineties the preference for EC themes was still present: "Widening or deepening
the EC" and ''the Maastricht Treaty". But two big conferences have dealt with larger subjects:
"Europe and Global Economic Interdependence" in 1992 and "Reshaping Transatlantic Partnership" in 1996.
The results of most of these conferences have been published. Other worthwhile publications
were hampered owing to the lack of funds. In fact, the College has never succeeded in developing a long-term publication policy. In 1951 the College had started with "Les Cahiers de Bruges",
a bilingual quarterly review with the aim of providing "an open forum for the professors, conferenciers, students and fellows of the College to develop their views on the various aspects of
the problem of European Union". In 1954, the "Cahiers" began publishing a list of the themes
of the examinations and the subjects of the "memoires" submitted by the students. In 1956,
however, the concept of the review was modified. Owing to the growing degree of specialisation
of the courses and seminars, each issue was dedicated to a particular theme, and the "Cahiers"
was given the subtitle: "Recherches europeennes". Unfortunately, the "Cahiers" ceased publication in 1960 because sales were too low. Another form of publication was chosen: books with
interesting articles, i.e. anthologies. The first one was published on the occasion of the tenth
anniversary of the College and was titled "Sciences humaines et integration europeenne".
In 1969, the College launched a new collection: "Studies in Contemporary European Issues".
Parallel to this the "Cahiers de Bruges" reappeared as "Nouvelle Serie". In the College's
Quarterly Information of June 1971 14 books were listed under the "Cahiers de Bruges" series,
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published between 1967 and 1971, and 8 books, published between 1968 and 1971, in the collection "Studies in Contemporary European Issues". After 1972, these publications were limited
to the reports of the annual conferences and colloquia, the last one appearing in 1986.
The College's "Information", which appeared annually after 1979, mentioned the individual
publications of the professors and lecturers. Most of these publications concerned their primary activities at universities, law offices and research institutes or European organisations.
The reports on the colloquia on the German Presidency in the European Community of 1987
and on institutional change after the Single European Act of 1990, both held in Bruges and
organised by the College in cooperation with the Institut fUr Europaische Politik in Bonn were
no longer published by the College, but by the Bonn Institute.
An effort was therefore made in 1992 to develop a new publication policy. Using the European
University Press in Brussels as a publisher, the College published in 1993 three books containing the reports of the Conferences on "Europe and Global Economic Interdependence", the
"Maastricht Treaty", and the workshop on "European Societies between Diversity and Convergence", a second volume on that subject appearing in 1996. The reports of another conference, organised by the College in Bruges in 1993 on "Culture: Building Stone for Europe 2000",
was published in 1994. Moreover, the speeches of Rector Fragniere on the occasion of the
"seance d'ouverture" on Stefan Zweig in 1993, on Ramon Llull in 1994 and on WaIter Hallstein
in 1995 were also published. Once again the College had a visiting card in its publications.
Whether this positive turn in the publication policy can be maintained, remains to be seen. The
weakness of the former policies was that the publishing houses lacked a wide distribution
capacity. In the seventies and eighties the chance was missed to offer to the "corps enseignant" of the College a common launching pad and appropriate distribution for their publications. If this had existed, one could have expected that intellectual products which were the
outcome of the courses given and the research work done in Bruges were offered first to the
College for publication. As this could not be achieved, the public relations effect of publications
by College professors, approached zero, most of the authors not even bothering to mention
that they taught at the College of Europe.
If the publication policy was not a jewel in the College's crown, neither were its research activities. When Brugmans suggested in 1962 to give the College the possibility of offering some
qualified students a second year at the College in order to conduct research and write a dissertation leading to a doctor's degree, the realisation of this idea was impaired by the Rectors
of the Belgian universities. It was a good idea because one academic year was not long enough
to allow for intensive research. If the College had had enough funds, as the European University
Institute in Florence would later receive, it could have established a small number of research
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teams working on selected European integration problems, a tremendous innovation in academic research at that time! Nowadays integration research is done at numerous places in
Europe and the United States and even in Israel, Japan and Taiwan.
Notwithstanding the set-back in the sixties, the idea of a research unit has continued to come
up. Between 1976 and 1978 a small team of researchers worked on regional integration taking
place in Latin America, Western Africa and South East Asia. Further development took place in
the late eighties, but in a different form. By 1990, there was a small group of researchers, consisting of 8 former students, working on the basis of two research and service contracts which
the College was able to conclude with the EC Commission in 1988. In 1992, the College had
four such contracts employing a total of 25 researchers, most of whom were working in Brussels
in close contact with the EC Commission. Four types of work were done under these contracts:
1. the analysis of the minutes of the Commission meetings and of the documents produced by the Commission services to augment the various data banks of the
Commission;
2. the examination of national legislation with a view to its compatibility with the provisions of the EEC Treaty concerning the elimination of quantitative restrictions
between member states;
3. the codification of the Community norms to be applied in the pharmaceutical and
foodstuffs sectors to make them more transparent;
4. the analysis of texts of the European Parliament and their editing for documentary
purposes.
All this work was certainly necessary and useful. It gave employment to a number of students
and represented a transition for them to professional work. But, obviously, it was not really
research on integration, nor did it offer much feedback for the College's academic programme.
The creation of a cartographic section in the College in 1954 was undoubtedly an innovation
because, at that time, maps and statistics were mainly produced on a national basis. What was
lacking was not purely geographical maps, but cartographic documents with statistical data
assessing the trans-border movements of persons and goods and comparing population and
industrial centres as well as lines of transport. The section published several of these new
maps. Its services were subsequently requested by the European Communities, the DECD, the
Council of Europe, national ministries and railway companies. ( 15 )

( 15 ) For more details see: Caroline Vermeulen, Le College d'Europe
pp. 137-14 2 .
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While the cartographic section was a small and modest jewel in the College's crown, another
extracurricular initiative of the College did not, however, shine for very long: in 1956 Radio Free
Europe in Munich approached the College with the proposal of creating a new institution
called Radio University in order to draw up radiophonic lectures for people in Eastern Europe,
i.e. behind the Iron Curtain. An agreement was concluded in 1957 between Radio Free Europe
and the College providing for the production of courses in geography, history, philosophy,
sociology, political science, international, constitutional and comparative law as well as international relations with the aim of giving students and the "intelligentsia" behind the Iron
Curtain coherent and objective information on the societal realities of the present world
and thereby to avoid a further alienation between Western and Eastern Europe. The courses,
given by professors of the College, such as Hendrik Brugmans, Leo Moulin , Jan Tinbergen,
Paul Guggenheim and Raymond Aron, were broadcast by Radio Free Europe to
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria. The programme ended in 1962. Jean
the Administrateur Delegue and former "Chef de Cabinet" of Spaak, was reticent,
because Spaak, who was Secretary General of NATO from 1957 to 1961, had returned to
and become Foreign Minister. ( 16 )

( 16 ) For details see, ibid., pp. 132-137.
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the organisational factor

THE HUMAN FACTOR IS THE LIFE BLOOD OF ANY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION, the programme is the
work plan, and its organisation is the framework in which life and work unfolds but is also contained. The software side of it is its legal and institutional structure, the hardware side is the
buildings in which all the work and life takes place. Between both lies the finances. They are
the oil which keeps the machine running.

THE

COLLEGE'S

LEGAL

AND

INSTITIITIONAI

STRIICTIIRE

THIS STRUCTURE IS DETERMINED BY THE STATUTES. The initial Statutes, which provided the
legal basis for the creation of the College, were published in the Moniteur BeIge of 22 July 1950.
They have been amended several times:
- in October 1955, resulting in a new Statute, published in the Moniteur BeIge of 16
March 1957;
- in February 1958, in June 1961, in June 1967, in October 1967 and in January 1972,
introducing minor amendments;
- in July 1993, renewing the entire Statute, published in the Moniteur BeIge of 23
September 1994;
- and finally, in October 1996, changing the institutional structure, published in the

Moniteur BeIge of 3 March 1998.
While the Statutes of 1950 and 1957 only dealt with the purpose, the bodies and some procedural matters, the Statutes of 1994 also included provisions on the internal regulations of the
College and its finances.
The first Statutes gave the College a very elaborate institutional structure. They stipulated that
the College should function under the patronage of a Board of Governors and be administered
and represented by an Administrative Council. No mention was made of the Rector and his
tasks, except that he would participate in the meetings of the Administrative Council "avec voix

consultative". There was no reference at all to the "corps professoral" or an Academic Council
representing the academic personnel. On the other hand, they stipulated the establishment of
an Executive Bureau and of a Financial Committee.
The Board of Governors was its supreme body: no measure with regard to the establishment
of the programme of studies, the nomination of the Rector or of the academic personnel could
be taken by the Administrative Council without first being submitted to the Board for its
opinion. It was composed of the Presidents of the Committee of Ministers and the Consultative
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Assembly of the Council of Europe and its Cultural Committee, the Presidents of the European
Movement, its Executive Committee and its Cultural Committee and of about twenty further
personalities "de renom du monde intellectuel europeen" nominated by a specified group of
the Gove~nors. (Article 26 even stipulated who these were to be: the Italian Senator Casati,
the Belgian Deputy Victor Larock, Don Salvador de Madariaga, the Foreign Minister of Denmark,
the former British Minister Duncan Sandys and the Belgian Minister of State P.H. Spaak.)
The Administrative Council, consisting of 15 members, was composed by the above-mentioned
Presidents and five other members of the European Movement, as well as the Director of the
European Cultural Centre in Geneva, the Governor of West Flanders, the Mayor of Bruges, and
the representatives of four Belgian associations. Here again, the names of the first members
were mentioned: Salvador de Madariaga, its President, Jean Drapier, Pierre van Outryve
d'Ydewalle, P.H. Spaak, J. Retinger, Etienne de la Vallee Poussin, Jean Willems, Louis De Winter,
and last but not least, Karel Verleye, to mention but some who played an outstanding role in
the Council.
According to Article 5, the Administrative Council had "Ies pouvoirs les plus etendus pour faire
tous les actes d'administration ou de disposition qui interessent le College". It could decide
by a majority of the votes of the members present or represented. It chose the members of
the Executive Bureau from among members of the Council. The President of the Council also
presided over the Bureau. It could also nominate the members of the Financial Committee.
The Executive Bureau was responsible for the "organisation materielle" of the College, in
particular the preparation of the meetings of the Administrative Council and of the agenda of
the Board of Governors and the surveillance of the execution by the College's services of the
decisions of the Administrative Council.
The Financial Committee had to give its opinion before the Administrative Council could take
measures related to the use of the College's financial resources.
This institutional structure, however, soon proved to be inadequate in dealing with the reality
of the College. Financing initially consisted of a subsidy promised by the Belgian government
amounting to 3 million BF, in addition to scholarships received from other sources for the
students. As the number of students did not exceed 40 during the first five years, the College
authorities had to seek further subsidies. When they succeeded in getting support from the
European Coal and Steel Community, the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands, the
question arose as to how these contributors could be represented in the decision-making
bodies of the College. At that time the Administrative Council comprised a majority of Belgian
members, owing to Belgian law which required that at least three-fifths of the members of the
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bodies of an "etablissement d'utilite publique" should be Belgian. It also became manifest that
the Council of Europe and the European Movement, which were strongly represented in both
bodies, were not in a position to support the College as had initially been hoped.
The College tried to alleviate these shortcomings by creating a Council consisting of the representatives of donors in order to supervise the financial management of the College. Moreover,
it also established a "Conseil d'Enseignement", presided over by the Rector and consisting of
titular professors.
But this was not enough, . particularly as the Board of Governors was found to be "trap lourd
et trap peu cohesif pour etre facilement reuni et utilement consulte". ( 17 ) A revision of the
Statutes was therefore decided upon by the Administrative Council. It led to the abandoning
of the Board of Governors, the admission of representatives of countries and European organisations which subsidised the College to the Administrative Council, and to anchoring "le
Conseil d'Enseignement" in the Statutes. The number of members of the Administrative Council
was increased by three-fifths from 15 to a maximum of 60. In order to maintain the majority of
Belgians, the Secretaries General of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Finance and Education and
the "rapporteurs" on the Budget of the Ministry of Education to the Belgian Senate and House
of Deputies were expressly nominated. In addition, the co-optation of 18 additional members
of Belgian nationality was made possible. Finally, a representative of the Association of
"Anciens" was admitted "avec voix consultative".
The Council thus became a sort of "Iait russe" - in Flemish: "koffie verkeerd" - consisting of
representatives of the public subsidisers and the institutional or real friends of the College.
What was more, the institutional structure remained heavy: in fact, the members of the
decision-making and controlling bodies of the College by far exceeded the number of students,
at least up to the end of the Brugmans era.
Nevertheless, the Statutes of 1955 remained in force until 1994. Lukaszewski lived with them
by trying to balance their inconveniences through internal measures. The College was granted
authority by the Administrative Council to set up its own administrative structure, determine
the conditions for nomination and the competences and obligations of staff members, as well
as the authority to prepare and execute its own budget. Lukaszewski transformed the "Conseil
d'Enseignement" into an Academic Council consisting not only of the Directors of Study but
also of one additional professor from each "dominante" and of representatives of the assistants
and the students.

( 17 ) jean Drapier in a note to the Administrative Council of 18 November 1954.
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When Ungerer took office in November 1990 he not only discovered the traces of a powerful
Rector, but also lively Administrative and Academic Councils, not however an Executive Office
nor a Financial Committee. The Administrative Council thus once again found it necessary to
amend the Statutes. The Rector presented a draft in 1992. It proposed a new composition of
the Administrative Council. The two big subsidisers of the College, the European Community
and Belgium, were to be represented by three persons, other donors, either governments or
public European organisations whose subsidies exceeded a certain sum, by one person. The
Flemish and the Walloon Communities, the Province of West Flanders, the City of Bruges, the
Association of the "Anciens", the Salvador de Madariaga Foundation, the Academic Council and
the College staff would also be represented. The Rector was given the status of a full member.
Three persons became members "a titre personnel" in view of their services to the College:
le Pere Karel Verleye, Raymond Georis and Raymond Rifflet. ( 18 )
Article 9 of the 1992 Statutes contained a list of the main powers of the Administrative Council.
The Executive Committee, replacing the eroded Executive Bureau and Finance Committee,
composed of eight members of the Administrative Council, but presided over by the Rector similar in set-up to the Academic Council - was to supervise the administrative and financial
management of the College in accordance with the directions given by the Administrative
Council. It has to examine the draft budget and submit it to the Council as well as nominate
the administrative and technical personnel.
The function of the Rector is similarly defined. He directs and coordinates "I'ensemble des activites" of the College in accordance with the ideas which have inspired its creation and in conformity with the Administrative Council, the decisions taken by the Executive Committee and
the programme of studies and research determined by the Academic Council.

( 18 ) Raymond Riff/et was among the founders of the College, he has been a long-time member of the Administrative
Council and the teaching staff of the College. He died on

1

December 1997.
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An innovation was the creation of an Advisory Board. The idea was to provide a Forum for
friends of the College who would not only give advice to the College but also use their experience to contribute to the development of the College.
The amendments to these Statutes, which were introduced in October 1996 and entered into
force in March 1998, took account of experience and strengthened the position of the Executive
Committee vis-a-vis the Rector by providing that a member of the Administrative Council should
preside over the Committee. This was in line with the useful role which the Committee and particularly Raymond Georis had played during the interim period between the cessation of the
activities of Gabriel Fragniere and the beginning of the mandate of the new Rector, Otto von
der Gablentz. Unfortunately, the Advisory Board was abandoned.
On the whole, the new institutional structure represented a considerable improvement compared with the cumbersome structures of the past. The Administrative Council is unlikely ever
to reach 60 members, even if all member states of the European Union and a few more
European countries became donors to the College. Its decision-making procedures have been
streamlined, thanks to the preparatory role and the increased weight of the Executive
Committee in which the most important members of the Administrative Council are seated.

THF

STAFF

STAFF IS USUALLY DEFINED AS A GROUP OF PERSONS that assist a leader. During the first two
years of the College it was not quite clear, however, whether the Director of Studies assisted
the Rector or was an equal partner in directing the College. After 1952, the situation became
clearer. The staff consisted of the Librarian, the Administrative Director, two academic assistants, two secretaries, an administrative assistant and the College hostess. Compared to later
years, this was a very small staff. However, the personnel of the hall of residence and the
restaurant did not figure on the pay-list of the College but on that of the operator of the hotel
which served as the College's residence from October to June.
By 1956, the academic staff had grown and consisted of a "Professeur adjoint", M.J. Lory, who
also edited the "Cahiers de Bruges", a "Moniteur des Etudes", an Academic Director and a
Warden for the hall of residence who was recruited from the students of the previous academic year. At the end of the Brugmans era, a Director of Studies and three academic assistants,
one for each section, were added.
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During Lukaszewski's rectorship the staff grew steadily, which was appropriate since the number of students and professors increased, the study programme became more differentiated and
the financing of this growth had been assured . In addition, the College was now running the
halls of residence and the restaurant itself.
When Werner Ungerer became Rector in 1990, the management consisted of six different units:
1. The Rector's Office with permanent staff composed of the Rector, an assistant, and
6 secretaries, which included the secretaries for the three "dominantes" and the
Admissions Office.
2. The Programme Unit, consisting of the three Directors of Studies and a total of
9 assistants. All the professors and lecturers, including the Directors, were visiting
professors.
3. The Research Unit, consisting of 8 researchers in Bruges.
4. The Administration with permanent staff consisting of a Director, three accountants,
two secretaries and an administrative "attache".
5. The Library, consisting of a Director, a deputy librarian, two assistant librarians, four
documentalists and two secretaries.
6. The Residences and the Restaurant. Their staff was composed of a manager, an
assistant manager and about 40 persons providing the necessary services.
By 1993 the following were added: an Executive Secretary with a secretary, attached to the
Rector's Office, a Director, an assistant and a secretary for the Central and Eastern Europe
Project (PECO), two permanent "Professeurs adjoints", attached to the economic and the
political/administrative programmes and a permanent lecturer who taught in the economic
programme. The "professeurs adjoints" had been added to ensure more professorial and
academic presence, something strongly demanded by the students as their number had grown .
Rector FragniE~re expanded the staff further by transforming the post of the Executive Secretary
into the position of Secretary General, and by creating the post of Director for personnel and
of Secretary of the Academic Council (who in addition to the technical organisation of the academic programme also had to coordinate the study programmes and the research activities).
Moreover, he appointed two assistants and a secretary for the new Department of Human
Resources Development.
His plan of achieving more permanence among principal professors in Bruges by creating Chairs
for the Directors of Studies was realised after his departure. The budgetary uncertainties which
led to a deficit in 1995, did not allow the creation of such Chairs by using normal receipts but
needed supplementary fund-raising efforts. These were fortunately successful so that three
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Chairs could be established, one donated by the German Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach
Foundation for the Department of Political and Administrative Studies in autumn 1996,
another sponsored by Norsk Hydro, a leading Norwegian industrial concern, for the Economic
Department a year later, and a third one, donated by the Belgian Bank BBL for the programme
of General and Interdisciplinary Studies. They are held by Professors Dieter Mahncke, Pier Carlo
Padoan and Robert Picht. This development followed a change in the Economic and the
Political! Administrative Departments. Professors Loukas Tsoukalis and Wolfgang Wessels who
had headed these departments since the beginning of the eighties, found that they were unable to take on extended duties in Bruges, and so Professors Dieter Mahncke and Pier Carlo
Padoan became Directors of the Department of Political and Administrative Studies and the
Department of Economics, respectively. Professor Paul Demaret from Liege remained Director of
the Law Department, while Professor Rhys Gwyn became Head of the Department of Human
Resources Development. The Rector and the Directors together form the Collegium Academicum
which meets regularly to enhance the coordination of the different programmes and the academic cohesion of the College as a whole. The Krupp Chair is named after the sponsoring foundation, while the other two Chairs included in their names two of the early teachers at the
College: the Nobel Prize Winner in Economics Jan Tinbergen and the Belgian sociologist Leo
Moulin.
The College now has a faculty of five Heads of Departments, one further permanent professor
in the Economics Department, two lecturers in Law and Economics, fifteen teaching assistants
who live permanently in Bruges, and more than eighty visiting professors and lecturers, to take
care of the 265 students studying in Bruges.
The new organisation includes, besides the four Departments of specialised studies, a programme of general and interdisciplinary studies, the Office of the Rector and six additional
units:
1. Administration, including the halls of residence and the restaurant as well as a new
section for informatics;
2. Finances;
3. Communication, in charge of the secretariat for the Administrative Council,
publications, visitors, public relations and the College data-base;
4. Academic matters, such as the secretariat of the Academic Council, relations with the
faculty, the admission of students and the professional orientation of students;
5. the Library;
6. Development, in charge La. of research contracts.
Altogether these six units employ 113 persons.
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( 19 )

DURING ITS FIRST THREE YEARS, the College was provisionally accommodated in two buildings. The first was the Brangwyn Museum on Dijver where the offices of the Rector and his staff,
the Library (very small at that time) and the lecture rooms were situated. The other building
was the Hotel Saint-Georges. It was rented as a residence for professors and students for the
duration of the academic year, hotel and restaurant services included.
The Brangwyn Museum , a classical mansion, was full of paintings by Frank Brangwyn, born
in Bruges in 1867, who had made his career in Paris and was strongly influenced by the "Art
nouveau". Whenever a lecture became dull, the students had the alternative of looking at the
paintings. After some time, however, these paintings had a rather depressing effect, so that
their attention could easily be turned again to the lecture.
The Hotel Saint-Georges was quite impressive for those students coming from war-damaged cities
in Europe. The food was excellent and many students gained weight. The student bedrooms were
rather simple, even more so as the one or two bathrooms on each floor seemed to be miles away.
In contrast, the two "salons " showed all the fanciness of the nineteenth century and were ideal
meeting and conversation places. But the hotel was old and not in the best shape. Once, a student was nearly killed during a conversation with fellow students when the big and heavily ornamented chandelier fell to the floor. In 1953 the residence was moved to the "Grand Hotel" in SintJakobsstraat which had been bought by the City of Bruges in 1951 to be put at the disposal of
the College. It was as sumptuous as the Hotel Saint-Georges - in nineteenth century style although the building itself had been built in the early seventeenth century, renovated in the
Louis XV-style in 1720 and again renovated at the beginning of the nineteenth century when
Bruges made preparations to receive "1'Empereur Napoleon /". But Napoleon never came. In the
middle of the 19th century, the building was again transformed and redecorated in "Napoleon Ill"
style, thus receiving the appropriate name "Grand Hotel du Commerce". It remained the main residence of the College until 1982, although it could house no more than 53 students.
When Lukaszewski arrived and the number of students rose from 59 in 1972 to 140 in 1979,
the College had to look out for other halls of residence. The City of Bruges put at its disposal
two houses with beautiful facades but less inviting interiors: Ridderstraat 15 and Sint-Jorisstraat
49. They could accommodate 21 and 17 students, respectively. The College also rented a house
from a Dominican nunnery in Vlamingdam 36 with 33 bedrooms. Their simplicity could unfortunately not be matched by the charm of the facade.

( 19 ) A more complete history on the buildings is contained in

a dissertation by Pascale Vantorre, De huisvesting van het

Europacol/ege in Brugge, July 1998.
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In March 1982, the City of Bruges bought the Hotel Portinari in Garenmarkt 15 after having sold
the "Grand Hotel" to the proprietors of what later became the four-star hotel "Navarra". The
"Portinari" was another bridge to the glorious past of Bruges, not so much because of its classical facade, but because Tomasso Portinari was the administrator of the Florentine "Loggia de
Medici" in the 15th century in Bruges. It contains five rooms for professors and fourty-nine
rooms for students, two "salons" in fine 19th century style which were recently modernised, the
"salon du Recteur" with remarkable 18th century wall paintings, and a big modern "Mensa" for
all students.
In 1985, the College bought a house in Gouden Handstraat 4 which dates back to the 17th century but has undergone many changes. From 1953 on it was a clinic. After the College acquired
it, it was renovated and transformed, and now houses 61 students.
Five years later, the College rented another building, called "Oliebaan", constructed in 1959 on
the grounds of the "Grootseminarie" at the Potterierei. It does not lie in the centre of the city,
like the College itself and the other residences, but is still within the boundaries of the old city.
It has 43 rooms. In 1996, the College rented an old "herenhuis" on Biskajer square, which was
constructed in classicist style in the first half of the 19th century. It was completely restored by
the present owner, and contains 53 rooms. Finally, in 1997-98 another "herenhuis" built in the
19th century was acquired at Oude Zak 26, not far from the former "Grand Hotel". It has 32
student rooms as well as three apartments for professors.
The College thus has a system of residences in the centre of Bruges and not far from the Dijver
where the main administrative and academic building and the library are situated. None of the
residences lodges more than 60 students so that each residence in fact has its own small multinational and multicultural environment.
Simultaneous to the change of residence in 1953, the location for the administration, lectures
and the library were moved to a former "herenhuis" built in classical style in the early 19th
century and situated at Dijver 11. The administration and the library were accommodated in the
part facing the Dijver, the lecture rooms facing the back.
In spring 1959, as a consequence of the unsatisfactory conditions of the building at Dijver 11,
the Mayor of Bruges suggested to the College a site for a new College building in which the
Administration, the lecture rooms and the home of the students could be placed. The site was
located in Sint-Pieters near the road from Bruges to Blankenberge. Plans were made for such
a building in style of the late fifties, providing rooms for about 100 students. The project could,
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however, not be realised. In October 1959 the Mayor had to inform the College that the project
had to be abandoned because the City of Bruges was not in a position to raise 40 million BF
to finance the project. He proposed instead that Dijver 11 and Dijver 9 be renovated, thus providing an appropriate main building for the College.
As the library developed it began to need more space. So in 1969 a new building had to be
added at the rear of Dijver 11. It also became apparent that the old building needed to be renovated. It took four years, from spring 1972 to September 1976, before the work was completed
and Dijver 11 had acquired a new and more practical interior. In the meantime, the College was
housed in Dijver 7 from where the Economic Council and the Bureau of Economic Studies for
West Flanders had to move to other quarters. During that time, some of the services of the
College had to be accommodated in prefabricated offices set up in the backyard. After the
College had returned to Dijver 11, Dijver 7 was turned into a four-star hotel, "De Tuilerieen"
which was good for tourism in Bruges, but not so good for the College. If it had acquired that
building with its beautiful baroque facade, the two most representative buildings of Dijver
would have constituted the College of Europe, even more so as Dijver 9 became available in
the eighties and was acquired by the City of Bruges in 1988. The two buildings Dijver 11 and 9
were merged to create space for new lecture rooms and a lobby. It also allowed for a further
expansion of the library at the rear of Dijver 9.
The College continued to develop and a piece-meal approach to construction and renovation
had to be pursued. In 1991, part of the attic of Dijver 11 was transformed into offices. In 1992,
the miserable passage between the main building and the library was replaced - with the help
of Norsk Hydro - by a new building, transforming the passage into a small lobby where students could read newspapers and a second floor where a computer hall was installed. In the
same year, the biggest lecture hall in Dijver 9 was extended and a language laboratory was
established on the ground floor.
The expansion launched by Fragniere in 1994 required further space. Consequently two houses
called '''t Hof Van Maldeghem" in Garenmarkt 5 and 7 were rented. They were owned by
Franciscan Sisters who had used them as a home for single young women. Both houses, dating
from the 16th century but restored in 1877 and 1911, are recognised as historic monuments.
They serve as offices for the Development Unit and its researchers, for the accountants, the
Language Service and the Department of Human Resources Development.
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L. Nergaard, Norsk Hydro,
at the inauguration of the
computer room (October 1992).

Whereas renting the two Garenmarkt houses was prompted by the requirements of instant
expansion, the project of buying a building at Verwersdijk was a consequence of the wish to
increase the number of students in Bruges to 400. An "Investment Committee" was formed to
launch a fund-raising campaign for the extensive renovation. If the project can be realised, it
is intended to house the administrative and general services in the buildings at Dijver and the
lecture rooms, the library and the offices of professors and assistants in the building at
Verwersdijk.

THE

FINANCES

THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM, which has consistently accompanied the development
of the College, is its financing. The beginning seemed symptomatic. Thanks to contacts of
J. Haste, Vice-President of the Administrative Council and Chairman of the "Bureau Executif',
with the Belgian Prime Minister and the Minister of Education (at that time Pierre Harmel, the
later Foreign Minister) the Belgian government had included in its budget a subsidy for the
College amounting to 3 million BF for the first academic year. As the preparations for the year
had to start at the beginning of 1950, the government also allotted an advance of 500.000 BF to
the College in February. However, the treasury was not able to pay this sum in time "pour des
raisons administratives". The College therefore, had to get a loan from the Banque de Bruxelles.
The College, as an "etablissement d'utilite publique", is obliged under Belgian law (according
to Article 34 of the law of 1921) to submit to the government within two months after the establishment of its budget, its accounts and the budget, which then will be published in the

Moniteur BeIge.

( 20 )

( 20 ) Pursuing the Moniteur Beige is the best way to get a full picture of the development of the College's budgets.
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The accounts for the first academic year, drawn up in June 1951, showed receipts of 3,8 million
BF consisting of a Belgian subsidy of 2,7 million BF and the sum of scholarships for students
amounting to 1,1 million BF. Already in June 1952, the effective receipts reached a higher level,
namely 4,8 million BF thanks to subsidies paid by the City of Bruges, the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Netherlands.
With the support of the Belgian government the Rector, the Administrateur Delegue and other
persons involved in the creation of the College conducted fund-raising efforts in other European
countries, notably France, Italy and Great Britain. Despite the fact that scholarships were given
to five students from each of these countries, the harvest remained meager. Only Luxembourg,
which gave one scholarship, added a further sum. The French finally consented in 1955 to give
a subsidy of 500.000 FF, corresponding at the time to 71.000 BF, while the Italians remained
passive as did the British, Irish, Greeks, Danes, Swedes and Norwegians. Fortunately, the
European Coal and Steel Community sponsored the "Robert Schuman" Chair along with an
endorsement of 500.000 BF for the academic year 1953-54, and institutionalised the venture
in 1955. The Council of Europe was also approached. Its Committee of Ministers adopted a
reserved attitude.
In contrast to these stingy Europeans, the Americans were rather generous. For many years a
professor of political and administrative science was paid to spend his sabbatical year in
Bruges. They also made contributions to the financing of conferences organised by the College.
In 1955, the Rector was awarded a gift of 11.500 $ (577.384 BF) from the Ford Foundation for
the library. ( 21 ) Since the academic year 1997-98, the College has also been host to a Fulbright
Visiting Professor.
In spite of these fund-raising efforts the level of receipts, which had reached 5,1 million BF in
1955, could not be increased substantially in the years that followed, despite rising prices.
It was only in 1963 that the budget surpassed the 7 million mark, thanks to a subsidy of
350.000 BF granted by the United Kingdom and to the fact that the residence managed
to obtain other receipts than the fees for board and lodging for the students. Student fees
remained at 50.000 BF until the sixties. Most students received scholarships from their national
selection committees. After 1963, there was a gradual increase of financial means, but not
enough to put the College on a solid financial footing. It was only after Lukaszewski had taken
over the Rectorship that the situation improved. He was undoubtedly dynamic in his fundraising efforts. In 1974, the Belgian subsidy was doubled, Switzerland appeared among the
contributors, and more and more countries increased the number of scholarships for their

( 21 )

For details see CaroJine Vermeulen, 0p. cit., note 12, PP.39-55.
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students. Without this increase the number of students could not have risen. In 1978,
Lukaszewski reported proudly to the Administrative Council that the budget had reached
56 million BF. But costs had risen too. The number of students had increased from 59 in 1972
to 130 in 1978, that of the professors from 38 to 83 and the number of buildings run by the
College from 3 to 10. Besides, inflation persisted. The financial constraints under which the
College had to work, so he concluded, had not been relieved.
It was thus necessary to continue fund-raising efforts vigorously. The Province of West Flanders
granted a subsidy of 2 million BF in 1979, the EC Commission increased its contribution from
2,2 million to 2,75 million, the Belgian government paid 4,8 million more in 1980 and the
Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands increased their subsidies in 1981. The Italians
finally joined the contributors by paying 5 million Lire (which unfortunately did not correspond
to 5 million BF). Simultaneously, the amount per scholarship was raised to 210.000 BF, and the
number of scholarships continued to increase. The countries that had become new members
of the European Community discovered their interest in having more of their university graduates trained in Bruges thereby improving their chances to pass the admission procedures of
the Commission and to become civil servants of the Community. Even the United Kingdom
increased its number of scholarships considerably, although Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher,
in her speech at the opening session of the academic year 1988-89, was everything but
enthusiastic about a supranational Europe.
At the same time, Lukaszewski announced that the College had trained 2.236 students since
he took office as compared to 981 in the 22 years before, that the budget had risen to more
than 103 million BF as compared to 22 million in 1972, that the EC Commission was prepared
to increase its contribution from 175.000 to 300.000 ECU, corresponding to more than 12 million BF, that the income from study fees (mostly financed by scholarships) amounted to more
than 37 million BF as compared to 3,9 million in 1972, and that private firms and foundations
had also granted scholarships so that 39 public or private organisations were contributing to
the financing of the study fees. Diplomatically - which he always was - he added that in the
same time-span the price index had risen by 279 points so that the growth in real terms was
less than 70%, while the number of students had increased by 350% thus involving more
professors, College staff and buildings used by the College.
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The impetus to do more for the College continued. The EC Commission, in particular, recognising
the value of the College for its own work, tried to draw even with Belgium - the godfather of
the College so to speak - by increasing its subsidy and by financing extracurricular activities
such as the training programme for its young officials, certain colloquia and the research done
in the framework of its service contracts with the College. It also gave scholarships to students
from countries that had no financial means dedicated to sending qualified students to Bruges,
such as Canada, Turkey, Yugoslavia and from 1991 on, Poland and other Central and East
European countries.
The budget for 1990 amounted to more than 140 million BF, with an additional 22 million for
research activities. The main sources of income were study fees (49 million) and subsidies
from 11 EC countries plus Switzerland and the European Community (nearly 83 million). Belgium
paid 49 million, the EC 28 million, the Province of West Flanders 2 million (this was recently
doubled) and Germany 1,4 million BF. Of the other countries, France and the United Kingdom
"excelled" by paying 200.000 and 160.000 BF respectively, while Greece was not among the
co ntri b uto rs.
Expenditure had a particular structure due to the fact that the College of Europe is - unlike
many other institutes for European Studies - a College with a dining hall and several dormitories. Consequently, the biggest item of expenditure was that of the halls of residence, amounting to 55 million, followed by education, i.e. professors' fees, salaries for the academic staff,
travel, meetings, colloquia and "visites d'etudes". It amounted to 33 million BF. The third item
was Administration, i.e. salaries of the administrative personnel and operational costs, amounting to 28 million BF. The fourth item was the library, including its personnel, which amounted
to 20 million BF.
It must be added that the College does not have to carry the costs for its main buildings as
they were put at its disposal by the City of Bruges which - in this respect - is also one of the
principal contributors.
At the beginning of the nineties the College thus stood on solid ground and was not longer
subject to such unpleasant surprises as a sudden reduction of a subsidy or the late payments
of contributions and scholarships which had made life difficult for the Rector and his staff
during the first twenty years of its existence. Nevertheless, efforts to maintain this solid
basis had to be continued. The result was a budget for 1993 with receipts amounting to
270 million BF, comprising 71 million in study fees, a subsidy of 64 million from the European
Community, 57 million in national subsidies, Belgium alone paying 53 million, Switzerland and
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the other EU countries, except Finland and Sweden, contributing 4 million and West Flanders
2 million. Additional receipts came from extracurricular activities (5,6 million), service and
research contracts (45,6 million) and contributions to the programme for Central and Eastern
Europe (27 million). In the following two years, the main contributions increased further:
scholarships to 95,8 million in 1995, the EC subsidy to 74,6 million and the Belgian subsidy to
56,6 million. Unfortunately, expenditure had also grown to such an extent that the College was
confronted with a budget deficit, and a vigorous effort on the part of the Executive Committee
was needed to reach a balanced budget in 1996.

( 5)

the societal factor

AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE IS NOT LIKE A BUILDING which stands somewhere quietly, influenced
only by the people who live or work in it, and by the weather, the traffic and the ensuing pollution. An educational institute is a living organism which depends on the society in which it lives.
It was the llgrand elan d'apres-guerre", aimed at replacing the old European system of nationstates by a new European order in which national rivalries were to be replaced by peaceful
cooperation and the precarious co-existence of sovereign states by a Community of law and
economic integration, which gave birth to the College of Europe, whose parents were the
European Movement and the City of Bruges. It has a clear vocation from the very beginning: to
contribute to European unity by the education of young university graduates.
The European Movement, a loose Federation of National Councils, made its great historic
appearance at the Hague Congress in 1948. The political outcome of this Congress was not "the
economic and political union" to which "the European nations must transfer... some portion of
their sovereign rights so as to secure common political and economic action for the integration
and proper development of their common resources" as demanded in its political resolution,
but the Council of Europe, an intergovernmental organisation of the classical type, however with
one enrichment: an Assembly of members of the national parliaments, entitled to make recommendations to the Committee of Ministers of the member governments.
It would have been politically far-sighted if the Council of Europe had strongly supported the
College of Europe as part of the realisation of its statutory purpose: "to achieve greater unity
between its member states in order to safeguard and promote the ideals and principles which
are their common patrimony" and as a showpiece of one of its principal activities, namely cultural cooperation. As its competences did not cover the whole field of European cooperation,
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European security and defence being in the hands of NATO and the WEU and economic cooperation taking place in the OEEC, only social and cultural affairs, human rights and a non-committal exchange of views on foreign affairs between the European members of NATO and the
neutral member states remained as its proper fields of activity. Indeed, the Council turned a
cold shoulder to the College, probably less because it lacked funds and more because those
responsible lacked the foresight that a training place for young Europeans who would later
work in European organisations, national administrations, business and universities was an
appropriate way of preparing for greater unity among European countries.
The European Movement, which depended financially on its National Councils, was not in a
position to subsidise its own "child": the College. It succeeded, however, through its National
Councils, to find scholarships for the students who were selected by national selection committees to go to Bruges. Thanks to prominent members of the European Movement in Belgium,
Germany, and the Netherlands, it was also possible to obtain subsidies for the College.
Fortunately, the City of Bruges, in wanting to have the College in Bruges, played its part loyally by providing the necessary buildings. Without the development of the European Communities
and the efforts of the College to establish a close relationship with them, the College would
not have survived or at best would have remained a small institute teaching European affairs
as in the early fifties, limited to about 30 to 40 students. The collapse of the European Defence
Community in the French National Assembly in 1954 plunged the Rector and most members of
the Administrative Council into a state of despair.
The next crisis arose in 1960, when the EC Council of Ministers started a discussion on how to
implement Article 9 of the EURATOM Treaty which foresaw that "an institution of university status shall be established". This clause was inserted into the Treaty at the request of the German
delegation which, during the negotiations on the EEC Treaty, had proposed an article providing
for the creation of a European University. ( 22 ) The impulse had come from Waiter Hallstein,
the State Secretary of the Foreign Office in Bonn, a former university professor. It was obvious
that he, who had since become President of the EEC Commission, would interpret Article 9 of

( 22 ) The idea of a European University had already been discussed in 1948 by the Cultural Section of the European
Movement, but was abandoned in 1949 in favour of the idea of a College of Europe. It was raised again in the
Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe in 1949, which proposed to the Committee of Ministers to charge
governmental experts with examining the practical conditions under which it could be established. In 1950, the
French delegation proposed a project for the creation of such a university, but the Committee of Ministers did not
take any action. The idea was revived in the framework of the six member states of the European Community at the
Conference of Messina in 1955. A detailed note on this subject was submitted to the Administrative Council of the
College in March 1956. The only conclusion the Council drew consisted in charging its Executive Committee with
looking into the possibilities of development which such a project could open for the College.
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the EURATOM Treaty not in the narrow sense as did some delegations, i.e. creation of a university institute for nuclear science, but in the wider sense of a European University. The Italian
government shared this interpretation and proposed to establish the Institute in Florence. The
Research Committee of the European Parliament discussed the issue at a meeting in Florence
and the Council of Ministers set up an Interim Committee to prepare for the inauguration of the
Institute in autumn 1961.
This made alarm bells ring in Bruges. The first to react were the alumni. Their Association, which
had passed a resolution on the matter of a European University as early as December 1958, took
action by sending letters to the Presidents of the EEC and the EURATOM Commission and the
members of the Research Committee of the Parliament emphasising that the existing institutes
of European studies (and there were only a few at that time) were already available on a
European level and should therefore, be integrated into the framework of a European University.
The Administrative Council of the College had an intensive debate in December 1960, and came
to the conclusion that the College should use the revived interest in a European Institute at
university level to urge the governments of the Community to recognise the College as an "etablissement de haut enseignement scientifique disposant du 'ius promovendi'" and to contribute to its financing. At the same time the Mayor of Bruges wanted assurances from the Belgian
government about the continued existence of the College in Bruges. Otherwise, the planned
renovation of the building at Dijver 11 and the construction of a library there would not be
undertaken.
The Interim Committee created by the Council of Ministers could not come to terms, owing to
French reservations. The decision was made at the meeting of the Heads of State and
Government in Bonn in July 1961. Under the influence of de Gaulle, it was not surprising that
they abandoned the idea of a supranational university and confirmed national sovereignties
with respect to universities. They did not, however, exclude the possibility of giving the label
"European" to a university institute receiving students from other European countries, having
professors of different nationalities and being financed by several governments. They left it to
the Italian government to establish a university institute conforming to these criteria.
The College alumni reacted to this new situation by two resolutions adopted by their General
Assembly in June 1962: the first recommending the recognition of the College as an institute of
advanced European studies with a similar status as the institute to be created in Florence, the
second recommending an increase in the number of students to at least 100, the enlargement
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of the permanent teaching staff by two professors, one for economics and the second for law,
and the introduction of a two-year course leading to the award of a Doctorate. Both resolutions were submitted to the Administrative Council which, however, showed interest only in the
expansion of the College.
It needed another push from the outside to induce the Administrative Council in October 1963
to once again discuss the problem of a European University. The Italian government had presented a draft law to its Parliament providing 3,7 billion Lire for a European University Institute,
and had sent diplomatic notes to the governments of the EC countries proposing the opening
of negotiations on a convention about the Institute. In Bruges, Brugmans asked how the
Belgian government intended to react to the Italian initiative, but was given an evasive answer.
Jean Drapier proposed forming a special committee to examine the question further, which the
Council accepted. If it was the intention of Drapier to give the question "un enterrement de
premiere classe", he was successful. But it did not prevent the issue of a European University
from popping up again.
The negotiations on a convention lasted until 1972. It was only in 1976 that the European
University Institute, as it was officially called, could be inaugurated. When the method of its
financing and the amounts to be contributed by the parties to the convention became known,
the faces of the persons responsible for the College turned pale in dismay. The EUI was to be
a postgraduate institute dealing with history, law, economics, political and social sciences in a
European perspective. It had several chairs for permanent professors, was planned to receive
about 300 students and had the "ius promovendi". Its budget by far exceeded that of the
College, and the contributions of the member states were obligatory under the convention. In
contrast, in 1976 the College had just 100 students, no permanent professor (except the
Rector), and a budget requiring constant fund-raising efforts by the Rector. The question arose
whether the College had missed its chance of becoming an integral part of a European system
of institutes of advanced European studies.
In 1972 Lukaszewski, in his first statement as Rector to the Administrative Council, raised the
question of symmetry between Florence and the College. He found that the EUI would have
considerably more important financial and legal means at its disposal than the College. His
practical conclusion was to expand the College and make it, if not symmetric, then at least
comparable to the EUI. Eight years later, he compared the programmes of both institutions and
stated that, while the College had concentrated its programme on European integration,
Florence dealt with much more general subjects such as ''the North Sea from the Middle Ages
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until today" or "a comparison between the Romano-germanic systems of law and common law".
And he added: "Cette comparaison illustre le caractere plus concentre, plus pratique, plus contemporain du programme du College et celui plus general, davantage etendu dans le temps et
dans I'espace, du programme de Florence". In 1988, he raised the question of coordinating the
activities of the three European Institutes that had similar vocations, i.e. Bruges, Florence and
the European Institute of Public Administration in Maastricht, which was founded in the early
eighties. He argued that these institutes, all of which receive contributions from the EC, should
not compete with each other, but form "un ensemble integnY'.
But it was not just the more practice-oriented programme of the College that distinguishes it
from the EUI in Florence. There are two other factors:
1. The EUI is not a College. It lacks the community aspect resulting from living together
in halls of residence that enables the students to get acquainted with the thinking
and cultural patterns of other nationalities.
2. The location of the College in Bruges facilitates contacts with the European organisations in Brussels. It allows the College not only to recruit lecturers from among
highly qualified civil servants from the European Union, but also among employees
of associations, consultants and law offices dealing with European questions. It enables the students to get into contact with competent persons in the Commission,
the Secretariats of the Council of Ministers, the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social as well as the Committee of the Regions, with the Permanent
Representations of the member countries to the EU and the diplomatic missions of
third countries, when they have to prepare papers for their seminars, positions of
their simulation games or their master's thesis. Moreover, Bruges is relatively close
to Paris, Bonn, The Hague, London and Luxembourg where the European Court of
Justice, the European Investment Bank and the Statistical Office of the EU are seated.
The geographical factor is not only important in view of the vicinity to Brussels.
Bruges also has the advantage of being a city in which the College, being situated
right in its centre, can feel at home. With its historical monuments, cultural treasures
and excellent cuisine it forms a very attractive framework for an educational institution. In a big city with a big university, government administrations and many other
institutions, it would have been lost and the students likely to become dispersed.
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During the first years of the College there was also the advantage that prominent citizens wished
to get to know the young persons coming to "Bruges la marte" from different corners of Europe
to study problems of European unity. The students, on the other hand, were interested in learning something about Bruges and the Belgians. There was no language barrier as the families
who invited the College students usually spoke better French than most of the students.
In the sixties these advantages declined somewhat. Bruges became more conscious of its
Flemish identity. The newness of the College and its foreign students evaporated, particularly
as tourism brought so many foreigners to the city that the local population was only too
pleased to be left to itself occasionally. Students also became less curious. They already had
many opportunities to travel abroad and to meet people from other countries when at school
or university. There were enough Belgian students at the College to provide information about
Belgium and its problems. In addition, the academic programme became constantly more
demanding. And a language barrier had developed. It was already difficult to become fluent in
the two official languages of the College. Why should students learn a third language which
they could not use later, except if they settled in the Flemish part of Belgium or in the
Netherlands. ( 23 )
This decline of the initial advantages was, however, balanced by the fact that the growing
European reputation of the College and the growth in personnel, students and visitors enhanced
the prestige of Bruges and made the College a considerable economic factor in the city.
Of the external elements influencing the development of the College two more should be specifically mentioned. The first is obviously the development of the European Community. It was and
is evident that the increased implementation of the provisions of the Treaties of Rome and the
extension of the Community's activities and competences through the enlargement of its membership, the Treaty revisions of the Single European Act (1986) and the Maastricht Treaty (1992),
increased not only the number of subjects to be studied but also the number of specialists who

( 23 ) The language question arose three times in the history of the College: the first time in 1955 when the Administrative

Council was faced with a paper by Brugmans in which he alluded to a suggestion of the German representative
in the Council to recognise German as official language ofthe College. Brugmans gave the following reasons for
maintaining the status quo: English is a world language; French has an outstanding place in Europe; it cannot be
expected that the students speak or at least understand three foreign languages; if German were accepted,
the Italians and the Dutch might claim recognition for their languages.
The second time the issue arose was in the mid-eighties when signals were sent to Lukaszewski that "Nederlands"
ought to be an official language of the College.
The third time it came up after the inauguration of Natolin in 1994 when high officials of the German government
suggested introducing German as a third language at least in Natolin, arguing that in a greater Europe than the
Community of six, nine or twelve countries, German had become - apart from the "lingua franca", English - the
language spoken and understood by the largest part of the European population.
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were invited to lecture at the College. The result was a higher specialisation of the study programme which, however, did imply moving away from the original interdisciplinary orientation,
thus bringing the College somewhat closer to the model of an "Ecole d'Adminstration" for
the European Community. At the same time, the Community had reached a budgetary volume
matching that of its smaller member states, thereby making it possible to increase its subsidies
to such an extent that in 1992 it was the biggest contributor to the College's budget. ( 24 )
The second influence was the changing face of higher education in Europe. It was indeed
marked by a trend towards more specialisation and longer terms of study at universities.
Academic knowledge increased steadily, even at an accelerated rate in some disciplines. New
fields of study emerged from traditional disciplines. More and more young people of both sexes
wanted to get a higher education . Both, increased knowledge and the wish of many young
people to study at a university, has had and continues to have a profound impact on the
university system. Many universities have become mass universities where professors hardly
get to know their students, where the combination of research and teaching has become
increasingly difficult, where examinations are more and more extended both in time and in the
detailed knowledge required, where "universitas" is a nostalgic dream and where most students
acquire only specialised knowledge. They spend more time at the university than the generation of their parents and yet have greater difficulty, in spite of intensified studies, to find
a professional activity in which they can use the knowledge acquired while studying. Many
of them feel that in order to get a position corresponding to their ambitions they need additional qualifications. Hence, the demand for postgraduate education that meets the need for
additional training in fields that were not or insufficiently covered by the normal university
curriculum. European integration is one of those fields.
To meet this demand, a growing number of universities and other institutes started to offer
courses or entire programmes on European cooperation and integration. In 1978, a total of 83
programmes were offered in eight member countries of the Community. In 1990, that number
had grown to 190 in thirteen countries. After the fall of the Iron Curtain, universities in Central
and Eastern Europe also created institutes dealing with European subjects.
The College is thus faced with a growing number of institutes offering one-year graduate or
postgraduate courses in European studies. Although the position of the College has been
traditionally strong, being the oldest institute of postgraduate European studies, enjoying a

( 24 ) The budgetary volume of the European Community in 1992 reached 66 billion ECU. Its contribution to the College
amounted to 1,5 million ECU(= 63,2 million BF).
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long standing reputation and covering a broad field of European subjects, it continuously had
to adapt its structures and programmes to the new realities. If the College does not succumb
to the temptation of transforming itself into a big post-graduate school, but continues to
attach importance to maintaining its European mission and atmosphere and to emphasise
quality rather than quantity, the hope is well-founded that the College will remain the centre
of excellence it has become in the course of the past fifty years .
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"L'Universite Europeenne en preparation ne se justifiera que dans la mesure DU:

elle trouve sa specificite, c'est-o-dire oD elle remplira des taches
que les etablissements universitaires existants ne peuvent pas remplir aussi efficacement;
elle se con~oit 0 la fois comme une reponse aux problemes intellectuels
de notre temps (actualite) et dans une perspective
de siecles (avenir 0 long terme}."

( Hendrik Brugmans, Recteur du College d'Europe )
IN: "UNIVERSITE EUROPEENNE", BRUGES COLLEGE D'EUROPE 19 60
(COLLECTION D'ETUDES RELATIVES

A L'INTEGRATION

EUROPEENNE, P.30)

THE STATUS AND STRUCTURE OF THE COLLEGE

CHAPTER

3

Before diving into the reports and stories of those working at the College and the
accounts of students past and present, it is worth looking into the internal
mechanism of this institution. What is "the College"? What precisely does it do?
How does it work? Who is involved in running this organisation? How do the different departments and services contribute to the College's "product", and usher
through promotion after promotion, over the past fifty years? Recalling a few interesting, albeit sometimes rather dry, facts and figures will help to answer these basic,
seemingly self-explanatory questions. Although the College is a small institution, its organisation and workings are a lot more complex than meets the eye.

( 1)

the nature of the beast:
what exactly is the College of Europe?

WHAT ACTUALLY IS THE COLLEGE? Legally speaking, the College of Europe is an independent academic institution and statutorily a non-profit making organisation, supported by the
European Union and its member states. In the pursuit of its objective of postgraduate teaching
in European Studies, it awards its students the title and degree of "Master of European
Studies" ("Dipl6me d'Etudes Europeennes Approfondies'1. Its independence sets the College
apart from any higher education system in the EU. This undoubtedly distinctive situation has
led the College to favour a policy of establishing a reputation over one of seeking accreditation. Given its legal position, its vocation, the student and professorial input as well as its funding arrangement, the College is a truly European institution. In terms of its economic status,
the College is a private enterprise, subject to the relevant taxation, employment and social
standards regulations of the Kingdom of Belgium.
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Since 1994, the College has consisted of two campuses, one in Bruges and one in Natolin.
Under the formula of "Un College - deux campus", a single managerial and administrative structure ensures efficiency whilst accommodating the particularity of the given circumstances in
Belgium and Poland.
Yet, a simply static legal definition of the College does not encapsulate the ever changing character of this institution in full. The College is a people-centred institution, as all academic institutions are. The College's product - training competent, experienced and responsible Europeans
- is made by people, and for people. Every year, College life is made anew by "its" people:
students, academics and administration.

THF

STIIDFNT

BODY

IN 1998-99, THE COLLEGE OPENED ITS DOORS to 338 students, 265 at its Bruges campus,
and 73 at its Natolin Campus. They come from over 30 nationalities and usually speak three or
four languages. It is this multinational and inter-cultural nature of the campus environment and
student life which lies at the heart of the College's mission. In fact, the very intensity of daily
contact with other nationalities based on (at least) bilingual communication renders alumni of
the College well-prepared for an increasingly internationalised labour market.

THE

TEACHING

STAFF

THE INTERNATIONALITY OF THE STUDENT BODY is mirrored in the composition of the academic
staff. The College attracts a "flying faculty" of over 90 top academics, EU practitioners and other
specialists in the field of European studies from all over Europe and beyond. With their specific professional background and national academic traditions, this diversity offers a richness of
teaching methods which represents an indisputable asset of the College. The College has a
small number of permanent or semi-permanent academic staff, three of whom have chairs
funded by Bank Brussel Lambert (BBL), Norsk Hydro and the Alfried Krupp Foundation. The
fifteen teaching assistants are resident at the College and perform an important task as a link
between visiting professors and students.
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DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS

STUDENTS' KNOWLEDGE

ACCORDING TO NATIONALITY

ACCORDING TO AGE

OF LANGUAGES

Bruges

Bruges

7%

Bruges

44%

Natolin

Natolin

17%

43%

17%

•
•
•
•
•
•

European Union
Central and Eastern Europe
CIS

•
•
0

21-23 years
24-26 years

> 27 years

other Western Europe
mediterranean
America
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•
•
•
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•

2 languages
3 languages
4 languages
5 languages
more than 5 languages
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DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHING STAFF

DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHING STAFF

ACCORDING TO NATIONALITY

ACCORDING TO PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

Bruges

Bruges

5%

16%

•
•
•

European Union
Central and Eastern Europe / CIS
other countries
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•
•
•

academics
civil servants (European institutions)
private sector
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THE

PERMANENT

STAFF

As OF 1999, THE COLLEGE EMPLOYS a staff of some 138 people (excluding the "flying professors"). Some 34% of those work in the administration, with another 28% employed as technical staff (e.g. concierges in the halls of residence). The low proportion of permanent
academic staff (professors and assistants) - approximately 16% - is compensated for by the
large and active "flying faculty". Finally, the College employs a number of so -called researchers
who work on service contracts from the European Union and its institutions. The College
personnel has increased over the years, in particular in the administration, such that the
College's expenditure on staff (excluding professors) currently accounts for 45% of the College
budget. Recently, an "outsourcing" drive (e.g. placing cleaning and catering in the hands of a
private operator) has reduced staff numbers and relieved the pay-roll of the College.

DEVELOPMENT OF STAFF NUMBERS
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32 32
34 36
10 13
18 17

26 36
3 2 33
14 17
21 27

43 51 48
3 1 33 36
21 26 33
28 23 29

49 56 47
37 47 39
29 21 22
16 24 30
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(2)

the product: what precisely does the College offer?

IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH THIS EDUCATIONAL MISSION - i.e. to train competent, experienced
and responsible Europeans - the College offers an academic programme which combines highly specialised training in the departments with a general and interdisciplinary approach to the
European SUbject-area, all packed into a highly attractive academic programme.

THE

ACADEMIC

PROGRAMME

THE ACADEMIC PROGRAMME AT THE COLLEGE OF EUROPE leads to a degree of "Master of
European Studies" ("Dip18me d'Etudes Europeennes Approfondies',), which is recognised in all
member states of the EU. Quite uniquely, this qualification is obtained within ten months, with
the academic year running from September to June.
While the academic programme differs in details between the various departments (Politics and
Administration, Law, Economics, Human Resources Development, Central and Eastern European
Programme in Natolin), certain key features are common to all.
After a preparatory "pre-stage" in some departments, the first term (September to December)
introduces the subject area in comprehensive obligatory courses, and thus lays the foundations
for a more thorough analysis of specific aspects in the second term. Given the widely differing
backgrounds and academic traditions of the students, this first term also serves to bring everyone up to the same level of understanding and competence - a necessary prerequisite for
adequate progress and fruitful debate in the more specialised second term. Apart from the professors' lectures, teaching is supported by specific tutorials, held by the assistants. In addition
to the courses of their specialised departments, students also choose a course from the
Programme of European General and Interdisciplinary Studies. The first term finishes with a set
of exams, which, for many students, are the first test of their capacity to settle into the College
system and of their adaptability to its specific requirements.
In the second term Uanuary to June), students have the opportunity to specialise and follow
their specific individual research interests more profoundly. The choice of courses is wider and
reflects the increasing diversity of the European construction today. Similarly, teaching methods
are manifold, ranging from the classic "ex-cathedra" lecture to seminars with active student participation, to simulation games where knowledge is applied to achieve a particular negotiation
outcome. As a rule, student input is required, e.g. the writing of short papers and class presentations. As in the first term, a course from the Interdisciplinary Programme complements the
more specialised studies in the faculties.
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The Academic Council, 199B

While the obligatory courses given in the form of lectures can include as many as 100 students,
the more specialised seminars average around 20 students.
The core academic output not only of the second term, but of the entire year, is the Master's
thesis, which is submitted in early May. In line with the departmental specificities, it can require extensive empirical research, including interviews with relevant officials in the European institutions, thorough statistical analysis or comprehensive surveys of the existing literature in
the chosen subject area. Under the supervision of a professor, students produce a Master's
thesis of some 10.000-20.000 words in the remarkably short period of just four months. In its
intensity and specificity, the writing of the Master's thesis reflects the reality of professional
practice: to investigate and analyse a complex subject area under time pressure and to
produce a comprehensive but concise treatment of it, often including practicable conclusfons.
A further specificity of the research lies in the propitiousness of the College's location. Only
an hour's travel from the centres of European decision-making, students can easily obtain firsthand information regarding their research topics. The College's reputation and the ubiquity
of anciens in the "Brussels system" gives the students an invaluable entry ticket into the
institutions. Frequently, the contacts established during thesis research turn out to be useful in
post-College life (e.g. for "stages", employment opportunities, etc.).
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With the Master's thesis completed, the final challenge of the year is an extended period of
exams, both oral and written, in which the knowledge and competence acquired during the year
is put to the test. The academic year finishes with a well-rehearsed sequence of events: the
deliberation over the exam results by the Academic Council, the Closing Ceremony followed by
the Rector's Dinner, the transmission of the results to the students and the traditional end-ofthe-year barbecue organised by the Association des Anciens.

(3)

putting the parts together (I):
the specialised departments

THE

ACADEMIC

DEPARTMENTS

THE COLLEGE OFFERS STUDY PROGRAMMES in four departments (Politics and Administration,
Law, Economics, Human Resources Development) at its Bruges campus. A supplementary
Programme in European General and Interdisciplinary Studies forms an integral part of the
degree. The Natolin campus solely runs the Central and Eastern European Programme.

THE DEPARTMENT OF EUROPEAN POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES

THE PROGRAMME IN THIS DEPARTMENT OFFERS A THOROUGH TREATMENT of the EU system using
political science approaches. It equips its students with a profound understanding of the EU
and expert knowledge of the EU institutions, policies and procedures.
The foundation-laying first term focuses on the development of the political system of the
European Union. In doing so, it follows a three-pronged approach, requiring all students to
acquire a detailed understanding of the politics and policies of the Union, to obtain a sound
knowledge of the legal framework of EU institutions and procedures, and to become acquainted wit h t he economic dimension and rationale of European unification. The three respective
obligatory cou rses thus guarantee familiarity with the essential pillars of EU analysis: European
politics, law, and economics. In that sense, the three core competencies of the College are
reflected within the Politics Department.
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Dieter Mahncke, Alfried Krupp von Bohlen
und Halbach Professor, Director of the
European Political and Administrative
Studies Department.

Throughout the first term, assistants hold tutorials
designed to support the professor's teaching and
to deepen understanding of the subjects covered.
They also offer students the opportunity to work
and discuss in smaller groups, and to test their.
presentation and debating skills in a smaller group
setting.

'Id/lIlt

"f l

Whilst the Politics Department does not require students to choose English and French courses
in a certain proportion, the compulsory EU law and EU politics courses are taught in French and
English respectively. Thus, passing the written and oral exams in both courses presents many
students with a real challenge and even a linguistic "baptism of fire".
From the second term onwards, Politics students follow three optional courses and one
research seminar. Optional courses can be grouped under four headings. Firstly, there are courses focused on specific institutions, e.g. the European Commission or the European Parliament.
Secondly, the department offers policy-focused courses, e.g. on European Foreign Policy, or
Justice and Home Affairs). Thirdly, issue-focused courses explore in more detail some current
themes of the European unification process, e.g. enlargement to Central and Eastern Europe,
or pan-European security structures. Finally, a number of courses offer a deeper analysis of systemic questions, e.g. theories and strategies of integration, the phenomenon of Europeanisation of the member states, the theory and practice of public administration and administrative
interaction within the Union.
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Politics students write their Master's theses in one of seven research seminars. These are
designed to offer a wide range of academic support and to suit almost any research interest that
might arise within the department. The research seminars range from a specific focus on the
domestic dimension of European policy-making to the formulation and execution of Community
public policies to the external aspects of European integration, ~ncluding the security dimension.
Having chosen one seminar for their individual professorial supervision, students also have to
present their research projects to their seminar colleagues in so-called "plenary sessions" where
they become subject to sometimes fierce, but always constructive, peer criticism.
Beyond the purely academic treatment of the EU system, the department places strong emphasis on the practical aspects of European politics. A fourth obligatory course calls on the
students to put into practice their acquired knowledge: simulating negotiation processes in the
Council of Ministers requires the students to combine factual competence with communicative
skills and political circumspection. It is the practical application of acquired knowledge which
makes the simulation exercises ~or many students a highlight of their year at the department.
The games take over the entire life of the department; preparation of national positions, careful coalition-building and tough negotiations in the Council room crown weeks of intensive
individual and group work. Quite apart from the immense practical value of the exercises, the
students' own experience of the difficulty in reaching agreement among fifteen standpoints
certainly endows them with a deeper understanding of the workings of the EU system, and
helps to explain a great deal of its shortcomings.
Additionally, and in line with the objective of the College, the department also aims to offer
skills training. The competence acquired in workshops on multicultural communication and on
negotiation or lobbying/consulting practice is set to last way beyond the students' short stay
at the College.
Every year the department attracts around 100 students with a great variety of backgrounds,
though the majority have a political science or international relations degree. It is the comprehensive nature of the Politics programme which manages to encompass and integrate students
with previous qualifications as varied as economics, law, communications, or journalism.
The Politics faculty unites renowned academics in the subject area from all over Europe. Given
the institutional and administrative bias of the programme, practitioners from the European
institutions can provide students with expert knowledge and first-hand experiences of the politics of European integration. Five assistants coordinate the academic activities of the department under the guidance of the Director of Studies.
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Pier Carlo Padoan, Norsk Hydro
Jan Tinbergen Professor,
Director of the European
Economic Studies Department.

THE

DEPARTMENT

OF

EUROPEAN

ECONOMIC

STUDIES

THE PROGRAMME OF ECONOMIC STUDIES AIMS TO PROVIDE students with a thorough understanding of the economics of European integration. In doing so, the department is characterised
by a public policy focus, whereby the economic rationale of Community Policies is critically examined and current and future problems of the European integration process are addressed by
way of economic theory.
In the first term, a set of compulsory courses introduces the theoretical foundations of
European macro- and monetary economics and gives an overview of the political economy of
the integration process in Europe. Apart from following these ex cathedra courses, students are
called upon to apply their knowledge by presenting a project (e.g. on competitiveness, fiscal
or monetary policy in a particular member state). In addition, courses on law and the institutions of the EU and the microeconomics of European industry complement the programme.
On the basis of these core competencies, students can specialise in the second term, by
choosing three optional courses out of eleven. The range of courses and seminars tries to strike
a balance between more theoretical courses, e.g. on international trade, on growth or on labour
economics, and applied economics courses, e.g. on EC environmental policy or European capital markets. In addition, a critical analysis of EC regulation and competition from a public policy perspective represents another specialisation. Beyond factual knowledge, the department
offers in-depth teaching of advanced methods of econometric analysis.
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The Economics Department does not have a strict language rule regarding the choice of French
or English courses. But similarly to the Politics Department, the compulsory courses do in fact
provide a language balance. Students obtain their knowledge of EU law and institutions
in French, whilst the bulk of the specific economics courses - in line with the international
discourse - are taught in English.
Teaching methods differ according to seminars/courses; ex cathedra lectures are the dominant
teaching mode, while class presentations, case studies or econometric modelling is used where
appropriate.
Students also write their Master's thesis in the framework of one of the chosen optional courses. In some cases, an economic model forms the core of the thesis, and statistical evidence
aims to illustrate particular aspects of the European economic integration process and its
accompanying policies. The College provides a wide range of statistical sources in order to facilitate individual research activities. Other research projects analyse the adaptation of particular
European industries or of member states' economies to the reality of economic and monetary
integration.
Given the specialised and technical nature of European economic studies, the department - as
a general rule - admits students with a sound background in economics or business studies.
Every year, some forty students enrol in the department. The teaching staff is drawn not only
from academia or economic research institutes, but also from practitioners from the EU institutions and the private sector. The presence of two permanent professors and two assistants
supports the academic progress of the students and helps to ensure continuity.

THE

DEPARTMENT

OF

EUROPEAN

LEGAL

STUDIES

THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAMME IN THIS DEPARTMENT is to deepen the understanding of the
legal dimension of European unification. It endows students with a profound knowledge of
European Community law, both as institutional and substantive. At the same time, a global
approach enables them to place EC law in a broader context.
The four compulsory courses in the first term provide a twin-track approach, with emphasis on
EC institutional law (courses on the Institutions and EC Judicial Remedies) and European economic law (competition law and commercial law). All students are required to balance their
choices between courses in French and English.
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Paul Demaret, Director of the
European Legal Studies
Department with Lecturer
Inge Govaere.

The workload in the department is considerable and primary sources (case law, primary and
secondary legislation) form a substantial part of the required reading in all courses. Since a
main focus of the department lies in the analysis of and commentary on recent case law, the
latest articles in the law journals rather than standard textbooks represent an essential part of
the extensive reading lists.
The second semester allows students to acquire a specialisation by choosing three seminars out
of a menu of nineteen. A substantial number of courses are devoted to European commercial law,
e.g. competition law, trade law, or intellectual property protection. In this respect, the department
allows for training geared towards successful future entry into a law firm with a European specialisation. On the other hand, the programme offers more thorough analysis of other areas of EC
jurisdiction such as environmental law or social law. Finally, the EU's external relations and the
transformation of Central and Eastern Europe are examined from a legal point of view. In some
seminars, students can participate actively in class, by way of presentations or a limited number
of court simulation exercises, whilst other courses are given as ex cathedra lectures.
A Master's thesis in the Law Department is a relatively brief paper written in the framework of
an optional course. The thesis subjects generally tackle latest developments in EC law and jurisdiction, and thus frequently represent original contributions to the discipline. Thesis research
usually requires extensive literature surveys, even though some subjects necessitate interviews
with the relevant officials in the European institutions or international organisations.
The department also offers opportunities for the practical application of the knowledge acquired. Every year law students, trained and prepared by the department, participate in the
"Concours Rene Cassin" on human rights and the European Moot Court Competition. A number
of prizes in recent years is evidence for department's success in training the students in practical skills, e.g. applying legal reasoning to specific cases and pleading before the court.
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Rhys Gwyn, Director of the European
Studies in Human Resources
Development Department with
Professor Pierre Caspar.

In order to allow for a competent study of a matter as specific as European law, the department only admits students with a previous qualification in law. The department attracts around
100 students a year, with great interest from the Southern member states. The teaching staff
brings together professors from law schools across Europe as well as practitioners from the
European institutions, and one permanent professor and five resident teaching assistants. The
department also derives considerable benefit from the presence of private sector specialists, in
particular from reputable Brussels law firms. In fact, the close relationship between a targeted
academic programme and direct input from practitioners of EU law allows the department to
organise a set of annual careers fairs, in which law firms present themselves in Bruges and
interview candidates for potential post-College employment. In this way, the department offers
its students the rare privilege of bringing job opportunities to thei r doorstep.

THE

DEPARTMENT

OF

HUMAN

RESOURCES

DEVELOPMENT

THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT (HRD) is the most recently established of the four departments of the College. It has a specific focus on a major area of European
Union policy, namely that of supporting and promoting a full development of the human capital of Europe.
The departmental programme addresses this key issue through two perspectives. First, students
are required to acquire a full understanding of the extent to which HRD is integrated into the
policies of the European Community. To this end, students study both the institutions and legal
bases of the Community, and the processes whereby the HRD dimension has been steadily
introduced into the Treaties as well as the programme areas through which this policy dimension is implemented at the European level. Given the very wide distribution of HRD activity
across the programmes of the EU overall (for example: education and training, research and
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development, regional policy, support for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and for
innovation in enterprise) students are required to build up in-depth knowledge of one or more
of these areas as paradigms of the HRD process at the European level. Two of the four compulsory courses of the first semester deal with these aspects of the programme.
Second, the development of the human capital of Europe depends heavily on the HRD process
within enterprises (including SMEs, which employ approximately 66% of the European workforce). Two other compulsory courses provide students with a thorough understanding of the
enterprise-based HRD process and of the wider context of the European labour market. The
importance of change management and of the creation of the learning organisation are important elements of these courses. Additionally, the department maintains close collaboration with
enterprises at all levels, especially in the region of West Flanders, and a two-way dialogue enables students to study at first hand HRD practice and issues in these enterprises.
In the second semester, students select four from a range of optional courses, which include
topics such as the enlargement of the European Union, the emergence of the Information
Society, European industrial and social policy, organisational management and change, and
national policies for education and training. The selection made by the student makes possible
an orientation towards either the EU policy focus or enterprise practice, thus facilitating the
student's eventual career choice. The student's thesis is written within the framework of one of
the optional courses. The overall programme is underpinned by the Departmental Seminar,
which runs throughout the year and which provides a series of shorter modules with specific
focuses (for example, the HRD challenges faced by enterprises in the region of West Flanders).
A very important dimension of the department's programme is its emphasis on learn ing styles.
Students are required to take a high degree of responsibility for their own learning, and have
to learn to cooperate effectively within multi-cultural groups. Joint presentations, planned and
delivered on a group basis, are a standard requirement. Students are expected to be able to
use information technology tools for both their presentations and their individual written work.
The language balance between English and French in the department's programme is approximately equal, the scales tipped slightly in favour of English.
The teaching staff is drawn from both academia and the private sector, and brings a wide range
of high-level expertise to this rapidly-evolving field; European officials also contribute to the
programme, which is supported by two full-time assistants. One feature of the department is
that it has tended to attract a slightly higher than usual proportion of students from Central
and Eastern Europe, a factor which is much welcomed in the current context of preparation for
the enlargement of the European Union.
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Robert Picht, BBL-Leo Moulin Professor,
Director of European General and
Interdisciplinary Studies.

(4)

putting the parts together (11):
the interdisciplinary programmes

THE

PROGRAMME

AND

INTERDISCIPLINARY

OE

EIIROPEAN

GENERAl

STUDIES

IN LINE WITH THE COLLEGE'S PHILOSOPHY OF A BALANCED PROGRAMME between specialist study
and general training, this programme allows the students to understand Europe beyond the
specialisations of their individual departments. It brings together students from the various disciplines to discuss and analyse European and international problems, and thus allows for fruitful and mutually beneficial exchange. It is this interdisciplinary approach which lies at the heart
of the programme's objective: to widen the intellectual horizon of the students and to introduce them to issues and topics beyond their respective disciplines.
There are compulsory "EGI courses" - to use the College jargon - in both terms. In the first
term, students can choose from a menu of eight introductory courses. They focus on essential
topics relating to "Europe" in the wider sense, ranging from historical overviews of Europe and
the European construction, European security problems, to European philosophical thought and
the search for a European identity. Ex cathedra lectures are the dominant teaching mode, and
the term is concluded by oral exams.
The great variety of fourteen seminars/workshops in the second term reflects the complexity of
today's Europe, and intends to address the multifaceted issues surrounding European unification. Courses can be grouped under three headings: firstly, a number of courses focus on the
societal changes brought about by European integration and increasing globalisation, ranging
from social exclusion, to an anthropology of the information society, to the rediscovery of cities
as primordial networks of European society. A second focus of EGI seminars is Europe's role in
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the world. Here topics vary from Europe-Mediterranean cooperation to the governance of
global telecommunications to Europe's relations to the Third World. Finally, a number of workshops are issue-focused such as intercultural conflicts and their prevention, the sociological
aspects of international management, or the formulation of EU environmental policy.

A strength of the programme is its receptiveness to novel and alternative teaching methods.
The diversity of the subject areas is reproduced in the variety of methods: seminars with class
presentations, simulation games and negotiation exercises, excursions and project work allow
for more direct student participation and thus intensify the desired exchange between the disciplines.
More extensively than the specialised departments, this programme draws on teaching staff
with a vast array of professional backgrounds: top managers, civil servants from international
organisations as well as academics and pressure group activists give the students their particular insights and allow them to benefit from their professional hands-on experience.

CENTRAl

AND

EASTERN

EUROPEAN

pROGRAMME

IN

NATOIIN

ESTABLISHED IN 1994, THE CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN PROGRAMME (CEEP) at the Natolin
campus of the College aims to provide a thorough understanding of the political, economic and
societal transformation of Central and Eastern Europe and to critically analyse the ongoing
process of accession to the European Union. In doing so, particular emphasis is placed on
balancing an interdisciplinary approach with more specialised studies.
By creating the Natolin campus, the College has responded to the imminent challenge of the
EU's Eastern enlargement - and ventured a great leap into the future. Under the formula of "Un
College - deux campus", the College attempts to recreate the reality of tomorrow's Greater
Europe in microcosm.
The CEEP begins with a preparatory "pre-stage", in which the fundamental aspects of the European integration process are introduced. The first term equips all students with a profound understanding of the structure, function, dynamics and fields of activity of the European Union. It also
provides an overview of the history and geopolitical determinants of Europe. Finally, a specific
course presents the relations between the Central and Eastern European countries and the EU.
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Having acquired a thorough grasp of the EU system and Eastern enlargement, Natolin students
can specialise in one of five "dominantes". When choosing from the menu of the "Law", "Politics",
"Economics", "European Union Systems" or "Dynamics of Pre-accession" specialisations, the students' previous academic backgrounds are taken into consideration, in order to allow for competent and detailed discussion. Students choose four courses within their chosen "dominantes".
In addition, all students have to follow four compact seminars. These focus on specific actors in
the European integration process or on sectoral policies of the EU, such as the media in Europe
or EMU. In each of these seminars, active student participat ion is a prime prerequisite.
As an additional offer, students can choose - on a voluntary basis - from a number of one-day
workshops. Their substance is practical training, ranging from research methods to exercises in
presentation and rhetoric or an introduction to diplomatic protocol. Practitioners give these
workshops and thus enrich the presentations with their own professional experience.
The Master's thesis at Natolin is written in one of the "dominantes". Given the specificity of the
campus and its vocation, most research projects focus on various dimensions of the transformation process in Central and Eastern Europe or on aspects of the EU's institutional evolution
in view of enlargement. Equally, the geopolitics of the wider Europe is a recurrent thesis theme.
Naturally, the Natolin campus is committed to the College's bilingualism. Two of the compUlsory annual courses are taught and examined in French, the rest in English . The "dominantes"
exhibit a certain linguistic bias, in line with the predominant tendencies of the various disciplines : the Economics "dominante", for instance, is taught exclusively in English, whereas the
courses of the Law "dominante" mirror a preponderance of French. A specificity of the CEEP is
the provision of courses in German which reflects the widespread knowledge of that language
among students from the Central and Eastern European region.
On the practical side, Natolin students can sign up for a simulation game comparable to the
one in the Bruges Politics Department, though on a smaller scale. The practical exercise
and hands-on experience, however, is certainly the same. The Law "dominante" also offers the
possibility to take part in the "Concours Rene Cassin" on human rights, and participation in the
European Moot Court Competition is a project for the near future.
The CEEP welcomes half of its students from the EU and half from the Central and Eastern
European countries. EU students usually possess a background in politics, law, economics or
history, whereas students from the region come with previous degrees as varied as politics, law,
languages or even natural sciences.
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of Europe, Bruges
(1960 and 1995).

The composition of the teaching staff mirrors the proportions of the student body. Academics
and practitioners from both Eastern and Western parts of Europe share their insights and expertise with the students. In fact, the link between academia and professional life is so close that
three professors have left the CEEP to take up ministerial posts in their home countries. In addition, a team of four assistants attempts to compensate for the complete absence of a permanent professor at Natolin.

(s)

THE

an indispensable support:
libraries-computers-language service
IBRARIES

THE COLLEGE'S ACADEMIC MISSION COULD NOT BE FULFILLED without the services of a wellequipped library under a modern and forward-looking management. The College has two libraries, one at its Bruges campus and one in Natolin.
The libraries specialise in European affairs, covering law, economics, political and administrative
sciences, human resources development, contemporary history and sociology. At Bruges, the
library's holdings encompass approximately 100.000 volumes, which makes it one of the most
comprehensive reference collections covering the EU and European affairs. The library also collects some 500 journal titles, from all member states and in all languages of the EU, including
working papers, annual reports, bulletins, newsletters, yearbooks, etc.
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Apart from its EU specialisation, the Natolin library is focused on the transformation and transition process in Central and Eastern Europe. It holds some 10.000 books, most of which are
relatively new. Every year, approximately 1500 new items are acquired, thus guaranteeing the
availability of all the latest editorial output.
In addition, both libraries possess excellent reference collections of encyclopaedias, dictionaries,
directories and general reference works.
Since 1994, the libraries have introduced an electronic cataloguing system. An On-line Public
Access Catalogue (OPAC) permits for easy and efficient searches of the collections and other
related services (reservations, etc.). At Natolin the catalogue allows for searches of a database
with bibliographical descriptions of almost 25.000 articles from the journals and working
papers, which is updated with approximately 6.000 new descriptions every year.
In Bruges the library also provides students and academic staff with relevant electronic databases and CD-ROM collections, such as complete records of European legislation, European and
global economic statistics, or bibliographical databases on Europe-specific academic sources
(SCAD). Direct access to European news and information services (Agence Europe) as well as
online versions of leading journals and newspapers (Le Monde, The Economist, Financial Times)
greatly support the academic work and research at the College.
One indispensable service provided by the libraries - especially in view of the fast-evolving
nature of European affairs - is the newspaper reading rooms, in which some 25 newspapers as
well as a number of EU and current affairs journals from all over Europe are available.
Every year, the College devotes substantial resources to the expansion of its libraries, in the
case of Bruges, to the tune of almost 30 million BF (including staff salaries), or just over 8%
of the College budget. At Natolin, some 44 million BF are earmarked for the library every year.
These substantial funds will finance, inter alia, an expansion of the library's premises, as well
as the introduction of a new library management system allowing for access to the catalogue
via the Internet. With a determined acquisitions policy, both libraries are generally in possession of the latest literature on European affairs.
In order to offer as complete a service as possible, the College's libraries form part of a
European network in which inter-library loans compensate for potential lacunae in the holdings,
and thus ensure that even the most unusual research interests can be supported.
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H.R.H. Prince Philippe of Belgium
meets professors of
the College, March 1997.

Attached to both libraries are European Documentation Centres (EDCs) which are endowed and
financially supported by the European Commission. Here, all official documents of the European
Union are collected, and this - quite uniquely - in both the working languages of the College.
In addition, the EDCs also receive all official documents of the Council of Europe and of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Extensive documentation is
also available from other European and international organisations such as the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), the United Nations, the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) , and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) .

THE

INFORMATICS

SERVICE

THE AVAILABILITY OF HIGH-QUALITY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) at an academic institution like
the College is of an ever-growing importance. Not only is it an essential prerequisite for the
study of rapidly-changing European affairs, but the IT conditions available increasingly determine potential applicants'choices of academic institutions. Consequently, the College has
invested substantial funds into the provision of an adequate IT infrastructure for students and
staff. Improvement in communication and efficiency within the administration of the College
resulting from the full use of this technology is equally important.
Today, the Bruges campus manages a network of some 150 computers (out of which 25 are available to students in the Computer room). Seven servers allow for easy and quick access to the
Internet and sustain the increasingly popular electronic mail system. With a new generation of
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computers installed and a uniformisation

oF" the relevant software, the efficiency effects of IT will

become all the more apparent, and create new opportunities for communication and interaction.
The Natolin campus network (60 computers) is administered by three main servers that guarantee efficient work and access to CD-ROM data bases and the Internet. Night and day, Natolin
students have access to 20 computers, all fully equipped for multimedia applications.
The College has its own Website (at http://www.coleurop.be).This extensive site, with its appealing design, delivers a comprehensive picture of the College's activities and provides a ready
source of information and an easy access point for potential applicants.
The College also envisages the establishment of an Intranet accessible only from within the
College system. It will greatly simplify communication within the College, save time and resources, and create an information-rich environment for students and staff alike, within the campuses as well as between them.

THE

ANGIIAGE

SERVICE

THE MAIN AIM OF THE LANGUAGE SERVICE is to help students adapt to the two working languages of the College. For this purpose, the Service holds courses in English and French during
the first semester of each academic year. These courses are designed to improve students'
general language skills with a view to their attending lectures and sitting oral and written
exams, and more generally, communicating in academic and other situations. The teachers work
in close co-operation with the assistants of the various departments in monitoring student
progress in these areas.
The Service also runs courses on Academic Writing during the second semester. During these
Academic Writing Classes/Ateliers d'ecriture, the language teachers help students revise and update their writing skills. The aim here is to facilitate writing papers, and more specifically writing their
thesis, as many students will be writing their thesis in English or French for the very first time.
Those students who are not required to follow general courses in English or French during the
first semester can follow courses in intermediate or advanced German . These courses are
designed for students who have already studied basic German.
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The College's Language Service also runs courses in basic and intermediate Dutch as well as
in Advanced French during the first and second semesters. These courses are open to all, the
Dutch course being designed to acquaint students with the language of the region they will be
living and studying in during thei r stay at the College and hence promote ties between them
and their Flemish neighbours and hosts. The knowledge of Dutch acquired can also prove
useful for those seeking work in Brussels after their studies.
As part of the department for European General and Interdisciplinary Studies, the Service also
helps organise a weekend seminar for t he students on International Negotiation and Multicultural Communication at the beginning of each academic year.
The Service sees the bilingual nature of the College as an essential part of promoting multicultural understanding and for the same reason supports all classes on language and culture
especially those run by the students of the College during the course of each academic year.
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Working session with
Jacques Delors,
Otto von der Gablentz
and Raymond Georis
(December 1996).

(6)

making the big decisions:
who governs the College?

As IN ALL TRULY INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS, a plethora of stakeholders and interested
parties take care of the governance of the College. Whilst the academic side of the College's
activities is solely in the hands of the Academic Council and thus is an entirely internal affair,
the financial and organisational aspects are subject to discussions in wider fora.
It is the Statutes of the College, as passed in 1997, which sets out the rights and obligations
of its various constituent bodies. The highest authority in the hierarchy of governing bodies is
the "Administrative Council". Chaired by former EU Commission President Jacques Delors, it
brings together representatives from the public authorities which contribute to the financing of
the College as well as other interested parties.
Meeting approximately twice a year, the Administrative Council is empowered to decide on the
main guidelines of the College's management and development. This then includes the power
to decide on possible extensions to the College, on the establishment of relations with other
bodies and institutions, and on the acquisition and sale of College property.
Crucially, the Administrative Council has the last word on the finances of the College: it approves
the accounts, decides on the budget and establishes the budgetary rules. The appointment
(and removal) of the Rector are also in the hands of the Administrative Council.
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With such a multitude of responsibilities and scarce time resources, the Administrative Council
delegates some of its tasks to an interim body whose responsibility it is to oversee the
running of the College: the ten-member "Executive Committee" . This Committee consists of the
Rector, representatives of the European Commission, the Belgian federal and regional authorities as well as the city of Bruges. Representatives of the Academic Council and of the
Association des Anciens are also included in the Committee's membership. Beyond the tasks
conferred on it by the Administrative Council, its functions include the supervision of the administrative and financial management of the College's activities. Furthermore, the appointment
and removal of academic and administrative staff requires the approval of the Executive Committee.
Decisions pertaining to the academic life of the College are taken by the "Academic Council".
These include the drawing up of the annual academic programme, deliberation on exam results
and the establishment of the rules and regulations governing academic life. The Academic
Council unites the representatives of the College's academic community under the chairmanship
of the Rector. This includes the five Directors of Studies, one assistant and one student
representative per department as well as representatives of the professorial "flying faculty". It
meets five or six times a year and is the principal body for deciding on the conceptual and
intellectual orientation of the College's academic programme in the coming years.

COMPOSITION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

President
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(7)

taking a closer look:
who actually runs the College?

THE

RECTOR

THE RECTOR OF THE COLLEGE HAS THE OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY for the actual running and
management of the College. He leads and coordinates all activities, both academic and administrative. He represents the College to the outside world, be it in .the media, in negotiations with
partners or at conferences and colloquia. Naturally, the Rector is the head of the personnel hierarchy and represents the employer's side in negotiations with the staff. In accomplishing his
manifold tasks the Rector relies on the support of the College services and the Rector's office.
The Vice-Rector heads the Natolin Campus of the College. In agreement with the governing
bodies of the College, the Vice-Rector is in charge of overseeing both academic and administrative developments on the campus. One of his particularly important tasks relates to the maintenance of good relations with the government and public authorities in the host country Poland.

THE

ACADEMIC

OFFICE

THE ACADEMIC OFFICE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT of the academic
programme. Scheduling the visits of some 90 professors - the "flying faculty" - and building
up a coherent weekly timetable requires circumspection and quite often a good measure of
patience and creativity. Moreover, the office organises extra-curricular activities of an academic
nature, such as lectures by guest speakers, conferences, etc. Given that it keeps a complete
record of student performance and exam results during their year at the College, the Academic
Office plays an increasingly important role as a reference point for enquiries by potential
employers. The logistics of two distinct campuses cannot be fully overseen from one office; consequently, at Natolin, an Academic Officer has taken a comparable coordinating role.
The Admissions Office, attached to the Academic Office, forms the interface between potential
applicants and the College. Long in advance of the application deadline, this office is busy distributing documentation about the College, answering applicants' questions and supplying
application forms. In cooperation with the individual academic departments, it sees through the
selection procedures in the various countries and ensures a smooth management of the admissions process.
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THE

COMMIINICATIONS

OFFICF

THE COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE TAKES PART IN THE MANAGEMENT of the College's relations with
the "outside world". This includes contacts with those public authorities that are directly involved in the running of the College, such as the city of Bruges, the Province of West Flanders
and the Belgian Federal Government. Given its European vocation and, more importantly, its
financing structure, it is essential that the College maintains good and cooperative relations
with the European Commission, the governments of the EU member states as well as a number
of national funding bodies which are responsible for selection and financing College students.
In support of this function, the Communications Office acts as the secretariat for the governing
bodies of the College, the Academic Council and the Executive Committee.
Another facet of the College's public relations is the information packages about the College and
its programme. The Communications Office edits the College's 6s-page full-colour brochure and
maintains the College Website which provides exhaustive documentation about the College.
Once admitted to the College, students receive a "welcome pack" with a great variety of academic and practical information, which is edited and produced by the Communications Office.
Beyond the maintenance of regular contacts, the Communications Office is responsible for the
management of official events. The organisation of the annual opening ceremony with keynote
speakers at the highest level (Heads of States and Governments) are certainly among the most
important projects of the Communications Office. The diplomatic protocol of these events and frequent visits of other high level guests require diligent preparation and the mastery of smooth
and efficient organisation. Distinguished visitors such as the President of the Federal Republic of
Germany, Roman Herzog, the Romanian President Emil Constantinescu or a number of European
Commissioners not only underline the College's status as a unique and highly attractive institution but also help to heighten its profile in national and international media. Indeed, the efforts
of the Communications Office to increase the College's media presence have borne fruit, as can
be witnessed by a whole range of newspaper articles' (e.g. International Herald Tribune, De
Standaard, Aftenposten, Die Welt, European Voice, etc.) and TV reports (e.g. the German channel
ARD, TVS or the BBC, etc.) featuring interviews with the Rector and a number of students.
In line with the College's ongoing adaptation to new conditions in the European labour market, the Communications Office is involved in creating an ever-closer network of relations
between the College and European business. Contacts with industry, financial institutions and
the services sector have supported the College in financing both teaching appointments
(e.g. the "Leo Moulin Chair for European Studies" sponsored by Bank Brussel Lambert) and its
educational infrastructure (e.g. the library extension and computer room in Bruges built with
donations from Norsk Hydro).
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Contacts with business are a mutually beneficial exchange: the College's prime "output" - competent and experienced Europeans - is in demand in an increasingly internationalised labour
market. Facilitating contacts between job-seeking students and multinational firms eager to
employ highly-skilled, polyglot and stress-resistant graduates is one of the tasks of the newly
appointed Student Officer. Together with the Brussels-based Careers Officer of the "Association
des Anciens" he lends students a "helping hand" in commencing professional life. In addition,
the Students Officer is responsible for helping the students to cope with the particularities of
life at the College (e.g. halls of residence, meals, administration).

THE

DEVElOPMENT

OEEICE

GIVEN EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS UNIQUE NETWORK OF SPECIALISTS, the College has
become involved - increasingly so in recent years - in projects and programmes which are
related to the College's mission in the wider sense. The College's reputation, its experience
of "teaching Europe" and its great academic potential have allowed it to take part in, and
autonomously develop, service functions for European institutions, training programmes for
civil servants as well as international conferences. It is the Development Office's role to
coordinate and organise these diversified activities. In particular, the entrepreneurial spirit of
the Development Office - its drive to devise new programmes, to seek cooperation partners,
to win public tenders and to offer training packages - has helped to increase the College's
revenues and thus allow for investment into teaching and infrastructure. And clearly, wellprepared and successfully-run programmes continue to enhance the College's reputation.

Over the past 20 years the Development Office has organised a plethora of training programmes. For instance, the regular introductory seminars for newly recruited Commission officials
provide these civil servants with the opportunity to discuss relevant aspects of European integration with academics, interest group representatives, journalists, lawyers, etc. all drawn from
the College's academic and professional network.
The Development Office's greatest field of activity has emerged in Central and Eastern Europe. The
preparation for accession in those countries has created a huge demand for information, teaching
and training on European issues - and the College is extremely well-placed to provide these services. Since 1992, the Development Office has organised either jointly with partners, or exclusively through College resources, some 50 training programmes and EU seminars. Financed in part
through the EU's PHARE and TACIS Programmes, the College's training activities have taken place
in all applicant countries and further afield, e.g. in Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent
States. In addition, the Development Office has also involved the College into the cooperation projects in the framework of the EU's MED-CAMPUS Programme, e.g. with partners in Israel and Turkey.
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In Bruges, summer seminars and training programmes for civil servants from EFTA and countries from Central and Eastern Europe and Northern America efficiently use the College's infrastructure during the months of student absence.
Over a number of years the College has also won service contracts from the European
Commission and the European Parliament. Along with existing and specifically recruited staff
("chercheurs"), the Development Office has been engaged, inter alia, in the consolidation of the
EC legislative texts, the analysis and documentation of EC administrative and legal texts as well
as the establishment of a database on particular aspects of the European Single Market.
With its network of top specialists from all corners of Europe, a long history of intellectual contributions to the European construction and the setting in picturesque Bruges near Brussels, the
College is a prime location for international conferences on European topics. In the past, the
Development Office has staged notable conferences e.g. on institutional aspects of integration
or economic interdependence. Similarly, the Natolin campus's specific expertise, its delightful
setting and its closeness to Warsaw make it an ideal venue for high-level conferences on the
economic and political transformation in Central and Eastern Europe and the multifaceted
issues of accession to the EU.

PERSONNEl

AND

ADMINISTRATION

OEEICE

THE COLLEGE'S 138 PERMANENT STAFF (1998 FIGURES), their contracts, salaries, social security payments, holidays, etc. are managed by the personnel office. Travel management for the
"flying faculty" of professors is also included in its tasks.
Beyond personnel administration, this office is also in charge of the College's six student halls
of residence including some 260 rooms, situated in the old centre of Bruges, within reasonable
distance of the College. The halls of residence are run and maintained by the College's technical staff who take care of the students' breakfast and - as many students remember with
gratitude - also clean their rooms and the common rooms. In addition, some of the halls of
residence serve to accommodate the professors during their short teaching visits, thereby
saving the College considerable amounts in hotel costs.
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The College runs its
the essential books
by the College as a
advantages granted
dents.

OTHER

own bookshop, which specialises in European affairs, where students find
for their studies as well as the internal course syllabi of the College. Run
non-profit making organisation, the bookshop is able to pass on all cost
by publishers in the form of discount prices, much to the delight of stu-

BODIES

A NUMBER OF COLLEGE-RELATED BODIES fulfil further specific functions and contribute to its
mission. The Local Committee in Bruges has the task of furthering contacts between the student body and the host city of Bruges, e.g. in the form of organised trips and information
sessions. In their efforts to bring together ''town'' and "gown", the 47 members - drawn from all
walks of Bruges life (including the City's notables) - have to overcome a number of obstacles
on both sides, be they linguistic, cultural or organisational.
The Fondation Salvador de Madariaga is the research foundation of the College of Europe,
whose prime objective is to promote, coordinate and fund research activities for which the
College per se lacks the capacity or resources. Comparable to research foundations attached to
universities, the Fondation aims to place the College's academic potential in the service of
scientific research.
By reproducing the truly multicultural and interdisciplinary approach of the College of Europe
in its research activities, it undertakes interdisciplinary and comparative research programmes,
exclusively devoted to European integration.
The Fondation bears the name of the Founder of the College of Europe, Salvador de Madariaga
(1886-1978), a Spanish statesman and visionary European. The Administrative Council of the
Fondation is presided over by Antonio Ruberti, former Vice-President of the European
Commission.
For the coming years, the Fondation envisages research programmes covering topics as varied
as the "Bruges Initiative for Opening up the Social Sciences (BRIOSS)", "The European concept
of the Information Society", or "Partnership and Transnational Cooperation among Local
Authorities" .
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FINAllY'

WHO

PAYS

FOR

IT

All?

THE COLLEGE'S BUDGET SETS OUT RECEIPTS from two main sources. One pillar of the
College's finances is direct public subsidies towards the maintenance of the College, mainly
from the European Commission and the Belgian Federal Government. There are additional contributions from the Belgian regional authorities and from fourteen European governments.
These direct grants represent some 45% of total funding. The other pillar is the income from
student fees. Whilst an increasing number of students fund themselves through their year at
the College, an overwhelming majority of students receive scholarships (covering either study
fees or maintenance, or both), be they from EU member states, from the European Commission,
from third countries or from other sources. Finally, the College derives a substantial part of its
income from activities such as the training programmes and summer courses organised by the
Development Office.

SOURCES OF FINANCING (TOTAL RECEIPTS IN THE COLLEGE BUDGET

1997:

ECU

•

European Commission - 23,91%

•

Regional contributions - 1,28%

7.95M)

Belgium - 18,46%

•
•
•
•

16,64%

other European governments - 1.37%
European Commission scholarships - 3,24%
scholarship provided by EU member states - 16,64%
fees of students wit h private funding - 10,32%

•

other sources of student funding - 4,66%

•

other sources of income - 20,12%
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The short glimpse into the College's internal mechanisms, provided in this chapter, will hopefully help to put the past, present and future of the College of Europe into perspective. Clearly,
the College's teaching programme, its administrative structures and internal procedures have
undergone considerable, at times drastic, changes over the past 50 years. At the same time, it
is this very capacity to evolve, to adapt to the challenges of an outside environment which is
- intellectually, politically and financially - in constant flux that enables the College of Europe
today to look back on five decades of successful existence.
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NUMBER OF STUDENTS BY NATIONALITY (TOTAL NUMBER OVER PERIODS OF

5 YEARS)

I
Nat.

1949-54 1954-59 1959-64 1964-74 1969-74 1974-79 1979-84 1984-89 1989-94 1994-99

A
6
AL
0
AND
0
B
18
BG
1
CH
3
CS
4
CV
0
D
22
DK
0
E
1
F
24
FIN
1
FL
0
GR
3
H
5
I
19
!S
0
IRL
0
L
2
M
0
N
3
NL
10
P
0
PL
4
RO
1
S
4
TR
0
UK
20
1
RUSSIA
VU
3
AFRICA
3
CDN
0
USA
5
AMERICA (rest) 0
IL
0
0
J
ASIA (rest)
2
AUSTRALIA
0

8
0
0
22
0
3
2
0
26
1
2
25
1
0
0
2
26
0
0
2
0
4
12
0
0
1
3
4
24
1
0
1
0
12
1
0
1
0
0

7
0
0
18
0
6
0
0
30
4
2
31
0
0
2
2
28
1
1
1
0
5
9
2
1
0
5
0
29
0
2
2
4
18
1
0
0
1
0

10
0
0
29
1
4
2
0
35
11
3
36
0
0
6
24
0
4
3
0
9
13
0
4
2
5
1
25
0
2
1
3
19
0
1
0
2
0

11
0
0
32
3
8
1
0
30
15
18
33
0
0
10
0
30
0
11

2
0
12
21
2
5
5
13
1
23
0
3
1
2
20
2
1
0
0
0

17
0
0
65
1
12
1
2
48
19
59
70
1
0
51
0
41
0
20
5
0
13
17
19
4
1
25
2
39
0
2
4
10
21
5
1
6
3
0

22
0
0
64
1
12
1
0
40
28
62
96
2
0
65
0
29
0
21
5
0
14
30
49
6
0
15
3
38
0
0
2
8
20
4
2
1
2
2

23
0
0
79
0
12
0
1
48
20
156
137
0
0
22
0
54
0
31
6
5
14
57
62
0
0
17
8
43
0
2
2
19
13
1
2
0
0
0

38
0
0
74
7
36
4
2
95
20
132
143
18
1
31
6
89
4
32
7
11
11
53
56
17
4
26
10
94
1
11
0
21
30
5
4
1
1
0

AAustria, AL Albania, AND Andorra, B Belgium, BG Bulgaria, CDN Canada, CH Switzerland, CS Czechoslovakia (later Czech
Republic and Slovakia), CY Cyprus, D Germany, DK Denmark, E Spain, F France, FIN Finland, FL Liechtenstein, GR Greece,
H Hungary, I Italy, IL Israel, IS Iceland, IRL Ireland, JJapan, L Luxemburg, M Malta, N Norway, NL Netherlands, P Portugal,
PL Poland, RO Romania, S Sweden, TR Turkey, UK United Kingdom, Russia: formerly USSR, then Russian Federation,
USA United States of America, YU Yugoslavia. ( NB: Refugees are listed under their country of origin. )
Source: Who's who 1976, W85-, 1994-95, Listing by Association des Anciens
Statistics from the Academic Office of the College of Europe
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44
3
1
75
16
34
8
4
105
22
156
137
28
0
37
16
121
3
37
12
11
20
48
52
15
14
49
12
115
21
17
1
17
21
5
3
3
0
0

C

"Let this school be a true 'University' of the new, larger Europe,
a place of free exchange of opinions, uninhibited criticism, and new ideas ... "
( Lech Walesa, President of the Republic of Poland )

OPENING CEREMONY OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR

1994-95

(NATOLlN)

CHAPTER

4

( 1)

establishment

THE COLLEGE OF EUROPE AT NATOLlN WARSAW is the first and until now the only branch of
the College of Europe in Bruges. This campus was opened in 1992. It was one of the
first set up in Central and Eastern Europe with an academic programme specifically
reflecting the needs of a wider Europe. Poland welcomed the idea of opening a branch
like this and considered it a significant element in European integration. And, in many
ways, the College of Europe at Natolin has become a symbol of a reintegrating Europe.
In time for the 50th anniversary of the College of Europe the future development of Natolin will
be ensured by a trilateral agreement between Poland, the European Commission and the
College. Thus, in 5 years an integrated College of Europe comprising 2 campuses of about 250
students each will be able to serve a wider Europe.
Natolin is based on the fifty year old Bruges' experience and has adapted it, at the same time,
to the special needs in view of the enlargement of the European Union to Central and Eastern
Europe. The mission of the College in Natolin is to prepare young people from all parts of
Europe for the future enlarged European Union by applying the same high standards, enriched
with its own uspecialite de la maison".

"Specialite de la maison" includes, on the one hand, the pre-accession dimension of the
European Union, and on the other hand, the Eastern dimension of the policies of the EU . The
aim of the College is to teach about Europe, the Europe of today and tomorrow. Considering
these developments, the Polish government decided to provide premises in Natolin and earmarked the necessary means to create appropriate conditions. Natolin, one of the most beautiful green areas in the suburbs of Warsaw, once formed part of the royal Wilanse estate, which
was the summer Residence of the kings of Poland. Over the last centuries the park provided
work to many prominent artists and architects, who enriched it with an 18th century palace and
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Library of the College of Europe, Natolin.
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several additional pavilions. In 1992, the College started its life among these walls by transforming the coach-house into seminar rooms and by creating a library and an auditorium from
the previous stables. Besides the adaptation of the existing buildings to modern needs, new
functional buildings have been constructed in order to accomodate a dining-room and a dormitory for students as well as the Rectorate, respecting the architectural style of the historical
Natolin complex and at the same time serving the needs of a modern educational institution .
In 1992 and 1993, Natolin welcomed students for two pilot sessions. After these preparatory
programmes, which took place partly in Bruges and in Natolin, Natolin achieved its formal foundation under the Agreement signed by the Polish government and the College of Europe, in
1994. The College was inaugurated by Jacques Delors, in his function as President of the
European Commission. The activities of the College of Europe at Natolin have been supported
by the Polish government, other European states, and the European Commission both financially and politically since the beginning of its existence. Many eminent personalities have given
speeches on the campus in Natolin. Among these were the President of the European
Commission, the President of the European Parliament, the Prime Ministers of Belgium and
Ireland, the President of Poland, Ministers of Foreign and European Affairs in the member
states and in the Associated countries. The 1999-2000 year will be the eighth academic year
since the establishment of the campus in Natolin.
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(2)

academic programme

FROM THE OUTSET, THE COURSES OFFERED at the College of Europe at Natolin have followed
the evolution of European integration and the gradual professionalisation of those who work
in that area. The main objective of the College of Europe at Natolin is to provide its students
with knowledge of European integration in its various aspects. On the one hand, there is a
great need in Central and Eastern Europe for an education in the policies, institutions and legal
systems of the European Union. On the other hand, it is very important for students coming
from present member states to be informed about the economic, political and institutional
changes in Central and Eastern Europe. The programme therefore focuses on fulfilling the needs
of both sides related to European integration and the transformation process taking place in
Europe.

Since the foundation of the College at Natolin, its academic programme has followed a multi disciplinary approach in the first semester, combined with a specialisation in the second. This
approach enables lecturers to illustrate the complexity and interdependency of the problems of
the enlargement process, and through this students can acquire a deeper understanding of
European structures.
The academic year begins with a three-week intensive introduction to European law, economics,
history and the institutions ("the p((~ -stage"). As a part of the academic programme, the College
offers the possibility for students to learn about or refresh their knowledge on basic issues
which will be more extensively analysed in the first semester. This semester includes four
obligatory courses, which constitute the "main trunk" of the multidisciplinary phase of the
programme. These studies provide the students with a thorough understanding of European
integration and an overview of the legal, economic, political and historical aspects of the
European Union and its relationship with Central and Eastern Europe. This global approach is
strengthened by some annual courses that give students an insight into the dynamics of
European policies and geopolitics.
Since the academic year 1997-98, Natolin offers students the opportunity to further specialise
in their own particular field of academic interest in the second half of the programme by
creating a system of five "dominantes": Law, Economics, Politics and Administration, European
Union Pre-accession, and European Union Systems. Students enrol in one of the "dominantes"
in which they follow a set number of courses.
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At the same time, the College offers practical workshops on a number of themes related to the
programme. These courses grant students additional skills by preparing them for work during
the academic year in the fields of European documentation, library and electronic resources,
methods of research and informatics. Language courses are also available in the two working
languages of the College, as well as in Polish and German.
Studying at the College requires hard work. To qualify for the "Master of Arts in European
Studies" students not only take examinations and write papers in all courses, but are also '
required to submit a Master's Paper in one of the main areas of studies. To enrich the academic
programme, the College regularly invites experts from various fields of study, and within the
framework of compact seminars, students can explore European issues in practice.
By working and living together, students learn to live and "function" in a multicultural environment. The College offers students practical experience in European diversity, which is gained by
living in the same environment with people from almost thirty different countries. During the
time they spend in Natolin, they can exchange views and ideas on European matters. This is
encouraged in the courses, and it involves confronting the younger generation with various
ideas on how best this Europe should be organised for the benefit of its peoples. The evolution
of the study programme is inseparable from the recent stages of European integration. Natolin
plays a special role in Central and Eastern Europe by preparing thinkers, specialists and
administrators for Europe. By "teaching Europe" Natolin prepares its students to face the
challenges of the next enlargement of the European Union.

(3)

student profiles

and

teaching staff

THE COLLEGE OF EUROPE PREPARES qualified and responsible Europeans. Its campus at
Natolin tries, in particular, to deliver those very much-needed human resources for an enlarging
European Union. "Enlargement is being carried out with people and through people. We shall
offer the most beneficial and the smoothest running of the process". ( 25 )
Concerning its student body, half of the students come from Central and Eastern Europe and
half from European Union member countries, although some other countries are also repre sented. The participation of the Central and Eastern European Countries in Natolin was 39% in
1996-97 and 50% in 1997-98, while in Bruges three quarters of the students come from the

(25 )

Introduction to the Conference on "Teaching Europe".
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Official opening of the College

of Europe, Natolin
by jacques Delors,

President of the European
Commission (1994).

member states (77% in 1996-97 and 82% in 1997-98) and less than 10% from Central and
Eastern Europe 0% in both the above-mentioned academic years). These facts reflect the dual
aim of Natolin to educate students from the Union on enlargement issues as well as prepare
students from the applicant countries to better understand the workings of the European Union.
The bilingual teaching programme requires students to speak both working languages (English
and French) of the College fluently. Experience at Natolin shows that students applying to study
in Natolin, speak not only the two working languages, but very often have already mastered a
minimum of two other languages.
Although the distribution of the teaching staff follows the same pattern in both campuses, in
Bruges 90% of the professors are from the member states, while in Natolin approximately one
fourth are from Central and Eastern Europe (25% in the academic year 1996-97 and 16% in
1997-98). The teaching staff includes representatives from the academic world and the private
as well as the public sector. The distribution per sector is similar on the two campuses. Its location in Central Europe enables Natolin to call upon civil servants from the region and to give
courses on very specialised subjects related to the transition process. Natolin also invites a
growing number of lecturers from the European institutions in order to balance its academic
programme.
To provide the necessary resources for students to study at the College, Natolin hosts a full
European Documentation Centre and a highly-specialised library. The rapidly growing library can
boast to have one of the best collections of academic literature, and an extensive periodical
collection, on European integration in the region. Students can also search Reuters, Agence
Europe and the BBC World Service, all of which are on-line at the library.
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( 4)

conferences, research

and

curricula development

NATOLlN PLAYS AN ACTIVE PART in the "European Debate" by hosting conferences and
organising visits by eminent personalities. These visits and conferences not only spread the
idea of a united Europe, but give possibilities to participants coming from East and West to
meet. They provide a forum for discussion for experts from the academic world, practitioners,
and politicians. The academic programme is crowned by the "Natolin European Forum", which
is based on a series of lectures given by specialists from the academic, political and economic
world. This forum is primarily designed to encourage students to participate in the discussion,
and learn at first hand the salient issues regarding the European debate.
In 1998, there were six large conferences held at the College of Europe in Natolin. Among these
was a conference entitled: "The European Union after Enlargement: In Search of Identity and a
New Dimension". Participating were the Secretary-General of the Commission, the Vice-President
of the European Parliament, and the Director-General of the Council of the European Union, as
well as representatives from the Associated Countries. Such conferences enable students of the
College of Europe to witness, and be part of the discussions that will shape tomorrow's Europe.
" Teaching Europe for enlargement" is one of the College's most important tasks. The seven
years experience of the College in Natolin, and the knowledge accumulated in fifty years experience on how to teach "Europe" at the College in Bruges, make Natolin an expert on European
studies in the region. Natolin is a good place to observe the deficits in this field, because half
of its students come from the member states and the other half from applicant countries.
These deficits are visible in European Union member states as they are in Central and Eastern
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Europe. One of the objectives of the College of Europe is to develop Natolin as a leading
resource for universities in Central and Eastern Europe for both curricula development and
lecturer training in European studies.
In line with this policy, in the summer of 1998 the College of Europe at Natolin organised a conference entitled: "Teaching Europe". The main aim of this conference was to address the issue
of how to lecture in the vast field of European Studies. For three days, academics and practitioners and students debated on the needs of the region. Indeed, this type of discussion is a
vital part of the College's mission.
The College of Europe encourages students to participate in these conferences, but it also helps
students to organise a great variety of debates and study trips. Over the years, the study trips
have become an integral and important part of the programme, their objective being to enable
young people to see the region at first hand. On the occasion of the signature of the Europe
Agreements in 1993, a visit was organised to the Visegrad countries and to Slovenia. In 1994,
students went to the Balkan countries, including Albania, Bulgaria and Romania, and in 1995 to
the Baltic Sea region. With the opening of negotiations with the Associated Countries, the aim of
the study trip changed. Trips were organised to the institutions of the European Union, especially the Commission, the Council and the European Parliament. With Poland's imminent entrance
into NATO, the programme was enriched in 1998 with a visit to NATO Headquarters in Brussels.

(5)

development

THE EXPERIENCE GAINED AT THE COLLEGE OF EUROPE in Natolin over the last seven years has
shown the importance and necessity of its existence in Europe. In the coming years, the College
in Natolin should develop in a way that will enable it to take up the same sort of role that the
College in Bruges started in the 1950'S, continue the traditions of the College and be prepared
when the European Union enlarges.
The College of Europe in Natolin will continue to promote research on matters related to
European integration. It will strengthen its academic and research links with other European
centres and forge these links in networking the College of Europe with leading European postgraduate institutions. It is projected to expand the present campus of the College of Europe
at Natolin over the next few years. The process of expansion is already underway through a
gradual increase of the number of students. While a second hall of residence is being built,
students are housed in apartments within walking distance of the College. The new hall of
residence that can house sixty students is to be completed within a year.
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"Les institutions communautaires de I'Europe devraient prendre conscience
du fait qu'elles ne reussiront pas a dominer I'ensemble des problemes
de tous ordres que pose I'integration europeenne, si elles n'arrivent pas,
non seulement a promouvoir la recherche scientifique dans ses secteursdes - c'est la desormais une condition sine qua non du succes
de /'operation 'Europe-unie' - mais encore et surtout, a integrer solidement
/'apport des sciences sociales et humaines dans leurs moyens
de gouvernement. "

( Leo Moulin, sociologue, professeur au College d'Europe )
IN: SCIENCES HUMAINES ET INTEGRATION EUROPEENNE,
COLLEGE D'EUROPE

1961,

P.114

THE COLLEGE OF EUROPE AND BRUGES: AN ONGOING PARTNERSHIP

CHAPTER

5

the College of Europe and Bruges:
an ongoingpartnershfp

( introduction )
MORE THAN FIFTY YEARS AGO, Europe emerged from a brutal nightmare and was required
to rebuild its future within a framework that went beyond national borders. History
was running its pace and Europe was urged to act in order to restore confidence
among its citizens. New initiatives were launched and new organisations were created
in the immediate aftermath of World War 11. They all meant to create confidence-building
structures, which would avoid the devastating experiences of war. The education of
"European" citizens was therefore, a challenge to be taken up very seriously.
At this particular juncture between continuity and change in European history, Bruges found
itself to be a fruitful meeting-point for the dreams of a few local citizens and the ideas of
Don Salvador de Madariaga, a former Spanish ambassador, a history professor in Oxford and
President of the International Cultural Section of the European Movement. With the creation of
the College of Europe, the city of Bruges became connected with an active student community which focused on training and education in European matters.
Bruges, a world commercial and financial centre in the 15th and 16th century Europe that once
bridged the Hanseatic North and the Mediterranean South, still bears important elements of
the artistic, intellectual and architectural heritage of European history in the Middle Ages. It
presents itself as a (living) historic city with a great past much appreciated by its citizens and
visitors alike.
Throughout the ages, writers and poets have described its appealing atmosphere. The city is
more than a cultural icon with well-defined tourist characteristics. In his speech to the closing
plenary session of The Hague Congress in May 1948, Don Salvador de Madariaga qualified
Bruges as a "typical European city". The city, well preserved in its historic and artistic past and
promoted by some citizens from Bruges, became the unexpected site for a postgraduate institute, a seat for European learning, in 1949.
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"... Bruges found itself to be a fruitful
meeting point for the dreams
of a few local citizens and the
ideas of Don Salvador ... "

The quiet atmosphere of this provincial town created a living habitat favourable for developing
a real spirit of European solidarity among students of different nationalities. The city responded
well to the formula of a closely-knit student community that the founders of the College
considered essential. In the development and exchange of ideas and expertise, the city has
proven to be an important asset throughout the College's 50 years of service to Europe. It still
remains a source of inspiration and creative force for the College's future.
The history of the College, which began at a particular time and which is based in a typical
European city is a truly fascinating story. The College through its evolving European studies
programmes and the city have made a considerable impact on many generations of citizens
serving the European case. The careers of many "anciens" illustrate its importance. The College
of Europe has developed over the past 50 years into a very unique and prestigious postgraduate institute which shares a mutually beneficial relationship with the city of Bruges.
One can distinguish different focal points in the partnership between the College and the city:
its enthusiastic beginning, the role of the "Local Committee for the College of Europe" (i.e. a
Committee of local citizens from different backgrounds set up to strengthen the links between
the College and Bruges), the physical presence of the College throughout the city and the
future of the partnership. It is a living story in which committed persons continue to be its
driving force.
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( 1)

the

beginning

IN HIS PRIVILEGED TESTIMONY, Father Karel Verleye wrote that there never was mention at
The Hague Congress in 1948, the conference of the European Union of Federalists, of setting
up a College of Europe in Bruges. Indirectly, however, the Congress set a climate that favoured
meetings and negotiations, which finally led to the creation of the College in Bruges. The
mandate of Don Salvador de Madariaga as President of the International Cultural Section of
the European Movement offered him the means to fulfil the ambition of creating a university
institute which would offer a specific European postgraduate formation.
Happy coincidences involving local initiatives made the choice for the Bruges' site come
through. Mr Joseph Lansoght, a Bruges architect, developed a plan to build a European
centre for cultural activities. "Les Amis de Bruges", a cultural association founded after the war
and presided over by Dr Louis De Winter, Director of the Sint-Jan's hospital, promoted the
creation of an artistic centre in the Provincial Palace. These initiatives explored the ground for
opening up the city's potential. The perseverance of Father Verleye and the enthusiasm of
others then developed into a concrete proposal for setting up a College of Europe in Bruges.
It matched the ideas of Don Salvador de Madariaga.
In September 1948 "Les Amis de Bruges" joined forces with the European Union of Federalists
to establish a section of this movement in Bruges. While the first official contacts of the Bruges
Committee of the European Union of Federalists with the promoters of a European Centre for
Culture were cautious and rather disappointing, the informal and private talks with local authorities were more sympathetic, in particular those with Mr Pierre Van Damme, then alderman
for Public Works, later the city's mayor, and Mr Antoine Delva, the city secretary. The Committee
was committed to organising European study sessions and to establishing a documentation
and information centre.
The local press welcomed the plan as an initiative that allowed Bruges to adopt a less provincial and a more active attitude in its external relations. At a European meeting organised in
" Vieux Bruges" by the Committee, Messrs P.M. Orban and Julius Hoste, former Belgian ministers, and Mr Leopold Deschepper, a parliamentary representative formally supported the Bruges
initiative. Mr Hoste, a member of the International Cultural Sect ion and a good friend of Mr de
Madariaga, assumed the role of intermediary, which finally led to the realisation of the idea.
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On 5 January 1949, a basic agreement for setting up a European University institute was reached
at the London meeting of the International Cultural Section. Already on Sunday 16 January, the
Governor of West Flanders, Mr P. van Outryve d'Ydewalle, together with the mayor of Bruges,
Mr Victor van Hoestenberghe, and some members of the Local Committee, received Mr Hoste
and Mr de Madariaga. The mayor responded positively to the unexpected proposal by Don
Salvador (although he expressed some uncertainty concerning the housing).
The step taken by Mr de Madariaga was decisive for the orientation of the activities of the
Bruges' committee. Both plans, the one by the Local Committee and the one by the International
Cultural Section finally merged into one project, which was fully and enthusiastically supported
by the city administration. The official patronage of the European Movement and its wide network was put into service for the future College. The local response was immediate.
The first meeting of a new committee, called the "Provisional Local Committee for the Founding
of a European Centre of Culture in Bruges" was held on January 25th. "Les Amis de Bruges"
offered their secretariat in "Het Rode Huis" on the Jan Van Eyck Square to the new committee.
On 4 February, the representatives of the Local Committee explained their plans to the City
Council. It was decided to put forward the official candidature to the International Executive
Bureau of the European Movement. In a meeting of the International Cultural Section on the
same day the term "College of Europe" was introduced for the first time as an initial step
towards founding a future European University.
The College's history had begun. Representatives of the city, the province and the Local
Committee met with a restricted but interested delegation of the European Movement headed
by Mr de Madariaga. This private meeting was decisive for the actual launching of the College.
The organisation of a short preparatory academic session (with lectures and seminars) for students from September 20th to October 10th, 1949 was decided upon. The city of Bruges officially accepted to take charge of the expenses incurred in the organisation of this session and
to provide a building for it.
Administrative procedures were quickly concluded. The International Executive Committee of
the European Movement approved the propositions of its Cultural Section. In his letter of May
9th, the Secretary General, Mr Joseph Retinger, confirmed the agreement and provided more
precise practical suggestions regarding building, legal structure and payments. The city council
agreed with the proposals and allotted a sum of 150.000 BF to cover expenses for the
Preparatory Session.
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Thanks to a number of favourable circumstances, Bruges became a conscious choice for the
College's site, being a place with no university and bindings with national universities or administrations but with a trad ition of independence and active European thinking. In "A travers le
siecle" Professor Hendrik Brugmans, the first Rector, called the College the synthesis of his life.
In his memoirs he described Bruges as the ideal place for developing the specific tasks of
he College. He lived in Bruges for 45 years and became an honorary citizen of the city,
symbolising the emotional link between the city and the Rector of the College. This small historic city with its glorious past seemed to be the ideal place for active reflection on Europe's
future. It has proven to be true oveF the past 50 years. It also forms a challenge for the future.
The Local Committee with its President Or De Winter were very active in the preparatory phase.
One key issue at the time was the buildings the city could offer. The College needed a student
hall of residence, a building with lecture and seminar rooms and a library. Mr Albert Lacroix, a
retired colonel, provided important administrative help. Valuable organisational help came from
Mr Raf Dusauchoit, who was seconded from the city tourist office to the College for one month.
Mr John Bowle was nominated Director of the preparatory session. He was assisted by
Mr Alphonse de Vreese, a judge in Bruges, and later holder of the chair of Comparative Law at
the College, and Mr Henri van Effenterre, a French professor of ancient history. Father Verleye,
"cheville ouvriere" and the "real founder" of the College very subtly guided it all.
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Hall of Residence " Grand Hotel du
Commerce ", presently Hotel
Navarra, Sint-Jakobsstraat 41.

The academic organisation of the programme was in the hands of
the International Cultural Section _ Its general theme "Teaching history and the formation of a European spirit in universities" was
taught and developed within a broad framework. The aim of the
programme was threefold: to offer an experience, on a limited scale,
of the definitive form of the College; to examine the deficiencies of
education with regard to Europe and to search for possible remedies
and practical amelioration; and finally to interest young people in the
objectives of European integration .
At the opening of the preparatory session of the College of Europe
in Bruges on 20 September 1949, Don Salvador de Madariaga explicitly said that Bruges had
promoted itself as the place for a post-university institute of European studies. It was a deliberate choice. The link between Europe and Bruges became visible in the creation of a postgraduate institute.
Twenty-two students, of eleven different nationalities and from different disciplines, participated in this session, which was organised in the framework of a commun ity and very much in
the line with Don Salvador's pedagogical ideas. At the end of the session, the participants produced a report. It assessed the general orientation of the College, the working methods and
the material organisation of the session. The conclusions showed the viability of the College
formula (i.e. the European dimension of the programme and community life) in Bruges. It formed
a guarantee of trust and was a prefiguration of the future College.
This favourable context was clearly illustrated by "Le Beffroi Europeen", the internal bulletin
edited by the students. It collected a cross-section of interests and personal reflections on
political, economic and cultural themes. This tradition is now further developed in "Collegium" ,
the news-bulletin of the College.
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the
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A SECOND MAJOR ELEMENT IN THE INTERACTION between the College and its immediate environment is represented by the Local Committee. The Committee, then also a section of the
European Movement, was founded in 1949 as a non-profit association to spread the idea of a
unified Europe and to stimulate interest for the working and objectives of the College of Europe
in Bruges. The first general assembly of the Local Committee took place in the Brangwyn
Museum, the first premises of the College.
Up until 1965, the Committee organised a yearly series of conferences by visiting professors of
the College. They were held first in the Hotel Saint-Georges on the Burg (now the Burghotel)
and later in the student home of the College, the former "Grand Hotel du Commerce" (now
Hotel Navarra) in Sint-Jakobsstraat, 41. More than 800 persons attended these lectures in the
course of the years and memories of those "European talks" are still very vivid.
A second initiative taken by the Committee in the beginning years of the College concerned the
launching of a "European Winter Programme" in 1953-54 for interested people from outside.
This educational programme offered a synthesis of the main issues involved in the European
integration process. Participants paid an enrolment fee of 150 BF and could pass a written
exam, before a jury of College professors, which was credited with a certificate. The course participants came from different professional backgrounds in the region. It fulfilled a need at the
time. Rector Brugmans enthusiastically supported and actively contributed to this initiative of
the Committee. It tightened links between the College and its environment. These activities
have remained a very rewarding and inspiring initiative in the eyes of many citizens of Bruges.
It opened the College to its immediate surroundings.
The organisation of these European lectures had, however, financial consequences which were
not always easy to manage by the Local Committee because of the low enrolment fees. Much
depended on the enthusiasm of the organisers, the goodwill of the professors and favourable
contacts with the local and provincial authorities. As a result, the initial boost of mutual interaction between the College and Bruges inspired by the Local Committee lost its dynamism.
From the mid-sixties on, although the Committee did not cease to exist, no further activities
were organised. The more specialised and technical development of the College programme and
a diminished degree of dedication among the Committee members were the major reasons.
Interest in cooperation between the institution and its environment was waning. The contacts
between the College and the city became more formal. Specifically, the expanding College
needed student housing. Thus, while the number of students grew, contact between the city
and the students declined.
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In the eighties, direct and personal contacts between the City Council and the College were
revitalised. The Council of Aldermen visited the College and exchanged ideas about relations
between the College and the city. The College began carefully opening up its human resource
potential to its immediate environment. The existence and role of the College within the city
was more actively discussed. Expectations for a more genuine collaboration were created.
The "Local Committee of the College of Europe" was revitalised in late 1994 and started its
activities anew with the academic year 1994-95. An enthusiastic Executive Bureau of the
Committee, presided over by a former College student, Mr Bertil van Outryve d'Ydewalle, presented a new version of the statutes of the Committee and redefined its objectives: to stimulate ideas in favour of European integration, in particular through the College of Europe, by
organising lectures, publications and other activities; to study, describe and focus on the sociocultural meaning of the College of Europe in Bruges: to support the College of Europe; to stimulate links between the region, the College and its students; to collect funds for student scholarships and provide infrastructure and logistical support, if needed; and finally to encourage
all additional initiatives which could help to reach this aim. The late Mr Ernest Schepens, the
Vice-President of the Committee, was instrumental in putting new life into the Committee. A
new impetus was thus given to relations between the College and the city.
Furthermore, the links with the City Council were strengthened. Since the academic year 1995-96,
Mr Patrick Moenaert, the Mayor of Bruges has welcomed the new students in the impressive City
Hall at the beginning of each academic year. At the end of their stay he calls upon the students
to be "ambassadors" of the city, declaring each of them a "Bruggeling Honoris Causa". It is an
initiative which students very much appreciate and which cements the friendly bonds with the
city.
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Since 1994, the Local Committee has organised a number of activities in collaboration with
the College which are meant to benefit each. At the beginning of the academic year students
receive a general and much appreciated introduction to their immediate environment: the sociocultural activities and opportunities of the city are presented; a visit to Groeninge museum and
to the port of Zeebrugge (in collaboration with the port authorities) is organised, etc.
The Committee also organises regular conferences for students and interested people from
outside on a variety of topics, ranging from European Monetary Union to the Flemish economy
in a European perspective, from European competition policy from an official perspective to
"Bruges et la Iitterature fran~aise", or a guided evening walk. Each year the Committee organises a European concert on 9 May, the net profit of which goes to the student fund of the
College.
The Committee has also become active as an intermediary in bringing interested institutions,
organisations and companies of the region into contact with the College, its staff and programmes, with a view to possible cooperation. These are all activities that aim at complementing the student's intensive study programme and offering opportunities to link College potential to its environment.
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During these last few years the relationship between the College and its environment has turned into a mutually beneficial partnership, both partners being aware of their specific tasks and
possibilities. This became very relevant in the preparation of the candidacy of Bruges as
European Capital of Culture for 2002; it will become crucial for filling in the content of the
project, in particular in the field of education and thought.
The College of Europe is presently engaged in an active re-think of its role in European studies
programmes and an appropriate adaptation of its academic programme. Given the new needs
and complexities of European societies, the College has to take up the challenge to remain on
the forefront of European education and learning. It has to live up to its task in forming responsible and competent Europeans for Europe's future, as inspired by its founders, 50 years ago.
The city and its historical and natural habitat still offers, after 50 years and maybe even more
so than before, a congenial environment for the College's unique formula and future tasks, i.e.
to be a base for studying and searching for the meaning of the final aim of Europe's future.
That was the message Don Salvador de Madariaga read in his first lecture on "L'Esprit de
l'Europe" during the Preparatory Session. In short, the College of Europe in Bruges is to remain
a fruitful meeting place and multicultural laboratory for ideas, generated by committed persons
with different levels of knowledge, and practice, taught by professionals from different backgrounds. As Jacques Delors said at the opening of the College's 40th academic year: "Le College
de Bruges est le laboratoire vivant de cette Europe en voie de se faire".
With its permanent and visiting staff of more than 80 professors and its network of more than
5500 anciens, all ambassadors of" I'esprit de Bruges", the College has a unique curriculum and
considerable expertise to offer to its students in the newly emerging Europe. Students and
others also look upon it as a platform for debate and discussion in this changing phase of
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European developments. It is viewed as an organisation that can make a valid contribution to
the development of European thought and action on the eve of the 21st century. Seen in this
context the partnership between the College and its environment, managed through its Local
Committee, is a strong asset.
Bruges and the city's future opportunities, cherished through change and continu ity could reactivate the humanistic thinking of the times when Vives, Erasmus and Thomas More discussed
European issues in the chapter school of Marcus Laurin , the dean of the Sint-Donaas church in
Bruges. The challenge facing both the city and the College of Europe is to find a relationship,
which is mutually beneficial in view of their different perspectives, tasks and means. The ingredients are there; the menus are being prepared.
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A FINAL MEETING GROUND BETWEEN THE COLLEGE AND THE CITY, and a very important one at
that, is housing and accommodation. The city administration has been closely involved from
the very beginning. On May 21, 1949, the City Council approved a sum of 150.000 BF to cover
the accommodation costs for the Preparatory Session . The rest was left to voluntary work.
Financing became a very urgent issue. Subsidies were sought at different levels. Mr Julius Hoste,
appointed by the International Executive Bureau of the European Movement as permanent rapporteur of the College, was decisive for obtaining the 3 million BF subsidy granted by the Belgian
government to cover the College's teaching and general expenses for the academic year 1950.
Following the initiative of Mr Hoste and the Local Committee, the City Council voted a credit of
500.000 BF for the College's premises in Bruges during its meeting of 19 November 1949.
During the first three years, the administrative and academic personnel, as well as the lecture
rooms and library of the College were temporarily accommodated in the Brangwyn Museum,
which also housed the tourist office. In 1953, the College moved to its present site at Dijver 11,
a 19th century manor house of the van Caloen family.
The growing requirements of the College's programme led to an expansion of its premises. In
1969, the present library was built, at the rear of Dijver 11. The official inauguration took place
in the presence of Prince Albert, now the Belgian king; Princess Beatrijs of the Netherlands laid
the first stone. The library was further enlarged in March 1988.
The building at Dijver 11 needed to be thoroughly restructured. In early 1972, the College moved
temporarily to Dijver 7 and some prefab offices, the former buildings of the Regional Development Authority of West Flanders and now the hotel "Les Tuileries", only to return to a radically rebuilt Dijver 11 in September 1976. As a consequence of the extensive increase of students
under Rector Jerzy Lukaszewski, the building at Dijver 9, which housed the electric company
EBES, was merged with Dijver 11 to form one main building in 1988.
In 1991-92 financial support for further restructuring works was given by Norsk-Hydro, the
Norwegian energy and industrial multinational: a computer room and a newspaper reading
room now link the main building with the library. With the creation of a Human Resources
Development Department, the strengthening of a General European and Interdisciplinary
Programme and the growing extra-curricular activities within the General Development branch,
the College rented new premises in Garenmarkt 5 and 7, very near the main buildings.
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H.R.H. Prince Albert of Belgium
with Achiel Van Acker, President of
the Belgian Chambers (1970).

The physical presence of the College in Bruges as a
European institute concerned with European studies
received a boost by the acquisition from ARGO ("Autono me Raad voor het Gemeenschapsonderwijs") of the
site on the Verwersdijk in 1996, an old Jesuit College,
near the Sint-Walburga church. This was an important
decision that will have financial and strategic implications for the College and its future in Bruges. It certainly
will influence the development of the College's profile
and its relationship with its local environment.
The existence of student halls of residence throughout
the city has been a characteristic of the College's presence in the city during the past 50 years. Community life
among students of different nationalities has always been a unique experience and is still an
important asset in the Bruges learning experience. It all started in Sint-Jakobsstraat 41, the former
"Grand Hotel du Commerce", a 17th century manor and former residence of the Spanish
consul Don Juan de Peralta, property of the city, offered exclusively to the College. It housed
the student home, the restaurant, Rector Brugmans' apartment and the lecture room for the
courses organised by the Local Committee.
Since then, six new halls of residence have replaced Sint-Jakobsstraat. The basic philosophy of
the College very much relies on a number of small halls of residence throughout the city.
It gives the students the opportunity of living in a highly stimulating and multicultural
environment. "L'esprit de Bruges" is generated in these halls of residence. Community life is a
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natural way of getting to know each other better and to exchange ideas and experiences. It
certainly makes a student's stay in Bruges unforgettable and formative from a personal point
of view. This unique College formula, very much promoted by its first President, de Madariaga,
has become a visible part of daily life in the city.
In 1982, the city of Bruges bought the hotel Portinari for the benefit of the College. The "Grand
Hotel du Commerce" was left for Garenmarkt 15, a large building from the mid-19th century. The
hall of residence contains some old paintings, the origin and painters of which are uncertain,
however. Besides the restaurant and some professors' rooms, it houses more than 40 students.
Apart from the Garenmarkt hall of residence, there are 5 other student residences in the city
centre. Some 20 students are lodged in the smallest hall of residence in Sint-Jorisstraat 49,
which belongs to the city. In Oliebaan 15, owned by the Theological Seminary, more than
40 students have a room. The biggest hall of residence, at Gouden Handstraat 4, a former eye
clinic, is owned by the College since 1985 and accommodates about 60 students. The Oude
Zak 26, recently completely restored and privately owned, is rented by the College. It houses
32 students and has three apartments for professors. In 1996, a new hall of residence was
opened on Biskajerplein 1, which was fully restored and given a beautiful interior. It accommodates 53 students.
These past 50 years have witnessed a move towards better quality housing and to different
agreements between the College and the owners of the residences. Still all halls of residence,
be they small or big, keep their own character and create their own personal contribution to
College life. This unique student life remains one of the major pillars of the learning experience
at the College for the present 265 students in Bruges.
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( 4)

future outlook

BRUGES UNIFIES MANY CIRCUMSTANCES favourable for the further development of the College
of Europe. Partnership is important for both. This implies a mutual respect for each other's role
and vision, but also a trust in each other. In answering the growing demand for European studies programmes as well as in inspiring the dialogue in rapidly changing European societies,
such as a good relationship between the College and its environment will remain enriching.
The small historical European city of Bruges still functions as a meeting place between the past
and the future, between theory and practice. The city of Bruges, an old historical city built on
a human scale, provides a basis for the responsible European citizens of tomorrow and offers
the space to develop plural identities and individuality for a future Europe.
The College of Europe in Bruges provides a fertile environment for good academic, educational and future-oriented thinking and learning in European studies. This potential will continue
to be developed in view of Europe's destiny and Bruges' place in it !
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"Je dis aces jeunes: vous pourrez, si nous reussissons notre Europe,
aller jusqu'au bout de vous-memes et disposer d'espaces pour votre
epanouissement. Car vous etes convies cl participer cl une aventure unique,

associant des peuples et des nations, pour le meilleur, et non pour le pire.
Vous y retrouverez vos racines philosophiques et culturelles, celles de
l'Europe de toujours. Mais pour cela, vous devez vous engager
personnellement et exiger de ceux qui vous gouvernent une audace calculee,
une imagination fertile, un engagement clair cl faire de la Communaute
une necessite pour exister et un ideal pour entreprendre."

( Jacques Delors, President de la Commission europeenne )
SEANCE D'OUVERTURE DE LA 40EME ANNEE ACADEMIQUE
PROMOTION DENIS DE ROUGEMONT

STUDENT VIEWS

I

CHAPTER

6

( 1)

academic Bruges: most definitely
not a non-sequitur

ALTHOUGH ACADEMIC STUDY IN EUROPEAN INTEGRATION has expanded over the past ten years,
the College of Europe can claim to have maintained and indeed developed a distinct
and distinguished place within the field. The profile of the College, which continues to
be at the cutting edge of European scholarship, and the close association with European
policy-making that many of its alumni sustain throughout their careers, is a testament to this.
This twin achievement has been no mean feat; after all, Europe itself is a far bigger entity than
it was at the time of the College's founding, in terms of its impact on and importance within
the lives of European citizens. Moreover, the growth of interest in Europe means that the
College faces ever greater competition as both an agenda setter and educator in European
affairs. Thus a central question in the history of the College's academic life must be how and
why the College has managed to meet these challenges, and what this means for the future.
To explore this question is to illustrate what is unique about the academic side of the student
experience in Bruges - and to show how a mere ten months there could have such a galvanising impact on so many lives thereafter.

A

POTENT

BliT

SO MUCH IS PACKED INTO

REFRESHING

A

COCKTAil

STUDENT'S SCHEDULE at Bruges that it is hard knowing where to

start. A good way to get the ball rolling might be to go for a purely rational approach, and
identify the ingredients which, when mixed, make Bruges such a heady cocktail.
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College of Europe, Bruges: between two lectures.

r

It can be argued that the success of the College derives
from a combination of at least three factors. First, proximity to Brussels - Europe's glorious 'capital', where all important EU-related decision-making and policy development ·
takes place - enables students to live and study within the
environment that may later frame their careers. Second, students are taught by academics and professionals from a
wide variety of backgrounds, who apply characteristically
diverse methods of teaching. And third, curriculum content
is mainly applied, designed to equip graduates with the
sort of up-to-date knowledge of European affairs that would
allow them to hit the ground running in a European career, although some teaching focuses on
questions of a more abstract nature as well.
To . elaborate, taking the last point first, it is what students learn and internalise at Bruges that
places them at such an advantage if they are looking - as surely most of them must - for a
future in Europe. It is possible to focus not only on politics and law, but also on economics
and human resources management. This reflects, more than anything else, the growing
complexity of Europe as an academic and professional field. On a purely practical level, the
maturer students that enter the College having already located their field of interest can opt
to specialise yet further. The less experienced, meanwhile, benefit from broad introductory
courses into subject matter many might have initially shied from. The courses on European law,
as taught to the politicians, economists and human resourcists, are cases in point, without
which, however, many would never have realised the technical difference between a regulation
and a directive. At the same time, it is music to politicians' ears to hear the juristes complain
that competition law is just too uncertain to be law "in the normal sense".
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Yet the older spirit of the College lives on by virtue of its multi -discplinary courses that pit economist against lawyer, politician against human resourcist, in argument over European history,
culture and art. Some of these classes are undoubtedly the most memorable, not just because of their subject matter, but because they enable students to vent their prejudices against
the disciplines represented by their course-mates. The joy of the politics student as the economist is forced to accept the significance of political influence on demand and supply, and
the euphoria of the economist when it transpires that no one else understands demand and
supply anyway, are something to beho ld. Even more satisfying still is the pain writ large on a
lawyer's face upon the realisation of the need to write real essays.
To be sure, it is the possibility of understanding the principles underlying agricultural policy,
Factortame, the euro and life-long learning, all under one roof, that gives the College true value .
Whether you agree with EMU or not, you will know at least two arguments for and against it
after Bruges (although, let's be honest, its plus points will probably get greater exposure).
There is also the miracle of the Christmas exams, when for the only time in their lives the politics students know about every single EU policy dossier. Summertime is yet more impressive,
as lawyers pack an entire year's graft into four hours of frenzied essay writing - in French.
However, every ancien knows in his or her bones that the defining moment of Bruges' academic
year, the fulcrum of the experience, is when theses are finally handed in. This moment, usually in early May, is regarded with trepidation as spring approaches, and deep relief once passed. Thereafter all the pressure is on the tutors, who must wade through acres of ink-jet toner,
and still maintain an objective eye.
The point of the thesis is to give students the opportun ity to indulge themselves in the topic
of their choice. The trouble is that, with so many other temptations on offer, self-indulgence
often equals immersion in totally unrelated activities. An interesting phenomenon is the way in
which choosing a thesis subject so clearly separates the prepared and driven from the happygo-lucky and reflective . In the competitive and hothouse atmosphere of Bruges, some of the
former will always announce how their magnum opus is but done and dusted within minutes
of arrival at Zaventem airport following the Christmas break. Some of the latter, meanwhile,
sometimes will fall into a downwards spiral as they get together for bouts of drinking in a bid
to feel better about their collective under-productivity.
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Student life, College of Europe, Bruges.

Most importantly, the thesis enables students to proclaim some form of genuine expertise, gained
through their own research efforts. In many instances, their work constitutes a real addition to
the literature, normally focusing on highly current events and basing conclusions on interviews
and newly-produced documentary evidence. There is frequently symmetry between thesis
subject and subsequent career choice. At the same time, there are those for whom the prime
objective of the thesis is simply to come to a conclusion, any conclusion, before the deadline.
For them, the carrot at the end of the stick is the prospect of something more interesting
to talk about at dinner than their neighbour's discoveries on the uses and abuses of the co decision procedure.

THE

MANY

METHODS

OF

TEACHING

THE DYNAMICS OF THE CLASSROOM EXPERIENCE in Bruges are incomparable. Being taught in
more than one language, and by people who are stars in their fields and who each champion
different ways of communicating their expertise does not often happen in any normal higher
educational environment. But in Bruges the variety is so great that it can often be unnerving.
Teaching methods range from the gallic-style sermon to the anglo-saxon debate, and the
teachers may tolerate the odd mumblings of the ignorant, or the tirades of the unbeliever, but
often they may not. Their students are sometimes unsure of how to respond in classes that
make alien demands of them - whether that means sitting still for an hour or being made to
comment, criticise and argue continuously. Knowledge imparted by teachers may be meticulously prepared beforehand, but equally enjoyable is the recounting of an anecdote that
serves to illustrate a point as effectively as the most rational argument.
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Time constraints take their toll: mammoth lessons must ensue if the teacher has just flown in
from Boston, or arrived by train from Cologne, to return from whence they came a day later.
The most muted table at dinner is usually the class that has just endured a six hour lecture.
But without such intensity, it may not have proved possible to get to the bottom of the fusion
theory, or to understand how to accommodate a Europe of twenty-five member states within
institutions designed for six.
As varied as the teaching is the examining. Some students have never before faced the rigours
of an oral exam - and then are required to do it in a foreign language. The corridor scenes at
the College at Christmas and in june resemble the wings of a theatre on first night, everyone
going through their lines again and again. Many students suspect that the examiners must tire
eventually of hearing their own comments repeated back to them ad infinitum. The hero of
modern times in this regard must be the one and only jean-Paul jacque, whose ability not to
flinch throughout an entire two days of hearing the significance of the Luxembourg compromise recited before him is now legendary. Perhaps he should opt for marking essays.
Indeed, there are just as many students who have never experienced written exams, and the
pain they must endure as they contemplate spending an afternoon failing to express themselves adequately in a language not of their choosing must be considerable. Nonetheless, it is
clear that the College's teachers look beyond the quality of syntax to fish out the quality of
content, as marks seldom reflect linguistic capabilities.
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As fascinating as the methods of teaching are the responses of the taught, and their reflections
of national stereotypes. The French are studious, serious and philosophical - and self-consciously so. The Germans are not the most voluble, but almost always get the best grades. The
British argue a lot, to enhance their notoriety. The Italians are too cool for studying, but in the
end make sure they get by. The Spanish will memorise everything they hear, in order to avoid
the effort of serious thought and get on with enjoying themselves. The Portuguese do the same,
but are most definitely not Spanish. The Greeks do little, comfortable in the knowledge that if
it had not been for them, civilisation would not even be here. The Scandinavians are always
entirely predictable, although the Finns are less so. Benelux students display good sense and
effort, as do the Austrians, but with less charisma. The Irish favour streams of consciousness.

AI

ROADS

FAD

TO

BRIISSFI S

A HUGE ADVANTAGE OF BRUGES is its closeness to Brussels, not only enabling students to
visit the institutions they are studying, but also because its psychological proximity creates a
sense of being 'close to the action'. This is particularly important at a time when a major problem with the European project is its perceived distance from the people it is designed to serve.
Bruges students get close to its workings, and are able to gain a sense of its inner mechanics.
To a certain extent they may become co-opted into the European environment, themselves
becoming distant from the true European citizen 'in the street'. But a term at Bruges does not
condemn a student to life in Brussels, and most return to their homes, or elsewhere in Europe,
placing them in a position to spread the gospel of comprehension as to the meaning, value
and activity of the European Union in places other than its institutional seat.
Especially useful is the fact that students can meet real policy makers. Indeed, as part of preparations for their theses, many students are able to go to Brussels to interview officials in the
Commission, Council, European Parliament, WEU, NATO and elsewhere, They are also able to
secure access to the latest documentation on policy development. Moreover, many classes are
taught by the officials themselves, and students are frequently treated to first hand reports of
the state of negotiations on a current policy dossier as a means of illustrating a point. Active
politicians may visit too, to give lectures and participate in debate. One such occasion placed
a UK opposition spokesperson together with a French government minister. The former later
expressed the concern that the latter had tried to engage in unofficial negotiation, in view of
the then upcoming UK general elections and the chances of the opposition party forming the
next British government. Ironically, the spokesperson duly became a minister, while the French
minister was turfed out of office only a month later in snap elections that also saw a change
of government. They hardly had time to get to know each other.
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Celebrating ...

Some of the most memorable experiences, however, are the organised visits to Brussels,
Strasbourg, Luxembourg, Prague and elsewhere. For all involved, these demonstrate how much
fun even the European Parliament can be in the depths of a Strasbourg winter if there is the
promise of 'cakes and ale' at the end of the day in the company of seventy-old classmates.
Politics students also get the chance to pretend that their lifetime's ambition has been fulfilled, they are finally government ministers, and they are participating in a real policy debate in
a Council negotiating room. This - the unforgettable simulation game, which pits all against all
in a battle of wits over some obscure technical matter which no one understands - is perhaps
the finest and most appropriate training for a future in Europe. The game is the purest demonstration not only of the essence of European policy making, but of politics itself - of who gets
what, when and where - the classic scrabbling for limited resources. Nonetheless, all students
fondly remember as the absolute highlight the moment when coffee is delivered directly to
them. We are all seeking a future of served coffee first and horse-trading later after this.

GENERATION

EIIROPE?

BUT A LOVE OF HORSE-TRADING - that is, confrontation and self-interest - is certainly not
a defining product of a year in Bruges. A better reflection is provided by Kart Deutsch's classic
communications theory of European integration. Deutsch, writing in the late 1950'S and early
1960'S at the time of the EU's inception, suggested that integration would be fostered through
the need to build greater contact between member states, as part and parcel of making the
Union function. This would in turn promote growing familiarity, leading to greater understanding of different cultures and ways of living, before being supplanted by a totally novel
environment that is an amalgam of the kaleidoscope of European experience. The gradual
elimination of 'otherness' between European states effectively consolidates the project, and a
European political, economic and cultural union exists as a fait accompli.
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"Halloween, carnival, each group
contributes and shares its
own traditions... "

Romantic as this imagery is, it serves to illustrate well the significance of academic life at the
College of Europe for its students. We live together, study together, think and argue together.
We start out very differently, and we remain different thereafter. But we cannot deny how much
we have in common once Bruges has left its mark.

(2)

bringing students
to students

to

Europe

and

Europe

OUR WORLD IS GOING THROUGH A PERIOD of transition and change, and the signs are that
in Europe, as elsewhere, times are changing more rapidly than ever, and perhaps are becoming
less predictable than ever before. A French historian has compared this change with the transition from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance:
"L'Europe du Moyen Age et des Temps modernes a dO faire face au monde byzantin, au
monde arabe, a l'Empire turc. Aujourd'hui, il s'agit heureusement d'une confrontation
plus paci{ique; mais I'existence d'acteurs de I'histoire gigantesque par I'etendue ou par
la force economique, ou par les deux la fois, impose l'Europe d'atteindre une taille
comparable ala leur si elle veut exister, evoluer et garder son identite. Face al'Amerique,
face au Japon, face demain a la Chine, l'Europe doit avoir la masse economiquement,
demographiquement et politiquement capable d'assurer son independance.
ElIe a heureusement pour elle la force de sa civilisation et de ses heritages communs.
Nous I'avons vu: au cours de vingt-cinq siecles, en strates toujours renouveJees, la civilisation europeenne a ete creatrice; et, aujourd'hui encore, comme un slogan I'a dit, la
principale matiere premiere de l'Europe est sans doute la matiere grise". ( 26 )

a

a

( 26 ) jacques Le Gaff, La vieille Europe et la notre, Editions Seuil, Paris 1994, pp.62 -63.
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As stressed in the European Commission's White Paper on growth, competitiveness, and
employment, ( 27 ) Europe's human resources constitute the European Union's most important
economic asset. liThe European Union's greatest asset for boosting its industrial competitiveness is its capacity to generate and use knowledge, with the aid of the great potential of its
labour force and the social consensus laying the foundation for harnessing it". ( 28 ) Schooling
competent Europeans is thus a vital part of the European Union's investment in human resources, which is one of the keys to successfully meeting all the challenges of the 21st century.
Hence, to a greater extent than before, advancing the European dimension in teaching has
become a vital part as regards globalisation and in avoiding the jeopardy of a watered-down
European society. The College of Europe was set up in 1949 to build a European dimension in
the field of postgraduate studies. Today, 50 years later, this aim has lost none of its relevance
for the College of Europe.
In building up a European dimension, the College of Europe in fact reshaped the training system
by creating a genuine open and dynamic European learning area. From the very beginning, the
College of Europe has sought to keep abreast of events through the internationalisation of its
programmes and environment. The rapid advancement of the European marketplac~ demanded
an understanding not only of methodology, but also of a variety of cultural influences. The pragmatic approach of the College of Europe to these demands included employing an international
faculty and curricula, attracting a multinational student body, and providing an international environment to study in. Thus, over the last 50 years, the College of Europe was able to train competent young Europeans whose talents are needed in business and in society as a whole.
A second aim of the College of Europe was to relate classroom theory to professional skills.
The ability to utilise classroom theories is no longer sufficient. Europeans of today must have
the academic background, human skills and initiative to anticipate and to solve the complicated problems of the European marketplace.
Being European means having the advantage of a cultural background of unparallelled diversity. The aim of the College of Europe has always been to enable its students to make the very
best out of this diversity. The College's consistently growing reputation since 1949 is a clear
indication of its commitment to this end. liThe essential aim of education and training has

( 27 ) European Commission, White Paper on growth, competitiveness, and employment, Part A: The challenges and ways
forward into the 21st century, COM(93) 700 final, Brussels, 5 December 1993.
( 28 ) An industrial competitiveness policy for the European Union, Document drawn up on the basis of COM(94) 319 final,
Brussels 1994, in: Supplement to the Bulletin ofthe European Union, 3/94, P.19.
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Hall of Residence Gouden Handstraat 4, Bruges.

always been personal development and the successful integration of Europeans into society
through the sharing of common
values, the passing on of cultural
heritage and the teaching of selfreliance". ( 29 ) The European Commission's White Paper "Towards
the learning society" here, in fact,
sums up what is known as the "Bruges formula", developed over the last 50 years, for training
competent Europeans. The College of Europe offers European studies, highly specialised as well
as interdisciplinary, along with the practical knowledge acquired through working and living in
a truly European community.
The ultimate goal of education, namely to build up an individual's self-reliance, is a "sine qua
non" of successful adaptation and change. The two main responses of the College of Europe
have been and still are to give students access to a broad knowledge as well as training their
skills to work and cooperate in a variable, multi-cultural environment.
In today's world, knowledge in this broad sense can be defined as an acquired body of technical knowledge, allied to social competence. The latter concerns inter-personal knowledge, i.e.
a whole range of skills corresponding to the level of responsibility held, such as the ability to
co-operate and work as part of a team, creativeness and the quest for quality. The Round Table
of European Industrialists in 1995 stressed the need for flexible training with a broad knowledge approach: "The essential mission of education is to help everyone to develop their own
( 29 ) European Commission, White Paper on education and training: teaching and learning - towards the learning society,
Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, Luxembourg 1996, p.18.
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potential and become a complete human being, as opposed to a tool at the service of the economy; the acquisition of knowledge and skills should go hand in hand with building up character, broadening outlook and accepting one's responsibility in society". ( 30 )
The employability of a person and their capacity to adapt are linked to the way they are able
to combine these different types of knowledge and build on them. Relying on national institutions to build up this kind of employability in a global context is insufficient and people cannot be left to fend for themselves either. The most efficient training approaches are those which
operate within a network. This is where the College of Europe comes in. Since the very beginning, the College has welcomed students from all over Europe, but also form North America and
beyond: Japan, Israel, Brazil, South Africa, to name just a few. In bringing people together on
the Bruges campus and in Natolin, East meets West and North meets South. The College of
Europe attracts outstanding graduates from all backgrounds and enables them to compete on
the international stage. They are qualified appropriately as regards the demanding curriculum
of the College, they have an international orientation, and they are open-minded.
Moreover, the College is also distinct in that it attracts specialists from a wide range of academic and professional backgrounds to form its teaching staff. The diverse backgrounds of its
"flying professors" makes for a wide range of approaches, traditions and procedures which
have been developed independently and which can be complementary. The students thus benefit from an enriching diversity of methods. The College is like the EU itself in its diversity, and
this is its greatest source of richness and potency. Europe's cultural diversity and the mobility
between the cultures are invaluable resources for adapting to changing social, economic and
political circumstances.
Thus, a fundamental principle of the College is "learning by doing". In going beyond the mere
communication of knowledge, the College attempts to offer its graduates a "European school
of life" that is not available anywhere else. Bringing people t ogether is the most efficient way
of allowing people of divergent cultures to learn from their diversities. The College encourages
its students to find out about, to become aware of and to recognise the value of cultural diversity. The College does not try to eliminate diversity; it tries to train its graduates to live and
cooperate within diversity.
Europe as a daily experience: for one academic year, more than 300 students from 30 different
nations experience a life in a close community. This must be understood quite literally, as all
graduates are accommodated in hallls of residence where students live and study together and where they celebrate together: birthdays, Halloween, carnival, each group contributes and

( 30 ) European Round Table

of Industrialists, Brussels 1995.
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shares its own traditions with the others. By making the experience of living together that
intense, the College forges bonds that cut across boundaries, that develop understanding and
forge new and lasting friendships. Day-to-day life in the College gives each student the opportunity to acquire practical and social knowledge and, more broadly, skills and qualifications
suited to a Europe of the 21st century. A heightened sense of creativity, initiative and the
entrepreneurial is thus achieved.
Of course, the stimulating and broadening educational experience is fundamental, not least
through the cross-disciplinary mix of student interests. In addition, a wide range of extra-curricular activities is organised, including study trips to the relevant EU institutions. National parties are another kind of "happening", for which Bruges students make a tremendous effort,
thus allowing their fellow students to realise how many bright colours life in Europe has.
Knowledge of languages is an obvious key to understanding. Languages help to build up the
feeling of being European with all its cultural wealth and diversity. Proficiency in several
Community languages has become a prerequisite in Europe if students are to benefit from the
personal opportunities open to them in the border-free Single Market. The College supports this
by offering its students a working and living environment based upon the College's bilingual
approach, but also on the fact that there are students from all corners in Bruges and Natolin
who speak practically every living European language. Notwithstanding all this diversity, the
more than 5500 graduates that have passed through the doors of Bruges since 1949 have thus
developed a common spirit: the "esprit de Bruges", which every promotion creates again and
interprets in its very own way.
Because of this "esprit de Bruges", this close relationship which is nurtured in Bruges, many
graduates maintain strong ties with Bruges afterwards. An active former students' association
helps to keep contacts alive. Though it originally played a mainly social role, the association
now is beginning to perform the task of an employment agency. Almost 400 civil servants in
the Commission and one quarter of recent graduates working for an EU institution claim that
an efficient "Bruges network" has indeed been set up based on a common academic background.
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The process towards a truly European society can only be furthered if it is nurtured by a sense
of "European identity". Since the very beginning, the College was able to contribute to this
sense of a European identity through a greater awareness of what Europe means in a modern
and rapidly changing world. Of course, the College of Europe cannot supply the final answer
to what European identity is. But the College can contribute in a significant way. It can pave
the way for a broader debate on Europe in the years ahead. The contributions the students
from the College of Europe made to the 50th anniversary of the Hague Conference in 1998 were
just one example of how this might be achieved.
In this way Europe will prove that it is not simply a free trade area, but a political entity, and
that it can successfully come to terms with, rather than being subject to, globalisation. This age
of change forms a historical challenge and opportunity for Europe. As 50 years ago, when the
College of Europe was central to the new European age, it is up to the College now to be once
again at the centre of a Europe of tomorrow. Hence, the future of the College of Europe depends
very much on its capacity to train young competent and responsible Europeans to pose
questions and to seek new answers. In the end, the College of Europe's future rests on the
commitment, enthusiasm and originality of its students and professors: a living College of
Europe.
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"L'Europe est une idee-force, irreversible, le reve des idealistes
qui nous ont precedes, la promesse et le compromis que les nouvelles
generations - j'en suis sOr - sauront transformer en une rea lite irrevocable."

( Mario Soares, Premier Ministre du Portugal [1997] )
SEANCE D'OUVERTURE DE LA 28EME ANNEE ACADEMIQUE
PROMOTION KARL RENNER

THE LIFE OF AN ASSISTANT

CHAPTER

7

the Itfe

( 1)

_~o~f

an

ass~istant

Bruges

BRUGES IS WELL-KNOWN FOR ITS BEAUTIFUL ARCHITECTURE. It is such a lovely town that sometimes it appears unreal. In such a perfect place you do not even need an alarm-clock
to wake you up in the morning. From seven o'clock onwards, every hour, the sound
of the Cathedral's bells wakes you up, sometimes softened by the walls of your house.
But today it is a different story and waking up is not that easy. Yesterday night the weekly
"Bar event" of the students of the College of Europe took place and, of course, I participated as
well as my colleagues, the multinational team of the fifteen assistants of the College, from the
four departments that compose it. It is quite a special role, that of an assistant in Bruges. In fact,
we are all alumni who graduated from the College during previous years and we have been
selected by the departments on the basis of our academic and "personality" skills. In a College
made up almost exclusively of visiting professors - the so-called "flying faculty" - we are junior
academics present at the College, and we keep the link between the student body and the
professors. I guess you could call us the fifteen pillars of daily academic life and the soul of the
departments.
Thus, our relationship with the students is very close, but we continuously have to strike a
balance between our professional role and the personal relations we establish with them. So,
we all like the weekly "Bar event" because it gives us the opportunity to relax and mingle with
"our" students. Moreover, as everybody at the College agrees, drinking together is perfectly in
line with the Preamble to the Treaty on European Union: building "an ever closer union among
the peoples of Europe ".
Today is going to be a long day: one of the 7 professors I assist during the year will start
teaching at 8.30 already. I am at the College at 8.20. I check whether the professor has got
the materials he needs for his class . Students start arriving. I hope I do not look as tired as
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they do. The lecture starts, the topic today is "The Role of the European Parliament". I have
already attended this class when I was a student at the College but being present again is useful for at least two reasons: to keep up-to-date with new developments and to follow the interaction between the students and the professor. Debates in class are interesting, and some of
the students come out with very clever points.
It is ten o'clock, this class stops for now, I can retire to my office. The first thing waiting for
me is my mail, both paper and electronic. What do we have here: yes, the new outline sent
by one of "my professors" for his second term course, a request for some documents from
another professor, and so forth .
From now on students can come and see the assistants: rigorously, within office hours, three
hours per day, otherwise they risk paralysing all our activities. I hope that not too many will
come today because I have a deadline to submit an article I am writing for a well-known
periodical. The first student who comes to see me wants more information on class materials:
everything seemed to be clear to me, but I have to be patient and try to answer all of his
questions. At the end of the day, much of being an assistant is being part of a service we
provide to students. The second student who comes is a more difficult case: she feels she is
suffering under the pressure put on her by the amount of work she is expected to do, and she
has difficulties in French. I start using all my persuasion skills to inject her with the self-confidence she needs. I can tell her, for instance, that when I was a student, I had problems in
French as well, and that I perfectly remember the pressure the courses put on me, but if I made
it she can make it. I am sure that after the December exams she will feel much better and
pressure will be less strong. In addition , she cannot run away just because she thinks it is a
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tough experience, if she does it now, I am afraid she will keep on doing it for the rest of her
studies or professional career, that it was not the right approach. Well, she seems to feel
better, at least she has stopped crying and, yes, she leaves my office ... with my Kleenex.
The third student arrives for advice on her Master's thesis. She is writing on the same area in
which I am specialising: this is a really enriching talk for both of us, we can exchange ideas,
bibliographies, materials, a real privilege.
No more students for today, I can finally take care of the last details of my publication and mail
it. I feel lighter.
Lunch-time, a break or ... perhaps not a real one. "My" professor wants to have lunch with me
to discuss the changes he wants to make to his syllabus: another working lunch! However, it
is quite flattering that such a well-known professor takes my opinion into consideration. In fact,
in most of the cases relationships with professors of the College are not hierarchical but friendly and enriching, also from a personal point of view.
At two o'clock I need to go. An assistants' meeting has been scheduled. We have to agree on
a position paper that we will present at the Academic Council. The issue to be debated is the
reassessment of the Academic Programmes for the College. This is a fundamental debate which
has been going on for several months. Fortunately, we just need to fix some final details today
and this will not take us a long time. Surprise, surp'rise: the Germans are late, when they arrive
the Italians have already a written proposal, the French agree without proposing any amendments, and the British have lost their scepticism. Evidently, stereotypes do not always apply.
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At three o'clock the meeting is over. I have half an hour to go through my outline for the last
time and get ready for my two hours of tutorials. At three-thirty, I enter the main classroom of
the College, I sit behind the professor's desk and look at the students. It is quite scary. One
hundred people from all over Europe and elsewhere are waiting to hear what I have to say.
The topic I am going to deal with is very technical, but I know it well because I have published in this area. Still, I feel tense, I do not want to spend the next two hours sitting behind this
desk, speaking into the microphone. I prefer walking around and speaking in a loud voice. Two
hours later the tutorial was supposed to be over, but I am still trying to find answers to all the
questions the students have. When we are finally through they clap to express their approval,
which is the most rewarding moment of my working day. I really do not regret having chosen
to assist this course. I learn a lot both from the professor directly and when I prepare a tutorial. In fact, being an assistant in Bruges gives you a unique privilege. It is you who chooses
the professors and courses you want to assist, and not the other way round, as in national universities. Of course, all the courses have to be assisted, so there is a good deal of bargaining
going on at the beginning of the academic year between assistants of the same department,
but the outcome is normally very satisfactory.
By six o'clock I am back in my office, and I notice that a pile of paper has materialised on my
desk. What a surprise? Oh yes, of course, these are the dossiers of the students applying
to come and study in Bruges next year. Some national selection committees have made a
pre-selection of the "best" dossiers, and now we are asked to give our evaluation before the
students are called for the oral interview. Well, this is interesting but it will have to wait for a
while; in a few minutes the students who comprise the team representing the College in the
Moot Court European Competition will come and see my colleague who is their coach. I had
promised I would help them in preparing their pleadings.
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I get home by eight-thirty, rather exhausted. This has been a hard working day and I have not
found a moment to go to the library and do research on my Ph.D. I have worked for the entire
day and still. .. I find a reason to feel guilty. But I overcome that and forget about the Ph.D. for
tonight, after all, I am invited for dinner by my Spanish colleague, paella is waiting for me.

(2)

Natolin

7H30, LA VIE URBAINE DEMARRE BON TRAIN dans le matin cristallin de la capitale polonaise; Varsovie s'anime sur les avenues, engorgees par les voitures et dans les tramways qui incisent le pave a grand bruit de ferraille. Les commer~ants decrochent les volets metalliques et
decouvrent les devantures. Les pietons, decides, pressent le pas et s'engouffrent dans la bouche de metro d'ou s'exhale le parfum acre des entrailles de la ville. Les lueurs au fond de la
galerie signalent que la locomotive va bient6t surgir; routine d'un matin citadin, dans une capitale europeenne comme une autre.

Un quart d'heure de transport souterrain, occupe d'une lecture attentive des dernieres nouvelles
ou par des rencontres fortuites, suivi d'une promenade au grand air dans le quartier sud de
Varsovie en direction du Campus de Natolin. Une fois passees les portes du College d'Europe sous
le regard des gardiens, on penetre alors dans l'antre d'un savoir europeen encore engourdi de
sommeil, un havre de paix feutre, au coeur des remous de la transformation_ Un etudiant matinal
arrive a velo. It est bient6t neuf heures, la residence s'eveille tandis que le "Rectorat" s'active.
Le bureau chauffe respire le tabac froid, signe d'une veillee de profonde meditation nocturne.
Un cafe salutaire ouvre la journee de l'assistant voue .a garantir la "permanence" academique,
sous la houlette du vice-Recteur epaule par une administration devouee. Nous sommes quatre
anciens a Natolin a nous etre ainsi mues en assistants pour le bon amarrage d'une faculte
volante dont les membres tout comme a Bruges, viennent pour le temps Iimite de leurs interventions et puis s'en vont. On transmet, on diffuse, on distribue la matiere a connaitre et a
penser, avec l'appui de la bibliotheque et... de la photocopieuse.
Mais au-dela de la logistique, l'encadrement academique par l'assistant implique aussi ce qu'on
appelle, dans le jargon collegien, le ''tutorial'', veritable epreuve devant un auditoire d'etudiants. Cette intervention consiste a reprendre des themes de cours generalement determines
par le professeur, signe encore de l'etroite et necessaire collaboration qui existe entre lui-meme
et son assistant. ('est surtout le cas pour les cours fondamentaux et donc obligatoires.
L'approche des examens constitue d'ailleurs la periode la plus chargee pour ce type de rencontres "au sommet".
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D'ailleurs, en marge de I'encadrement academique, I'assistant a aussi pour devoir et coutume
de se construire une capacite d'ecoute a toute epreuve, y compris et surtout, dans ces rares
endroits qui, au College, sont denues de tout caractere academique, a savoir dans le bar et
le restaurant. Le dejeuner est en effet I'occasion de bavarder a l'aise. On mange d'abord, on
philosophe ensuite, ardemment.
Une autre discussion se tiendra autour d'un cafe dans le cadre du sommet hebdomadaire du
service academique, sous I'autorite du vice-Recteur. A I'ordre du jour, on passera en revue les
activites academiques de la semaine passee, avec en filigrane une reflexion recurrente sur le
developpement du curriculum dans la perspective d'un prochain comite academique. Chacun
des assistants fait alors part de ses remarques et suggestions sur I'organisation des cours ou
sur les besoins d'encadrement de certains etudiants, a la lumiere de la diversite des formations. Cette discussion perm et ainsi d'optimaliser le service rendu aux etudiants et de contri buer, comme le font les collegues brugeois, a I'evolution de "I'acquis academique" du College.
Ce bref tour de table arrivant a son terme, le professeur de droit des relations exterieures, juste
arrive de I'aeroport, s'apprete a donner son seminaire. Au programme, une etude de cas sur
les relations entre l'Union europeenne et les Pays d'Europe centrale et orientale et I'analyse
des derniers instruments juridiques elabores par la Communaute, permettra d'envisager I'engagement global de l'Union dans le processus de son elargissement a l'Est. L'enseignant met
en lumiere les enjeux, les modalites et les obstacles qui caracterisent la dynamique en
question. Cependant, il ne s'agit pas seulement de I'apprentissage des techniques. La reunion
d'etudiants venant de pays membres ou candidats a I'UE et unis en communaute pour "repenser l'Europe", provoque des discussions de fond qui interpellent la doxa europeenne. Qui sait
d'ailleurs si ces etudiants ne seront pas demain a la meme table de negociation !
A I'issue d'un debat stimulant, fait de reflexions critiques et d'orthodoxie, on a envie de s'isoler et de reprendre le travail de recherche. Entre reunions et salles de cours, on veut s'offrir
le luxe de quelques heures asociales afin de pouvoir se dedier a ce qui, au fond, donne sa
consistance academique a I'assistant. Sans travail scientifique, qui peut remplir de maniere peu
credible ses devoirs de soutien vis-a-vis des etudiants? Comment peut-on pretendre etre utile
aux professeurs qui souhaitent un appui solide pour confirmer, voire completer leurs
cours?
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Des lors, l'assistant doit conjuguer judicieusement les heures de recherche et la disponibilite
aux etudiants. Imaginons en effet qu'une telecopie parvienne a la reception annon~ant la substance de l'affaire qui doit etre traitee par les equipes du Concours Rene Cassino Une reunion
immediate s'impose avec les natoliniens, etudiants militants convaincus ou juristes de tous
poils, afin d'envisager comment discuter avec ceux a Strasbourg, avec ceux pour qui les droits
de l'homme sont a fouler aux pieds. Un des coequipiers pourra profiter de l'occasion pour
discuter du choix encore imprecis de la dominante et des cours qu'il devra suivre au second
semestre. Nous commencerons alors un debat d'alchimistes sur le juste programme d'etudes
europeennes. Certains etudiants font leur choix sur la base de leur orientation academique afin
d'approfondir et de specialiser leur acquis; d'autres, inspires par Edgar Morin, envisagent plut6t
"de-compartimentaliser" leur savoir. lis souhaitent elargir leur approche par l'apprentissage
et l'usage d'autres methodes afin de decouvrir les autres facteurs structurants de l'Europe, tout
en ayant la possibilite d'affiner leur specialisation. La dynamique d'elargissement et la « recreation de l'Europe» passent incontestablement par la connaissance pratique des techniques
de l'integration mais exigent tout autant leur mise en perspective par une comprehension d'ensemble, pluri-disciplinaire. En tout et pour tout, nous aurons donc passe des heures, 6 combien stimulantes, a chercher la pierre philosophale de l'education europeenne.
Enfin, dans les lueurs vesperales, les lumieres du restaurant invitent a poursuivre les discussions autour d'une table car penser l'Europe implique tant l'esprit que la bonne chair. Au dessert, dans la chaleur du bureau, la conclusion d'une publication des actes d'un colloque occupera la soiree. Demain matin, j'y retrouverai l'odeur de tabac froid, et de cafe brOlant. Qu'a cela
ne tienne, une petite incartade au Natol'lnn sera de bonne augure pour enfin, vivre l' Europe.
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"Le College d'Europe se propose d'etudier notre partie du monde
dans son ensemble, comme un tout coherent. Dispenser cet enseignement
cl notre jeunesse est une tache difficile, qui exige de I'enthousiasme."
( Robert Schuman, Homme politique fran~ais Posa les bases de la CECA et de la CED )
PRE FACE DU LlVRE "SCIENCES HUMAINES
ET INTEGRATION EUROPEENNE,"
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"NECESSITE FAIT LOI"? Maybe this was the reason why during the first years of its
existence, the College of Europe relied mainly on visiting professors. However, it
continues till this day.
Visiting professors come "in all shapes and sizes". They may be full time professors
at other academic institutions. In fact 65% of them are. They may come from the
private sector: 15% of them do. They may also come from the public sector: 19% of them
do. Some "descend" on Bruges from Brussels but many others come from any city within
the bounds of the European Union, but also from Budapest, Poznan, Cambridge (Mass.)
or Tokyo. Some keep on visiting for many years and become in effect "permanent" visiting
professors. Others are visiting professors who come only briefly, passing like shooting stars
across the College's sky.
It would be tempting to identify some of them in particular. To do so would be arbitrary and
unjust. They have all contributed, or, as the case may be, continue to contribute, each in her/his
own way, to shaping the diversity and quality of the programmes of the "dominantes" and the
"esprit" of the College of Europe.

( 1)

why

visiting

professors?

ONE MAY WONDER WHY the College of Europe continues to adhere to the formula of a
"flying faculty". To the writer's knowledge neither the Board of Directors, nor the Academic
Council have ever defined a policy on the subject. They have at any rate not issued a policy
statement to that effect. Is it "die normative Kraft des Faktischen"? Has it become a tradition?
Or is it simply generally felt as the most appropriate solution in light of the purpose and the
tasks of the College?
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In avoiding the Charybdis of speculation and the Scylla of a pro domo, one can see at least
three good reasons why the College continues to rely essentially on visiting professors.
First, it would be rather paradoxical that the College, with its focus on European studies and
its international student body, were not to take advantage of the rich diversity of experts available in Europe and beyond. The mix of "clarte de ['expose", "Grilndlichkeit", pragmatism,
"nuchterheid", "senequismo", "la dogmatica" and so forth may sometimes bemused, bewilder
and disturb, but is this not a true reflection of Europe? Visiting professors, i.e. the genuine
ones, not those that are temporary hermits (hermits too are necessary: thought feeds on silence and solitude) and may therefore "go native" while staying at the College full-time for one
or two semesters or even longer, but those that remain in contact on a day-to-day basis with
their own academic, economic, political and social environment, arguably offer the optimum of
diversity.
Second, the College's main task is and remains teaching. Rather than being a think tank, its
purpose is to help to think and to think about society as it should be, the "Sol/en", but also
about society as it is, the "Sein". If the College wants, as it does, to assist students in helping
to shape society in a European framework, it also needs the input of practitioners from a variety of horizons with day-to-day experience in how society works. In the absence of sabbatical
leaves, those in academia, the civil service, consultancies, enterprises, the judiciary, law firms,
etc. who are prepared to offer their assistance to the College, can in practice only do so as
visiting professors.
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Third - and why not? - for an academic institution that believes in, and practises, economic
efficiency, i.e. making the most of its limited financial resources, it is not without importance
that visiting professors are less expensive.

(2)

how to

deal with

visiting

professors?

IN FRANCE, THOSE UNIVERSITY TEACHERS that flock into a university town for one or two
days a week are called (by the others) "turbo-professeurs". In other countries they may be
called "suitcase professors".
Quite obviously the considerable diversity of visiting professors risks turning the College, which
others have called "the institutionalised clash of cultures", into a tower of Babel and the courses into a disparate amalgam with which even the chaos theory could not come to grips. There
are thus "garde-fous".
The first set of "garde-fous" consists of the Academic Council, the directors of the various
Departments and the few permanent professors. They are the catalysts that prevent the clash
of cultures from exploding. They do more than this. At least in the Law Department, the Director
organises a post-mortem of each academic year at a meeting to which all professors are
called. Sinners are occasionally encouraged to make public confessions and to promise not to
sin again. These meetings are not always paraphrases on the motto of Henri Mensonge, the
well-known French deconstructivist: "tout /e monde i/ est beau, tout /e monde i/ est genti/".
The second set of "garde-fous" is the student body. Visiting professors may think that they are
without sin ("Errare humanum est": when reading the evaluation forms they discover to their
dismay that students think otherwise. And ... "cet age est sans pitie". One does not even have
to wait until the end of the academic year: simulation games offer the students an excellent
opportunity for mimicking the idiosyncracies of the teacher in charge. "A bon entendeur, sa/ut".
There is a third set of "garde-fous". They are deceptively called ''teaching assistants" or "assistants" . In fact, they are guardian angels that the College appoints to supervise visiting professors, to keep them in check and out of mischief. How many syllabi would be incomplete or
late, how many classes would be missed, if these guardian angels did not call their charges to
account? The assistants also tutor. The College uses this term for a combination of efforts it
makes to soften the impact of visiting professors on the students. This is also a task for which
the College relies on assistants. They are used preventatively and prepare students for the
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emotional and intellectual shock of being taught by visiting professors, who assume either that
students already know everything, or that the teaching method used in one part of the EU can
be transplanted without rejection into an EU-wide, if not international, student body. Assistants
are also used curatively: they do post-trauma counselling and conduct intellectual rehabilitation
exercises for students that are suffering from repeated exposure to various visiting professors!

(3)

why

would

one

be

a visiting professor?

IF THIS WERE A STUDENT'S QUESTION in a seminar at the College, a teacher would probably
react by saying that this is a very good question and by inviting other students to reply to it.
Since this "Socratic method" is not available, this writer is forced to come up with a reply. He
is in a predicament. The usual tools of this trade cannot be put to work. There are no authorities to which he can refer. The subject matter has not been investigated by other scholars.
There is no market research, and no opinion polls have been conducted. The only remaining
source for a reply is observation or personal experience. To that extent - and to that extent
only - the reply will be like poetry, which the Dutch poet Willem Cloos also called the most
individual expression of the most individual emotion.
In an attempt to rationalise what admittedly is the enjoyable experience of being a visiting
professor, this writer finds himself in the intellectually somewhat uncomfortable position of
being led for objectivity's sake, albeit "obtorto collo", to qualify this experience as fascinating,
challenging and rewarding.
Being a visiting professor at the College is a fascinating experience. Students come from all
over the EU and beyond. They want to test the knowledge they have acquired of national
experiences against another experience, that of European integration. They are willing to share
their national experiences, to discuss and to review them and to discover what they have
in common. To assist them in this process and to prepare oneself to do so as adequately as
possible is in and by itself fascinating.
Being a visiting professor at the College of Europe is a challenging experience. Its international
student body requires being approached imaginatively. What is accepted as adequate, normal
and proper in a national academic setting needs to be critically reviewed for its merits in an
international academic setting. It is all the more challenging when courses take the form of
seminars. Students do not expect to sit in a seminar and listen to a "cours magistral" or
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a "Vorlesung". Most of them come to each session having read the materials and are thus
well prepared. The interactive teaching at the College does not allow the teacher faced with
incisive questions and critical comments to run for cover behind the non-existent authority of
her/his supposed knowledge and wisdom acquired in a national academic setting, which is only
one among many. He/she must explain and justify. It has the healthy effect of keeping the
visiting professor on her/his toes.
Being a visiting professor at the College is a rewarding experience. Students are at postgraduate level. They are usually highly motivated and willing to work hard. Particularly during seminars, they tend to come up with novel ideas, and they reach new insights. They are not only
being taught, they are also teaching one another... and the teacher.
The College of Europe is associated with European integration, one of the remarkable phenomena characterising twentieth century Europe. Visiting professors are, probably undeservedly,
proud but above all grateful for having had the opportunity of contributing to what the College
of Europe has in common with European integration: in the words of James Joyce "the marriage
of the mundane and the miraculous".
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"Le College d'Europe il Bruges, dont la renommee et le prestige sont connus bien
au-delil de nos frontieres, est sans aucun doute le forum le plus approprie
pour exposer notre vision et nos ambitions pour I'Europe. Le College s'est
avere etre le vivier par excellence d'idees et de personnalites qui s'engagent
pour I'avenir de I'Europe et de notre societe. Son influence depasse
en effet largement la sphere academique. Le College a forme
des dizaines d'etudiants qui aujourd'hui oeuvrent sur le terrain
pour I'unification europeenne."
( Jean-Luc Dehaene, Premier Ministre de Belgique )

VISITE AU COLLEGE 22.03.1995

L' ASSOC IATIO N DES ANCIENS

CHAPTER

9

FORMER DES EUROPEENS RESPONSABLES pour l'Europe de demain, telle est la mission que
s'est fixee depuis 1949 le College d'Europe. Mission reussie? Si le cinquantieme anniversaire genere de multiples discussions sur le futur visage du College et sa contribution

a l'Europe

du XXleme siecle, l' appreciation du succes du projet des Peres

Fondateurs ne peut se faire qu'

a travers

les anciens etudiants, dont l' interet est

garant de la vitalite de l'institution et dont la reussite assure son rayonnement
vers le monde.
L'experience vecue

a Bruges

que l'on se plait

a qualifier d'unique

a tra-

a-t-elle porte ses fruits, cree

une veritable communaute d'interets, reelle pour le projet europeen? Ces questions ne trou veront de reponses que chez les Anciens eux-memes. Un rapide coup d'oeit dans la derniere
edition du Who's Who pourrait laisser craindre une tache trop etendue si on ne se souvenait
que, meme disperses sur tous les continents, les Anciens du College d'Europe constituent aussi
un reseau. Ce reseau est anime par une Association qui en est aussi le porte-parole. ('est pourquoi ces quelques considerations sur les anciens etudiants du College d'Europe seront vues
plus precisement

( 1)

a travers

la vie de leur Association.

la naissance et le developpement de l'Association

1949 VERRA ARRIVER A LA FOIS LES PREMIERS ETUDIANTS et les premiers Anciens du College
et 1951 marquera la naissance officielle de l'Association mais it faudra attendre 1954 pour que,
forts des 150 participants potentiels, les organisateurs des Journees de Pentecote, de la reunion annuelle des Anciens, inscrivent

a l'ordre

du jour de l'Assemblee generale les questions

"structurelles et corporatives", qui lanceront egalement un processus jamais interrompu de
developpement et de professionnalisation de l'Association.
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Au President des Anciens, traditionnellement elu lors de l'Assemblee generale, viendront se
joindre un, puis deux vice-presidents, un secretaire tresorier et un membre du Bureau. Le titre
de membre du Bureau, d'abord I'apanage d'un seul heureux titulaire, se multipliera rapidement.
Des responsabitites, d'abord confiees a un seul volontaire, se verront progressivement transferees a de veritables groupes de travail. Des groupes regionaux decentralises verront le jour
des 1954.
La reconnaissance passera egalement par I'acquisition d'un cadre legal approprie. It faudra
attendre 1956 pour que I' Association soit pourvue d'un statut officiel. Viendront ensuite
s'ajouter d'autres ameliorations importantes pour garantir le succes d'une organisation: un local, situe a Bruxelles, centre de passage oblige pour la majorite des Anciens, modeste d'abord
dans les annees 80, puis plus representatif avec la location, conjointement avec la Fondation
de Madariaga, d'une maison au CCEur du quartier europeen.
L'equipement viendra plus tard, grace a la generosite de certains membres actifs qui optimaliseront ainsi les efforts de ceux qui s'occupent de la reussite du projet. Car it n'est sans doute
pas inutite de rappeler que l'Association ne serait rien sans un petit groupe de benevoles.
Soumis a I'approbation de l'Assemblee generale, le Bureau des Anciens, depuis peu Conseit
d'administration, n'est pas une equipe elue sur un programme, mais un groupe d'individus
mandates par ladite Assemblee pour travailler ensemble, bon gre, mal gre, pour le meilleur et
pour le pire.
En 1994, enfin, la decision du College d'assurer une permanence a Bruxelles marquera un pas
decisif vers une plus grande professionnalisation de l'Association.
Pourtant la structure, meme la plus performante, ne serait rien sans un but a accomplir. Un des
premiers Presidents de l'Association, a la fin des annees 50, posait deja cette question fondamenta le: "How does our Association differ from other students' associations? As a member of
myoid school Association I can take part in a whole range of social activities, from playing
cricket to attending an annual dinner. I receive a magazine and have the right to wear a
particularly gaudy tie. The Anciens obviously have much more cohesion and have common
interests that go deeper than social ones. Our common concern for European affairs caused us
to come to the College of Europe in the first place. We are united in our deep interest which
no established school or university could evoke in quite the same way. If we are to take these
interests seriously, the Association should be a continuing body and represent more than an
annual gathering of old friends at Bruges".
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Meeting of the anciens: Rector
Hendrik Brugmans and
former Presidents of the
Association, A/an Forrest
and Jaap De Zwaan.

S'il semble incontournable pour une association d'anciens etudiants d'affirmer la fidelite de ses
membres par le port d'une cravate d'un gout contestable, tradition a laquelle les Anciens du
College ne manqueront pas, l'Association se veut bien plus qu'un Comite d'organisation de rencontres gastronomiques annuelles. Ainsi, des les premiers statuts, elle se fixera des objectifs
qui durant cinquante ans ne seront jamais remis en question.

(2)
E

contribuer au developpement du College d'Europe
RESEAl!

POUR ASSURER LA PERENNITE DES CONTACTS entre ses membres, l'Association met a la disposition du reseau plusieurs instruments complementaires. Le Who'sWho, tout d'abord, veritable bible des Anciens qui permet de maintenir les contacts avec les etudiants de sa promotion,
d'utiliser au mieux le reseau et constitue de surcroTt un outil efficace de promotion au service
de I'emploi.
Les premieres listes d'adresses etaient imprimees dans les pages jaunies du Carillon, le journal des Anciens. De la premiere publication independante de deux feuilles stencilees,
soigneusement corrigees a la main par le President en exercice, jusqu'a la derniere edition d'un
Who's Who au concept professionnel, repertoriant plus de 5200 Anciens grace a un systeme
de gestion informatique performant, la poursuite des Anciens a travers leurs peregrinations
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The A/cide de
Gaspery

Promotion,
1954- 1955.

europeennes a depuis toujours constitue une preoccupation majeure des benevoles assurant
la gestion du Bureau. Cette "chasse l'Ancien" qui se fit pendant longtemps partir de metho des archarques et folkloriques, se trouve aujourd'hui grandement facilitee par les nouvelles
technologies qu'offre I'informatique.

a

ES

GROIIPES

a

REGIONAIIX

a

PROPOSEE ET ADOPTEE EN 1954 par l'Assemblee generale, I'initiative visait non pas
diminuer le pouvoir du president mais bien simplifier son travail administratif. Les premiers
groupes ainsi fondes, se referaient des alliances qui aujourd'hui encore se forment au College
I'epoque des "fetes nationales". lis sont aujourd'hui remplaces par des structures plus officielles aux contours geographiques qui repondent aux contours administratifs nationaux.
Comment, en effet, ne pas regretter la poesie des groupes "TIes britanniques, Mediterranee,
Alpes Occidentales, France Capetienne, Lotharingie Centrale ou Vieille Germanie" ou s'etonner
de voir reunis sous un meme parapluie la Belgique, les Pays- Bas et le Japon. Et comment ne
pas jeter un regard amuse sur les debats houleux qui precederent le rattachement de la Vieille
Germanie la Lotharingie Centrale et ne pas voir dans ces joutes regionales planer I'influence
du Recteur historien H. Brugmans.

a

a

a

a
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Les groupes regionaux sont maintenant une institution bien etablie. Dissemines dans toute
l'Europe et au-dela, pris en charge par des Anciens motives, ils sont un element essentiel de
la vie associative. Formant un relais pour les Anciens qui retournent au pays ou pour ceux
qui decouvrent une nouvelle contree, ils accompagnent la reinsertion apres le cocon brugeois
ou bruxellois en creant un reseau de contacts amicaux et/ou professionnels. lis aident les
nouveaux arrivants a trouver un emploi en indiquant toutes les filieres nationales souvent
meconnues ou oubliees. lis encouragent egalement le debat europeen en confrontant Anciens
et personnalites de tous les horizons.
Mais leur missj on a su trouver egalement une autre dimension grace au role accru des comites
de selection nationaux dans le recrutement des etudiants. Source d'information et de sensibilisation aupres des milieux universitaires nationaux, le College se doit ainsi de souligner leur
contribution a la mise en place et a I'animation d'un grand nombre de ses comites de selection.

LE

IOURNAL

L'ASSOClATION, ('EST AUSSI UN JOURNAL: un CarillonjCarry on dans sa premiere version, qui
deviendra Newsflash en changeant de format avant de trouver un nouvel elan dans les annees
90 sous le titre de Bruges Echo-Natolin News. Tel un pigeon voyageur il apporte a l'Ancien,
meme exile dans les contrees les plus reculees, des nouvelles de l'Alma Mater. Maintenir un
equilibre precaire entre contributions au debat scientifique, information sur le College et
l'Association, nouvelles des Anciens, telle est la tache ardue que se sont fixee ses redacteurs.
Certains esprits auraient sans doute souhaite faire de ce journal une revue digne de figurer sur
les etageres des plus grandes bibliotheques europeennes mais ce VCEU ambitieux cache parmi
les Anciens une realite plus prosa·'que: des premieres editions jusqu'au dernier sondage effectue I'annee derniere, une constatation s'impose: quel que soit le format, I'epaisseur ou le con tenu du Bruges-Echo, le lecteur avoue se precipiter d'abord sur la rubrique "demographique et
anti mondaine" et se rejouir de tous les "gossips" publies ("il y .a trap de gossips dans le
Carillon',. Mais n'est-ce pas la continuation naturelle de I'esprit des couloirs de Bruges ou se
nouent des amities eternelles et des histoires d'amour trans-europeennes ?
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Citons pour notre plaisir quelques morceaux choisis de la vie de tous les jours des Anciens:
P.R. s'est fiance avec Charlotte. Pour plus de details voir le Pe re Verleye qui connaft Charlotte.
G.D. nous annonce la naissance des jumeaux Raymond et Martine. Decidement, les benedictions
nuptiales donnees par le Pere Verleye sont plus efficaces que celles d'autres Ministres d'Eglise.
W.K. essaye de devenir I'ideal d'un mari, il a passe un cours de cuisine et commence cl apprendre
de nouveau la langue suisse.
Barbara : Le Recteur a un faible pour elle ce qui ne veut pas dire qu'elle soit une faible femme.
A. F., travail/ant cl Bruxelles fait des apparitions frequentes.
R.B. a assiste au grand bal du Kremlin.
G. s. a fait une visite eclair en Belgique, pour participer au Bal du Rat Mort.
L. C. se rallie au rang des motorises - fide le aux exigences de la mens sana in corpore sano le
Recteur reste pieton.
Les M. se congelent lentement dans le Texas canadien.
What about the promotion photograph in which at grave risk of Franz's life and mine we managed
to get Christian in ?
Maria-Antonietta from the Rome group reports that she is not "decedee" as stated in the Who5
Who but that she is very much alive and organising meetings for former Italian students in her
house...

a

L'Association est passee du statut de famille celui de communaute. Ainsi, si l'on est toujours
bien informe de l'expansion demographique du reseau brugeois, les circonstances croustillantes de certaines rencontres ne trouvent plus leur place dans les colonnes du Bruges-Echo. It
reste .heureusement le cocktail annuel, mais surtout les reunions de Pentecote (reprogrammees
la fin de l'annee academique) ou diners des promotions anniversaires, bals et
depuis peu
barbecues offrent un cadre privilegie aux retrouvailles et debats sur les grandes petites nouvelles, au detriment parfois, il est vrai, de l'Assemblee generale des Anciens dont le serieux a
souvent bien du mal concurrencer ces diverses rejouissances.

a

a

F

SollTIFN

All

COl

FGF

SOLlDARITE ENTRE ANCIENS ET SOUTIEN au developpement du College sont souvent intimement lies. Ainsi une action telle que la creation d'une cellule de l'emploi a des repercussions
positives pour les Anciens mais contribue egalement renforcer la reputation du College dans
les milieux professionnels. Ces actions "mixtes" sont de loin les plus courantes, mais arretons
nous un instant sur une initiative interessante et ambitieuse qui permit bon nombre d'Anciens
de vivre l'immediat apres-College dans les meilleures conditions: le Fonds d'entraide.

a

a
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Cree au debut des annees 60 par une decision de l'Assemblee generale, et gere par le "Bureau
de l'Association", le Fonds d'entraide avait pour but d'accorder aux Anciens des cinq dernieres
promotions des prets sans interet afin de les aider terminer leurs etudes, trouver un emploi
ou financer la periode interimaire. Constitue par des dons volontaires des Anciens ou des professeurs du College, par le benefice des bals et autres manifestations organisees par le College,
par toute autre dotation benevole, il fut malheureusement victime de son succes. Le nombre
d'Anciens augmentant en effet plus rapidement que les dons ponctuels qui l'approvisionnaient,
l'idee du fonds a dO etre abandon nee, non sans avoir aide toute une generation d'Anciens dans
leurs premiers pas' vers la vie professionnelle.

a

Projet de resolution: c'est sous cette forme quelque peu solennelle que fut longtemps transmis aux instances du College le fruit de debats particulierement animes durant les premieres
annees d'existence d'un College qui cherchait alors sa voie. ('est dans le cadre de l'Assemblee
generale annuelle qu'etaient discutees les orientations possibles pour le College, les reformes
souhaitables. Trouvant leur apogee a l'occasion du debat sur l'Universite europeenne qui faillit remettre en cause l'existence meme du College, ces "resolutions" furent aussi utili sees pour
promouvoir l'elargissement du College aux etudiants d'autres continents ou, plus simplement,
pour exprimer la reconnaissance des Anciens aux gouvernements et autres organisations
europeennes soutenant la mission du College.
Les reflexions des Anciens n'ont, bien sOr, pas toujours garde un caractere si formel, mais representee depuis plus de trente ans au sein des organes decisionnels du College, l'Association
tentera toujours d'apporter une contribution aussi constructive que possible au developpement
et au rayonnement du College d'Europe.
A cote de ces liens institutionnels, il y a les liens operationnels dans de nombreux domaines
tels que la recherche et l'emploi. L'Association est en effet a l'origine de la creation de la
Fondation Salvador de Madariaga destinee promouvoir la recherche partir du potentiel du
College d'Europe. Creee en 1998 sous les auspices de l'Association et grace a la genereuse contribution d'Anciens -fondateurs qui en garantissent le capital legal, la Fondation a ainsi pour
ambition de renforcer la capacite de reflexion sur l'unification de l'Europe grace a un equilibre
entre enseignement et recherche et leur enrichissement reciproque.

a

a

a

Dans un autre domaine, l'evolution difficile du marche de l'emploi a relegue aux oubliettes les
temps heureux ou la preoccupation principale des membres du Conseil d'administration eta it
de trouver des candidats en nombre suffisant pour les innombrables offres emanant des institutions europeennes naissantes et autres organisations internationales en pleine expansion. La
conjoncture economique et institutionnelle ayant inverse la tendance, l'action de l'Association
s'est adaptee en developpant
la fois au service du College et des Anciens une cellule de

a
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I'emploi. Le but de cette cellule est de favoriser une meilleure prise de conscience, par l'etudiant, pendant I'annee academique, des caracteristiques du marche de I'emploi, et d'assurer
un service pratique d'offres et de conseils pour le jeune Ancien, double d'actions ciblees visant

a mieux

faire connaTtre aux entreprises et aux recruteurs potentiels le profil specifique des

Anciens.
L'Association s'est aussi toujours efforcee de favoriser I'acces au College. D'abord par une politique active de publicite aupres des milieux universitaires afin de faire connaTtre I'institution et
d'y attirer les meilleurs elements, mais aussi en soutenant financierement les moins chanceux
dont la situation personnelle interdit tout espoir de bourse.
Mais si la contribution financiere des Anciens au developpement du College est reelle, sa contribution "en nature" n'en est pas moins importante. ('est ainsi que les annees 80 virent arriver au College les futurs Anciens de la deuxieme generation, arrivee parfois precedee, il est
vrai, du retour de leurs parents, Anciens de la premiere heure qui etaient venus enrichir le corps
professoral du College et meme pour les plus engages, determiner la politique de I'institution .

(3)

servir la cause

DES

ACTIONS

de

l'Europe

STRIJCTIJREI

ES

ENVOYES SUR LES CINQ CONTINENTS, les missionnaires de I'esprit brugeois ne manquent
jamais une occasion de repandre la bonne parole europeenne - contribution scientifique classique ou actions originales - l'eventail d'actions realisees au service de l'Europe est impressionnant. Par des publications, des articles individuels ou "Ies Cahiers de Bruges" qui representaient longtemps le fer de lance scientifique de la Communaute des Anciens, les Anciens
ont leur actif des reflexions sur des themes aussi varies que "faire l'Europe" en passant par
Leopoldville"; "the butter boats judgement", ou "I'avedes "considerations sur le chomage

a

a

nir du principe de supranationalite". Le debat sur les grands enjeux europeens a souvent pris
pour cadre l'Assemblee generale annuelle, surtout pour les premieres promotions. De grandes
conferences etaient organisees sur des themes d'actualite tels que la politique d'immigration
(Athenes) ou le projet de directive pour les comites d'entreprise europeens (Bruxelles).
L'Association verra egalement ses liens de toujours avec le Mouvement Europeen officialises en
accedant par une decision du 6 decembre 1991 au statut de membre actif avec droit de vote.
Enfin, on retrouve egalement la trace d'un prix de I' Association des Anciens propose au College
pour recompenser une contribution originale et positive d'un etudiant I'unification europeenne.

a
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DES

ACTIONS

SPONTANEES

CES CONTRIBUTIONS POUR LE MOINS CLASSIQUES ont aussi ete completees par des initiatives
plus originales pas toujours limitees au public des Anciens. Le week-end d'etude inter-promotions que viendra bien vite concurrencer une proposition de pelerinage sur les hauts lieux de
l'histoire europeenne sont des actions sans doute encore bien naturelles par rapport a la surprise des passagers du Ferry en provenance ou a destination de Douvres qui, a la veille du
Conseil Europeen de Stuttgart, re~urent d'une trentaine d'Anciens enthousiastes un fac-simile
du futur passeport europeen que completait une fiche d'information sur la Communaute
Europeenne. Outre sa dimension indiscutablement symbolique, cette action sera l'occasion de
recueillir des signatures, enjoignant les Chefs d'Etat et de gouvernement qui participent au
Conseil Europeen, a approuver des mesures visant l'abolition des contr6les aux frontieres.
Defenseur de la democratie, l'Association fut parfois amenee a defendre un de ses membres
detenu par des autorites nationales totalitaires a la sensibilite exacerbee. Le Dr Samuel
Okudzeto n'eut sans doute qu'a se feliciter de l'activation du reseau des Anciens, a l'initiative
d'un camarade de promotion qui, en 1984, contribua de maniere significative a sa remise en
liberte rapide par les autorites ghaneennes.
Comme reponse a une intervention du Recteur Brugmans qui avait un jour regrette le manque
d'engagement des Anciens dans la vie politique, une initiative europeenne verra le jour en 1987
dans le cadre prestigieux du Palais des Papes a Avignon. Ainsi un mouvement qui souhaitait
renforcer la nature democratique des institutions europeennes et creer une veritable Europe
des citoyens, rassembla a l'initiative de quelques Anciens tous ceux qui s'etaient don ne pour
tache de penser l'Europe comme une cite politique dans laquelle les citoyens ne seraient pas
seulement ecoutes mais ou ils pourraient aussi agir et participer aux responsabilites.
Actions pour le College, pour les Anciens ou pour l'Europe, ces initiatives restent d'autant plus
meritoires que l'Association dut toujours compter sur un budget trop modeste. Dependants
du College quand "le Colonel" assurait la viabilite financiere du Carillon et la presentation
annuelle des comptes de l'Association, les Anciens durent bien vite acquerir leur independance
financiere grace notamment aux cotisations individuelles des membres qui accedaient par ce
geste symbolique au statut de membre actif.
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The German President, Roman Herzog,
visits the College, July 1998.

(4)

l'ancien et le College: une mission

a

poursuivre

SI LES ORGANIGRAMMES DES INSTITUTIONS EUROPEENNES ou des administrations nationales
affichent indubitablement un nombre consequent d'Anciens du College, assimiler, comme cela
fut souvent le cas, le College une Ecole europeenne d'administration, c'est negliger les pres
de 40% de diplames qui font carriere dans le secteur prive (services et industrie) sans oublier
les professeurs et autres scientifiques qui enrichissent le paysage academique europeen.
Certes, dans un environnement de plus en plus difficile, le jeune dip lame ne devrait plus esperer, une semaine ap res sa sortie du College, etre sollicite pour orienter les destinees de la
Commission Europeenne. La formation de haut niveau rec;ue
Bruges ou
Natolin confere
neanmoins des atouts indeniables pour acceder
des postes de responsabilite de niveau
europeen .

a

a

a

a

Force est de constater pourtant qu'il y a Anciens et Anciens, et si nul ne doute que les insti tutions europeennes regorgent d'Anciens competents et responsables, les colonnes elogieuses
du Bruges Echo laissent parfois transparaltre l'emergence d'une elite parmi l'elite: "1'Ancien qui
a reussi". La qualite d'Ancien qui a reussi, s'apprecie d'abord la longueur du CV du candidat,
au prestige qui entoure sa fonction . En outre, une bonne affirmation de soi, des qualites d'orateur, un physique avantageux seront loin de lui nuire. Tres en vogue sont les responsabilites
politiques nationales, les postes de Commissaire europeen, de secretaires generaux d'organi-

a
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sations internationales, d'ambassadeurs et de chefs d'entreprises multinationales ... En resume
c'est le nom que I'on cite en societe,
travers lequel on se valorise soi-meme: "vous savez,

a

j'ai etudie au College, oui, le Ministre X est aussi un Ancien ... pas de la meme promotion , bien

sur ..."
Une carriere impressionnante ne suffit pas, it convient egalement de faire preuve d'un esprit
collegial reconnu. L'heureux elu doit des lors etre dote de multiples autres qualites. ('est en

a

effet
lui que I'on fera appel pour charmer un groupe de journalistes, vanter les merites du
College devant une chaTne de television. 1\ devra au pied leve assurer le succes d'une ceremonie de c16ture, remplacer un orateur indelicat, rehausser de sa presence une rencontre amicale d'Anciens I'autre bout du continent.

a

On ne s' etonnera pas des lors que ce titre soit aussi peu repandu qu'ephemere. Mais l'Ancien
la construction europeenne,
qui a reussi, c'est aussi peut-etre celui qui apporte sa pierre

a

hors des voies traditionnellement balisees, tel ce banquier-agriculteur italien, cet Ancien de la
promotion Renner, ce membre du groupe regional de Geneve qui, fidele aux principes de Leo
Moulin , invite l'Europe a table dans son restaurant sur les hauteurs de la citadelle bisontine.
('est aussi ce professeur-poete, ou encore cette aventuriere-ecrivain qui n'oublie pas de mentionner dans un article du journal "Le Monde", ses etudes au College. Le premier Recteur qui
encourageait avant tout le developpement personnel et individuel de ses Anciens aurait sans
doute salue cette reussite.
Fiere de ses membres, l'Association n'a pas pour autant oublie toutes ses personnes de valeur
qui n'ayant pas eu la chance d' etudier au College n'ont cesse pourtant de lui temoigner un attachement sans faille. En tete, les fondateurs, S. de Madariaga, K. Verleye, H. Brugmans, A. de
Vreese, ses administrateurs,

J.

Drapier, F.-X. Ortoli, J. Rey, D. Strasser; les professeurs, M.-J. Lory

et J. Tinbergen dont les noms sont intimement lies a I'histoire du College et bien d'autres,
celebres ou moins connus. A tous ces fideles du College l'Assemblee generale des Anciens s'est
fait un devoir de temoigner sa reconnaissance en leur accordant le titre d'Ancien d'honneur.
Laissons pour condure la parole au Recteur Brugmans qui dans sa contribution au quarantieme
anniversaire du College donnait sur les Anciens une appreciation qui reste aujourd'hui encore
d'une etonnante actualite. "Nous avons cree un reseau europeen au sens que ce mot avait
dans la resistance. Certes les connaissances techniques vieillissent vite mais ce qui demeure
c'est I'orientation des esprits provoquee par de telles etudes. Notre but n'etait pas de former
ce genre d'expert qui souleve un probleme pour chaque solution mais plutot I'inverse. A cet

egard la continuite n'a jamais varie de Recteur en Recteur. Notre College est porteur d'avenir
parce qu'il investit en etres humains. La "Saint-Exupery" donna au Conseil de I'Europe son
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Secn2taire general adjoint et a la Communaute un representant permanent de la Republique
federale. Pourtant nous n'avons pas voulu devenir une Ecole nationale d'administration. Notre
ambition fut de voir "nos gens" porter notre esprit egalement dans l'industrie, le syndicalisme,
la banque et la dipiomatie, i'universite et le journalisme. Tout effort humain connatt des limites, il n'empeche que dans i'ensemble, a la veille de ce 40eme (ou 50eme ) anniversaire, nous
pouvons regarder I'ceuvre accomplie avec satisfaction: les "reseaux crees par nous se developpent sous nos yeux".
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"Finis les temps ou I'on pensait qu'il sUffisait d'enseigner une matiere
pour qu'elle soit assimilee. Fini aussi le temps ou I'on pensait qu'il sUffisait
de savoir, car le savoir, anotre epoque, vieillit si vite! Par contre, I'essentiel
est de pouvoir penser de maniere novatrice. [ ... ] Aujourd'hui nous
sommes au moment de ['education active et de ['education permanente de I'education en vue de la responsabilite."
( Hendrik Brugmans, Recteur du College d'Europe )
IN: "L'EUROPE DE DEMAIN ET SES RESPONSABLES,"
CAHIERS DE BRUGES, N.S. 17, 1967, P.19

A LA

CHAPTER

RECHERCHE DU TEMPS FUTUR

10

WHO WOULD HAVE DARED TO PREDICT the future of the College of Europe when the first
students and teachers met in Bruges fifty years ago? Founding the College was "un
saut dans /'inconnu".

Certainty about the future of the College - and of Europe - we never had. Today, we
have to tell our students: do not think that the Europe we try to teach will be the
Europe you will live in and which, hopefully, you will be able to shape. The College's
mission cannot be to predict the future. It cannot be to educate - to borrow a definition
from the Economist - "experts who know tomorrow why what they predicted yesterday did not
happen today".
The College's "founding fathers" did not pretend to foretell the future. But they knew that
it takes Europeans to build the Europe they believed in. In founding the College they acted in
accordance with Kart Popper's principle: "Was die Zukunft betrifft, so sol/en wir also nicht
versuchen zu prophezeien, sondern nur versuchen, moralisch richtig und verantwortlich zu
handeln". ( 31 )
This is how the College has evolved: with no certainty about its own future and that of Europe
but with a strong conviction that it takes Europeans to build Europe; that new generations
must be given the chance to educate themselves to become competent as well as experienced
Europeans, capable of understanding the complexities of our continent, equipped with a high
degree of sensitivity for its cultural and human diversity and prepared to act as responsible
Europeans in their future profession.

( 31 ) Concerning the future we should therefore not try to prophesy but only try to act morally right and responsibly.
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( 1)

the

RECHERCHE DU TEMPS FUTUR

Bruges formula

THE COLLEGE, IN ITS SMALL WAY, tried to bridge the gap between national educational
systems and the emerging European dimension in our lives. Universities, which had been major
actors in creating a common European civilisation in the past had, in more recent centuries,
become pillars of nationally enclosed education systems. University reforms after the Second
World War did not take into account the emerging European dimension in our lives. Those who
should have prepared the future continued to live in the past. Universities and education in
general were not forerunners but latecomers to European developments. They acted, rather,
according to Hegel's dictum: "Die Eule der Minerva beginnt erst in der Dammerung ihren F1ug."
This situation is changing very slowly. We can witness, however, not the re-emergence of the old
idea of a genuinely European university to which the College as well as the European University
Institute in Florence owe their existence. Instead, under the massive pressure of the realities of
life and markets, a slow process of "Europeanisation" of national universities has set in. We can
observe a gradual opening of national curricula, helped along by the EU's mobility programmes,
by the proliferation of "European studies", by bilateral and multilateral exchange programmes and
by tough competition from business schools and "corporate universities". Clearly, Europe is
"in".
At least the rhetoric of university reform today has a marked European focus in its objective of
creating "un espace universitaire europeen".
On the threshold of its 50th anniversary, the College has to answer the question of whether it
has now accomplished its historical mission of pioneering a truly European formula for preparing well-selected graduates for professional life and responsibilities in Europe, or on the
contrary, is the College's well tested formula still what is needed to equip young Europeans for
the challenges of a future "knowledge society" of truly European dimensions?
The College strongly believes that the "Bruges Formula" has a bright future in and for the
"knowledge driven society" which will have to evolve in Europe. While fifty years ago Europe's
survival hinged on freeing itself from the outdated and dangerous power monopoly of the
"sovereign" nation-state, today the key-issue for our future in the 21st century is likely to be
building a knowledge society of a European dimension. More than ever before, the competitiveness of our industry and the individual's position in our society depend on knowledge and
the flexibility of the human mind. More than ever before, education and training in a truly
European environment .will be the top priority for Europe's future.
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The College offers a time-tested and
highly original formula for helping
well-selected graduates in the short
spell of only one academic year to
become competent, experienced
and responsible Europeans. It has
developed a mature, compact and
flexible programme of highly specialised as well as comprehensive European studies. By living
and working together in a truly European microcosm of students and teachers, the students
acquire a practical experience of cultural diversity and European teamwork: <I••• en se frottant
quotidiennement les uns aux autres, ils se sont aper(:us que l'Europe est possible en grand,
puisqu'elle se realise humainement en microcosme" CH. Brugmans).
Without indulging in crystal ball-gazing, one can assume that in a modern knowledge society
based on lifelong learning, basic university training will be reduced to three or four years. One
can assume that personality, maturity and judgement will matter as much as expertise in a
rapidly changing environment. And one can assume that cross-cultural experience and awareness will become indispensable for holding any responsible position in society. In such a world,
the Bruges Formula for training well-rounded Europeans should have an assured future: it is
short, very intense, theoretical and practical and enables the College's graduates to face the
cultural diversity and the uncertainties of societal change and "globalisation" as responsible
Europeans. The College offers 50 years of experience in evolving what the Germans would call:
<lein europaisches Bildungskonzept".
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Last but not least, in Bruges and Natolin, the College comes nearer than elsewhere to educating
that elusive person, the European citizen, who not only lives in Europe and takes it for
granted (like all of us) but who knows that this new political community lying beyond the
nation-state also requires its citizens' allegiance.

(2)

financial foundations

IT THUS APPEARS THAT THE COLLEGE OFFERS one of the best responses to the challenges of
the new century in our specific field, i.e. training graduates for their professional future in a
European environment. The "Bruges Formula" provides an answer to the needs of the emerging
"knowledge-driven society". It also provides a thorough programme for training Europeans from
West and East for a wider and stronger Union. In fact, since the opening of Central and Eastern
Europe, the College, which has always worked for a wider Europe than that of the EC member
states, has had to take on its shoulders new tasks and responsibilities. The College's expertise and network of teachers and anciens were much in demand and it participated in organising trai~ing courses and consultancies especially in Central and Eastern Europe.
But the College's shoulders are not very broad. As in the past, the College pays a high price
for its independence and its genuine European character: for fifty years, it has had to struggle
with the problems of rather fragile and vulnerable financial and administrative foundations.
Now at the turn of the century the College thus faces a double challenge:
- to constantly update its profile and programme in order to meet the requirements
of a rapidly changing Europe;
- to consolidate its financial and administrative structures in order to face the challenges of a wider Europe.
In fact, the financial future is far from secure. The sources of the budget of 1999 11,4 million
Euro (8,7 Bruges, 2,7 Natolin) could easily dry up. They consist of student contributions (mostly in scholarships from states, EU programmes or other sources), EU subsidies and - for Natolin
- national Phare programmes, support from the host countries, Belgium and Poland as well as
from various state or private contributions.
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The College of Europe, Bruges at the foot

of the Church of our Lady's Tower.

The legal status of the College, as an "etablissement d'utilite
publique" under Belgian law, is not made for a "transnational"
European institute and leads to misunderstanding of the
European character of the College as well as administrative and
financial problems. There is thus so far no ':European company"
nor a European legal framework - a "European charter" - for
financially much weaker training institutions. Moreover, when it
comes to political bargaining over budgets, "Europe" as such
does not have much of a lobby. Elections are won in
a national environment. The many national institutions with a
European orientation can frequently mobilise a stronger lobby
when it comes to distributing European funds.
To state these facts means, at the same time, to acknowledge with gratitude the efforts made
by all those who have helped the College to pursue its mission in spite of its weak structure
and the fact that it lies outside all established institutions in the world of education and
training. With the help of many friends and anciens, the College has avoided the fate of Icarus,
but sometimes only just. On the threshold of its fiftieth anniversary, and in this time of tight
budgets, we therefore, have to reflect not only on the excellence of the "Bruges Formula" for our
common future but also on who is going to pay for it.
It will be crucial not only to maintain the high academic standards of the College in combination with the personal experience of a "deep immersion" in a European microcosm. We must
also try to anchor the College more solidly in an emerging European space of education and
training. As a genuinely European institution the College still has a unique position in the increasingly complex and diversified landscape of postgraduate training and education in Europe.
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Opening ceremony of the
49th Academic Year
1998-1999 with Belgian
Prime Minster Jean-Luc
Dehaene, West Flanders'
Governor Paul Breyne
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Patrick Moenaert.

At a time when a strong European stimulus is needed to avoid the mistakes of the past, name ly purely national university reforms, the College can play an important pilot role. By recognising and defining its role more clearly, the College can rationalise and strengthen its support
structures in the EU, in the member states and in the private sector. By the end of 2003, the
College should have in place a sound administrative and financial base for an integrated
College of five hundred students on two campuses.

(3)

a

compass

for the

future

As IN THE PAST FIFTY YEARS, to steer the College into the uncharted waters of a rapidly
evolving Europe of the 21St century will not be an easy task. Good advice is: if in doubt return
to the roots. This lesson might be drawn from the experience of the last three years in which
the College had to undergo one of the more agonising reappraisals of its recent history.
In the middle of the nineties, the College faced a serious administrative and financial crisis,
which was the result of many factors, but certainly also of a rapid growth for which the College
was not adequately prepared. The European Commission had stopped its subsidy and ordered
a special audit, which revealed serious shortcomings in the way the College was run. The
College branch in Natolin had run up a massive deficit. Under the guidance of President Jacques
Delors and with the untiring help of Raymond Georis, President of the Executive Committee,
the College proceeded to make a complete overhaul of its legal and administrative structures
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including entirely new budgetary procedures. The administrative structures were thoroughly
reorganised, guided by the two principles of transparency and clear responsibilities for all staff
members. Some painful personnel decisions had to be taken. Like in most other academic
institutions, it was decided to outsource some technical services.
Characteristic for the College's inherent strength, its main functions - teaching and community
building - were not impaired by the necessary restructuring. The Hallstein and Tocqueville
Promotions shaped their own version of the "esprit de Bruges". This encouraging experience
helped to conceive and put into practice a multi-faceted rescue operation based on a reassessment of the College's mission and profile in a changing European environment. It was necessary to redefine priorities and concentrate limited resources on the College's "core business",
on which the reputation of the College and thereby the added value for the professional
future of its students depend. Accordingly, the other activities of the College were reorganised,
for instance:
- the Development service · now groups together the additional training and consultancy functions the College has assumed especially after the opening of Central
and Eastern Europe. They help to strengthen the College's Europe-wide network of
expertise and provide professional experience for anciens as well as additional funds
for the College;
- in February 1998, the Salvador de Madariaga Foundation was founded to help the
College develop its research function, which is difficult to promote adequately inside
the College during an academic year that imposes a heavy workload on students,
assistants and teachers.
Responding to the new challenges of an increasingly Europe-wide labour market the College
developed, in cooperation with the Association des Anciens, a strategy to help students to prepare themselves more systematically for accessing the ever more complex employment market.
Today, contrary to the occasional image of an "ecole de cadres", more than half of the graduates
find their professional future in the private sector - This is one of many reasons for renewed
efforts to widen the College's network of contacts and include the world of European business.
Looking at the history of the College, it was no surprise to find encouragement and guidance
for all those endeavours in the thoughts and writings of the College's "founding fathers". In
preparing for the Hendrik Brugmans Promotion 1997-98, it was discovered - no surprise to his
former pupils - that he and his friends provided the College with a very valuable compass to
chart its course for the 21st century, namely the prime importance of the College formula for
training competent, experienced and responsible Europeans.
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The format of the academic programme of the College has stood the test of time. But in order
to sharpen the specific profile in a rapidly evolving landscape of European studies and to maintain the unity of the College special efforts were needed to ensure the coherence of highly
specialised teaching in the different departments and of the pluridisciplinary programme for all
students. The establishment of three chairs bearing the name of the respective sponsors and
also giving the College the opportunity of remembering some of the most distinguished professors of its history - Jan Tinbergen and Leo Moulin - helped to strengthen the position and
presence in Bruges of the Directeurs d'Etudes of the Departments who now meet regularly with
the Rector in an informal ucollegium academicum". By the same token, the corps of the academic assistants had to be confirmed in its essential role of assuring high level academic and
practical teaching based on a system of visiting professors.
It is true, the academic life of the College is not easy to organise without offering academic
careers to a highly qualified permanent teaching staff as all universities do. Over 50 years, the
College has made a virtue of necessity by attracting the most qualified professors and practitioners from all corners of Europe as visiting professors, thus confronting the students with the
whole of Europe's diversity and rich potential. It turned out to be a success. As in the past,
professors come to the College because there they meet highly motivated graduate students
representing the broad spectrum of thought and experience any realistic European policy would
have to take into account. Thus, a unique community of students and teachers creates itself
every year at the College. It is certainly worth the effort it takes to organise it - even though
it sometimes goes against the grain of traditional academic life in Europe.
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Hendrik Brugmans Promotion

(1991- 1998).

For the future one should wish that the dialogue and exchange of ideas so characteristic of the
College might be channelled into a more systematic intellectual contribution to the public
debate on Europe's future. Conferences and colloquia on the occasion of the 50th ann iversary
will help the College to find the means and instruments to make full use of its potential as
what Jacques Delors calls a "'aboratoire d'idees ".
True to its Europe-wide mission the College, in close cooperation with the European
Commission's services for Central and Eastern Europe, prepared its plans for a sustainable future for its Natolin campus after the expiry of the original five-year agreement 1994-99. Having
learned from experience, the College now envisages a five-year development to a capacity of
about 250 students based on a trilateral agreement between the government of Poland, the
European Commission and the College, thereby realising the new concept of one integrated
College consisting of two campuses. By thus increasing its capacity to 500 students while maintaining the time-tested College formula as well as its independence and genuinely European
character, the College hopes to position itself at the forefront of a wider and stronger Europe
emerging at the beginning of the 21St century.
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The conviction that the "Bruges Formula" for training competent, experienced and responsible
Europeans has an indispensable pilot function in Europe has kept the College constantly on its
toes. The struggle to survive in an environment not made for an independent European institution in the field of postgraduate training has forced the College to remain young and flexible,
a "learning organisation", a permanent experiment. This is its strength . It will be its main asset
for the future.
Being "A la recherche du temps futur", the College cannot do better than follow the example
of its "founding fathers". Faced with "in certitudes europeennes" far more worrying than those
of the present, they put their trust in people. They knew that Europe would be what responsible Europeans will make of it. They wanted to help members of a new generation to educate
themselves for this task. Thanks to their courage and inspiration and the perseverance of their
successors the College can now look to its future with self-confidence, realism and a clear
vision of its mission.
Such self-confidence seems justified, because the unique formula of training competent, experienced and responsible Europeans will have an important role to play in an emerging "knowledge society" of European dimensions. Moreover, with the plans for an integrated College consisting of two - or possibly more - campuses the College has found an adequate response to
the challenges of a wider Europe. Given the sense of realism gained from successfully pursuing
its mission in an often difficult environment, the College will have to fight for a legal status
more adequate for the needs of a genuinely European postgraduate institution - hopefully one
day a European charter - and redouble the efforts to consolidate its financial and administrative base.
With a clear vision of its mission, the College will have to position itself at the forefront of the
debate over the European dimension of education and training indispensable for our common
future. In its small way the College might be able to put new life into the old idea that Europe
needs not only the slow "Europeanisation" of national institutions in this field but also the pilot
function of genuinely European institutes like the College of Europe.
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"Groat Labyr", Constant,
Kroller MUlIer Museum,
Otter/a, Nederland

© Sabam 8e/gie 1999

CONSTANT (born 1920 in The Netherlands)
A drawing in pencil, black chalk (1996) related to the artist's New Babylon studies.
New Babylon was the name Constant gave to "the city of the future". It had to be
an a-functional, living city built upon the inherent creativity of all men. It was to be a city
of different transparent floors, linked with staircases or ladders and painted in many
colours. The drawing offers a continuous visual challenge: new spaces emerge which call
for new visions.
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promotions
anm!e

nom de la promotion

nombre d'etudiants

a Bruges - a Natolin
1949
195 0 -195 1

Preparatoire

22

Antoine de Saint-Exupery

195 1-195 2
195 2-1953

Juan Vives

35
30

Tomas Garrigue Masaryk

40

1953-1954
1954-1955

Erasme

39
36

Alcide de Gasperi

1955-1956
195 6 -1957

Virgile

1957-195 8
195 8 -1959

Henri le Navigateur

Raoul Dautry

Fridtjof Nansen

1959-19 60
1960- 19 61

Sully

1961-1962

GoUfried Wilhelm Leibniz

19 62 -19 6 3
19 6 3-19 6 4

August Vermeylen

Saint-Simon

Thomas Paine

Recteur

don Salvador de Madariaga

Hendrik Brugmans

33
36
40
40
43
38
37
46
48

19 6 4- 19 6 5

Robert Schuman

1965-1966
1966-1967

Thomas More

45
52

George C. Marshall

56

19 6 7- 1968

Comenius

54

1968-1969

Konrad Adenauer

47

1969-1970
1970-197 1

Guillaume le Taciturne

49

Winston Churchill

57
58

1971-197 2
197 2-1 973

Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi

1973-1974
1974-1975

Giuseppe Mazzini

59
92

Aristide Briand

111

Dante

President du
Conseil d'administration

Jean Rey

Jerzy Lukaszewski
Fran~ois -Xavier Ortoli
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nom de la promotion

nombre d'etudiants

cl Bruges - cl Natolin
1975- 197 6
197 6 -1977

Adam Jerzv Czartoryski

101

Peter Paul Rubens

120

1977-197 8
1978-1979

Karl Renner

128

Paul Henri Spaak

130

1979-1980
1980-1981

Salvador de Madariaga

140

Jean Monnet

1981-1982

Johan Willem Beven

1982-19 8 3
198 3-19 8 4

Joseph Bech

13 1
12 3
122

198 4- 1985
19 8 5- 1986

Madame de Stael

133
12 3

Christophe Colomb

158

19 86 -1987
19 8 7- 19 88

William Penn

177

Altiero Spinelli

178

1988-1989

Christopher Dawson

19 8 9- 199 0
199 0 -199 1

Denis de Rougemont

204
200

1991-199 2
199 2-1993

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

245
212

Jean Rev

Hans & Sophie Scholl

Recteur

Daniel Coens

Manuel Marfn

Charles IV

21 9

1993-1994
1994-1995

Stefan Zweig

221

35
42

Ramon Llull

246

50

1995-1996
199 6 -1997

WaIter Hallstein

257

Alexis de Tocqueville
Hendrik Brugmans

259
26 5

49
61
60

Leonardo da Vinci

26 5

73

1997-199 8
1998-1999

President du
Conseil d'administration

Werner Ungerer

Gabriel Fragniere

Jacques Delors
Otto van der Gablentz
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